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"YOUTH AND VIOLENCE: THE CURRENT CRISIS"

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1988

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:20 a.m., in room2203, Rayburn House Office Building, Honorable George Miller(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Members_ present: Representatives Coats, Boggs, Weiss, Boxer,

Rowland, SikOrski, Wheat, Martinez, Durbin, Wortley, Packard,
Hastert, and John Lewis of Georgia.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, Staff Director; Diane Shust, Pro-
fessional staff; Carol M. Statuto, Minority Deputy Staff Director;
and Join Godley, committee clerk, Evelyn Anderes, minority re-search -aisistant.

Chairman Miuzit. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,and Families will come to order for the purposes of holding a hear-ing on "Youth and Violence, the Current Crisis".Over the past five years, the Select Committee on Children,Youth, and Families has focused attention on numerous issues
which pose serious threats to the future of America's children andtheir families.

Today we address a particularly serious and growing crisis, theepidemic of gang warfare and the violence among youth. Thisrecent surge in youth violence is a tragic culmination of three in-sidious trends which we have examined, in the past two years: theemergence of a new killer drug, crack cocaine; the reemergence ofrace-related incidents among adolescents; and the anger that pover-ty instils in millions of young people.
Violent juvenile crime increased nine percent between 1984 and1986, reversing the trend of a prior decade. This is an alarming in-

crease, effectively cancelling out in just two years nearly 50 per-cent of the reduction in violent crime that had taken a decade toachieve.
These incidents are no longer isolated to the largest urban areas.Reports of serious youth violence come from Pasadena, Texas; Oak-

land, California; Washington, D.C.; Corpus Christi, Texas; DeKalb,
Missouri; and Portland, Oregon.

Younger and younger children are committing acts of violence.Younger and younger children are carrying handguns and auto-matic weapons. And younger and younger children are falling vic-tims to the violence of their peers.
Juveniles are also becoming dependent upon more powerful anddangerous drugs. In Washington, D.C., 61 percent of those underthe age of 18 who were arrested in December of 1987 testes! positive

(1)
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for PCP or cocaine, either alone or in combination with another
drug.

At the same time, drug dealers are using children as interme-
diaries in their transactions. Children as young as 12 years old
have been arrested for selling crack.

Gang violence has also begun to appear in cities with no recent
history of gangs. Police report that gangs selling drugs in Miami,
Chicago and Los Angeles have spread to smaller cities in search of
new markets. As the gangs have spread, so, has the violence.

Apart ,from their devastating personal impact, and the potential
victimization of others, incidents of youth violence are significant
for what they tell us about larger economic and demographic
trends in our society, and for what they convey about the circum-
stances in which millions of children are being raised.

Twenty years ago, the Kerner Commission warned that "our
nation (was) moving toward two societies, one black, one white
separate and unequal." Today, a new report, "Report e the 1988
Commission on the Cities: The Kerner Report Updated" warns that
"there are 'quiet riots' in all of America's central cities: unemploy-
ment, poverty, social disorganization, family disintegration, hous-
ing and school deterioration, and crime are worse now."

It is too easy to blame youth violence on the spread of drugs or
the easy availability of firearms. We have to ask why children con-
sider violence an appropriate means for resolving their disputes
and why, for thousands of children, has human life become so de-
valued? What are the conditions that leave youth so disconnected
from the larger society and its institutions?

Today we will. hear from teenagers who have been caught in the
web of gang struggles and are working to remove themselves from
it. We'll also hear from law enforcement and public health officials,
gang workers and researchers, who will address why teenagers,
and increasingly preteenagers, engage in violent acts, the extent to
which these acts are drug-related, and what other factors make vio-
lence or gang affiliation attractive to youth.

We will also learn about successful strategies for giving youth a
stake in' heir own future and the future of this nation.

I welcome all of the witnesses here this morning and appreciate
your contributions to this very important discussion.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MUER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THIE STATE OF CALI7ORNIA AND CHAiRmAN, SEILLT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

Over the past five years, the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
has focused attention on numerous issues which pose serious threats to the future of
America's children and their families.

Today, we address a particularly serious and growing crisis: the epidemic of gang
warfare and violence among youth. This recent surge of youth violence is the tragic
culmination of three insidious trends which we have examined in the past two
years: the emergence of the new killer drugcrack cocaine; the reemergence of the
race-related incidents among adolescents; and the anger that poverty instills in mil-
lion of young people.

Violent juvenile crime increased 9% alone between 1984 and 1986, reversing the
trend of the prior decade. This is an alarming increases, effectively canceling out in
two years nearly 50% of the reduction in violent crime it had taken a decade to
achieve.
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These incidents are no longer isolated in the largest urban areas. Reports of seri-ous youth violence come from Pasadena, Texas; Oakland, California; and Washing-ton, -D.C. They-come from DelCalb, Missouri; Baltimore, Maryland; Corpus Christi,Texas; and Portland, Oregon.
Younger and younger children are committing acts of violence. Younger and

younger children are carrying handguns and automatic weapons. And younger and
younger children are falling victim to the violence oftheir peers.

Juveniles are also becoming dependent upon more powerful and dangerous drugs.
In Washington, D.C. 61% of those under the age of 18 who were arrested in Decem-
ber 198? tested positive for PCP or cocaine, either alone or in combination with an-: other drug.

At 'the' same time, drug dealers are using children as intermediaries in their
transactions. Children as young as 12 fears old have been arrested for selling crack.

Gang violence has also begun to appear in cities with no recent history of gangs.Police' report that gangs selling drugs in Miami, Chicago and Los Angeles havespread to smaller cities in search of new markets. As the gangs have spread, so- hasthe violence.
Apart from their devastating personal impact, and the potential victimization of

others, incidents of youth violence are significant for what.they tell us about larger
economic and demographic trends in our society, and for what they convey about
the circumstances in which millions ofchildren are being raised.

Twenty years ago, the Keniir Commission warned that "our nation [was] movingtoward two societies, one black, one whiteseparate and unetitial." Today, a newreport, "Report of the 1988 Commission on the Cities: The Kerner Report Updated,"
warns that "there are 'quiet riots' in all of America's central cities: unemployment,proverty, social disorganization, family distintegration, housing and school deterio-ration, and crime are worse now."

It is too easy to blame youth violence on the spread of drugs or the easy availabil-ity of firearms. We have to ask why children consider violence and appropriate
means of resolving their disputes. Any why, for thousands of children, has humanlife become so devalued? What are the conditions that leave youtli so disconnectedfrom the larger society and its institutions?

Today we will hear from teenagers who have been caught in the web of gangstruggles and are working to remove themselves from it.
We will also hear from law enforcement and public health officials, gang workersand researchers who will address why teenagers, and increasingly pre-teenagers,engage in violent acts, the extent to which these acts are drug-related, and whatother factors may make violence or gang affiliation attractive to youth.
We will also learn about successful strategies for giving youth a stake in theirown future and the future of the nation.
I welcome all the witnesses here this morning and appreciate your contribution tothis very important discussion.
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YOUTH LSID VIOLENCE: THE CURRENT CRISIS

A FACT SHEET

VIOLENCE IS A MAJOR CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG ADOLESCENTS YOUNG
ADULTS

Homicide is the second leading cause of death for all 15-
to 24-year-olds is the United States. (Centers For Disease
ControlICDC), 1986)

Homicide is the leading cause of death for all black 15- to
24-year-olds. The rate of death for black men in this age
group is seven times higher than the overall national
rate. (CDC, 1986)

77Vof homicide victims are male. (CDC, 1986)

80% of homicides occur between members of the same race.
(CDC, 1986)

Homicides are categorized as family homicides (15.8% of the
total in 1980), homicides involving friends and acquain-
tances (32.9%), "stranger" homicides (12.8%) and "unknown"
(34.4%). The "unknown" group are thought to be primarily
stranger homicides as well. (American Medical Association,
"White Paper on Adolescent Health," 1986)

TEENAGERS DISPROPORTIONATELY VICTIM'S OF VIOLENT CRIME

From 1982 through 1984, teenagers ages 12-19 experienced
1.8 million violent crimes annually, t;..ce the rate of the
adult population ages 20 and over. (Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics IBJS], 1986)

of all age groups, older teens (ages 16-19) have the
highest victimization rate for violent crimes (excluding
homicide). Younger teens (ages 12-15) have the third
highest rate. (BJS, 1986)

Among victims of violent crimes, older teens are more
likely than the general population to be attacked by
strangers. Younger teens are more likely to be attacked by
non-strangers. 'OJS, 1987)

AFTER A DECADE OF DECLINE, VIOLENT JUVENILE CRIME INCREASING

* The number of juveniles arrested for violent crime
(homicide, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault) increased
9% between 1984 and 1986, after a 20X decline between 1974
and 1984. (Uniform Crime Reports NW, 1974-1986)

9
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* Overall juvenile crime (misdemeanors and felonies) has been
decreasing steadily since 1975, after a 300% increase
between 1960 and 1975. The total number of arrests of
juveniles in 1975 was 2,783,459; in 1986, it was 1,747,675.
((UCR, 1960, 1975-1986)

* ;-5ost researchers attribute the drop in juvenile arrests
between 1974 and 1984 to the reduced number of teenagers in
the general population -- a direct result of dramatic
declines in U.S. birth rates that began in 1966 (Krisberg,
k'erican Psychological Association, Division 37,
Newsletter, Winter 198?.)

HIGH PERCENTAGE OF YOUTH KILLED BY FIREARMS

* In 1986, 49% of the 2,484 homicide victims under the age of
19 were killed by firearms. Of all youth homicide victims,
51% of those ages of 10-14 and 67% of those ages 15-19 were
killed by firearms. (UCR, 1986)

* More than 50% of black homicide victims were killed witn
handguns, compared to more than 40% of white homicide
victims. (CDC, 1986)

* There are at least 400 unintentional firearm fatalities
annually among children. Forty-five are under five years
of age. (UCR, 1986)

OVERALL DRUG USE BY YOUTH DECLINING BUT INCREASING AMONG
JUVENILE ARRESTEES

Overall drug usage, including cocaine use, among high school
seniors declined between 1986 and 1987, although over half
(57%) had tried an illicit drug at some time and over
one-third (36%) had tried an illicit drug other than
marijuana. (This survey does not include measures for the
15-20% of the age group who did not finish high school.)
(Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan,
1988)

Currently, an estimated 35% of arrested juveniles in the
District of Columbia, 42% in Maricopa County (Phoenix),
Arizona, and 35% in Tampa, Florida, test positive for
illicit drug use. (District of Columbia Pretrial Services
Agency, 1988)

Cocaine use among arrested juveniles in the District of
Columbia has increased from a negligible number in 1984 to
22% in 1987, compared to an increase from 14% to 60% among
adult arrestees during the same period. (District of
Columbia Pretrial Services Agency, 1984-1988)

LIMITED STUDIES OFFER PROFILE OF VIOLENT JUVENILES

* Studies show that violent juvenile crime is often a random
occurrence in a pattern of offenses which usually includes
nonviolent offenses. (Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin, 1972;
Hamparian, Schuster, Dinitz and Conrad, 1978; Shannon,
1980; Rojek and Erikson, 1982; Piper, 1983)

1_ 0
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UCR data show that young adults (ages 18-24) and older

juveniles (ages 15-17) are disproportionately responsible

for acts of criminal violence. (Zimring, 1979; Strasburg,

1984; Weiner and Wolfgang, 1985)

Self reports and official records agree that male adoles-
cents commit more violent and more serious crimes than

their female counterparts. (Elliott and Huizinga, 1984;
Weiner and Wolfgang, 1985)

In a study of 1,222 youth, only 2% were arrested for violent

offenses. Of the violent offenders, nearly one-third had

five or more arrests and were responsible for two-thirds of

all arrests. (Hamparian, 1985)

Relatively few violent juvenile offenders are rapeat violent

offenders. Only 15.4% of the juveniles studied had been
arrested for more than one violent crime as juveniles -- and

fewer yet (8.1X) for robbery, rape, aggravated assault and

homicide. (Hamparian, 1985)

DELINQUENCY STRONGLY CORRELATED TO CHILD ABUSE AND FAMILY

VI,LEaCE

Delinquent juveniles, particularly institutionalized delin-

quent juveniles have significantly higher rates of child

abuse than the general youth population. 26-55% of institu-
tionalized juvenile offenders have official histories of

child abuse. (Austin, National Council on Crime and
Delinquency, testimony before the Select Committee on

Children, Youth, and Families, May 1984)

In a study of delinquent° and noadelinquenta, a history of
abuse and/or family violence was the most significant vari-

able in predicting membership in the delinquent group.

Compared to their nondelinquent peers, delinquent adoles-

cents were also more likely to suffer subtle forms of
neurological impairment and severe psycniatric symptoms,
and to have learning disabilities. (Lewis, et al, 1987)

Studies of juveniles sentenced to death in the U.S.
indicate that these youth are multiply handicapped; they

tend to have suffered serious head injuries, injuries to

the central nervous system, multiple psychotic symptoms
since early childhood, and physical and sexual abuse.

(Lewis, et al, 1986; Lewis, 1987)

YOUTH DETENTIONS INCREASING AND COSTLY

* In 1985, a one-day count of children in public and private

detention and correctional facilities vas preliminarily
estimated at 83,000, a 3-4% increase from the 82,272

counted in 1983. Between 1979-1983, this one-day count had
increased 11%. (Department of Justice, "Children In

Custody: 1982-1983 Census", [DOJ, "Custody," 1986))

* During 1982, there werc 524,928 admissions to juvenile

facilities. Of these admissions, more than 500,000 were to
public facilities; almost 90,000 were to private

facilities. (DOJ, "Custody," 1986)
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* Of delinquent juveniles in custody, 24% were violent
offenders, 497. had committed crimes against property.
(DOJ, "Custody", 1986)

* In 1982, juvenile facility expenditures totaled over $1.8billion nationwide. (DOJ, "Custody," 1986)

JUVENILES HELD IN ADULT JAILS AND LOCK-UPS

* It is estimated that each year 300,000 to 479,000 juveniles
are locked in adult jails nationwide. (BJS, 1985)

* Of the children held in adult jails annually, approximately
10% are held for serious offenses; 20% for "status offenses"
such as underage drinking, sexual promiscuity, or runningaway; and 4% (over 19,000) without

having committed anyoffense whatsoever. (BJS, 1985)

3/9/88
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Chairman MILLER. At this point, I'd like to recognize the senior
Republican on the Committee, Congressman,Coats.

Mf.,Coki.a. Thank you very. much, Mr. Chairman.
Over .the past five years, the Select Committee on Children,

YoUth, and Families has focused attention on numerous issues
serioua threatate the future of America's Children and

their families. Today Weiddress a particularly serious and growing
crisis, the epidemic of gang, warfare and violence among youth.
This recent surge of youth violence is the- tragic culmination of
three insidious. trends whiCh we haVe examined in the past two
years: he emergence of anew killer drug, crack cocaine; the re-
emergence 'of race-related, incidents among adolescents; and the
anger that poverty instills in millions of young people.

"Violent juvenile erinie increased nine Percent between 1984 and
1986, reversing the trend of a prior decade. This is an alarming
increase, effectively cancelling out in just two years nearly 50
percent of the reduction in violent crime that had taken a decade to
achieve.

These incidents are no longer isolated to the largest urban areas.
Reports of serious youth violence come from Pasadena, Texas; Oak-
land, California; and Washington, D.C. They also come from DeKalb,
Missouri; Baltimore, Maryland; Corpus Christi, Texas; and Portland,
Oregon.

Younger am& younger children are committing acts of violence.
Younger and younger children are carrying handguns and auto-
matic weapons, and younger and younger children are foiling vic-
tims to the violence-of their peers.

Juveniles are also becoming dependent upon more powerful and
dangerous drugs. In Washington, D.C., 61 percent of those -under
the age of 18 who were arrested in December of 1987 tested positive
for PCP or cocaine, either alone or in combination with another
drug. At the same rime, drug dealers are using children as inter-
mediaries in their transactions. Children as young as 12 years old
have been arrested for selling crack.

Gt.ng violence has also begun to appear in cities with no recent
history of gangs. Police report that gangs selling drugs in Miami,
Chicago and Los Angeles, have spread to smaller cities in search of
new markets. As the gangs have spread, so has the violence.

Apart from their devastating personal impact, and the potential
victimization of others, incidents of youth violence are significant for
what they tell us about larger economic and demographic trends in
our society, and for what they convey about the circumstances in
which millions of children are being raised.

Twenty years agn, the Kerner Commission warned that "our
nation (was) moving toward two societies, one black, one white
separate and unequal." Today, the new report, "Report of the 1988
Commiesion.on the Cities: the Kerner Report Updated" warns that
"there are 'quiet riots' in all of America's central cities: unem-
ployment, poverty, social disorganization, family disintegration,
housing and school deterioration, and crime are worse now."

It is too easy to blame youth violence on the spread of drugs or
the easy availability of firearms. We have to ask why children con-
sider violence an appropriate means for resolving their disputes
and why, for thousands of children, has human life become so de-
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valued?'Whatare the conditions that leave youth so disconnected
fromthelarger society and its institutions?.

Todak fropi,teenageri who have been caught in the
web of gang strUggles and are Working, to remove themselves from
it. We'll also-hear'fibm.laWenforcernentand public health officials,gang workers --,researehera, who will why teenagers,
and,',nc'reaSinglY,Pre-teenagers, engage in violent acts, the extent to
which these nctitire-drug,related;and what other factors make vio-
lence '0,gang:affiliatiOn attractive to youth.

We,will iliojearn about succetiefulatrat44'es for giving youth a
stUkèintheir own future and the future of this nation.

Chalk:Mini -Wiz-1CW Martinez?
Chairman,-I want to thank you for hold-ing thit Ithink,it's one of the .very, very im-

portant= eidettient that we 'have to -ans. Wer(can we provide enough
resources to correct the problems that exist in many of the neigh-
borhood:4- Arinilir to the ones igrew up in?

Letine'teff.you; I grevi -up in neighborhoods where there were
.nOthing.1)ut gangs around us. liethember the names of the gangs,
White Fence, Clanton, Modavia, Flats, etcetera, et Cetera.

What many of us don't' realize, who didn't live in an area likethat o± :grew up in an area like that, is that, becoming a gang
'member-becomes a matter of survival and' then it becomes a way oflife.

if you ask niost- of these young-people for a definitive answer asto why they're gang-members, they probably couldn't give you one.
They'd-have to sit and think a long time. Its like, "Everybody does
it. There's no alternative-There are no options for us."

In niany .c.Eises, the ..programs -that -have been very- successful in
the past, are'currently without funding,..Iti the name of defense and
because of austerity and because of budget deficits, we choose to
attack those. problems where -there isn't -a voting constituency to
threaten us with our seats. But there are those of us, who have
consciences that vote for funds for those programs.

Tragically, I think we can have a strong America. Strong in de-
tente, but weak internally. We have neglected the domestic issuesthat 'make our country-strong from within. Our greatest asset is
our peoPle. It's often said that youth are the future of America.Well, if that's true, I think we ought to be concerned with all
youth, especially those youth that come from disadvantaged and
impoverished neighborhoods. We need to put the programs there
that help them realize that dream that we all talk about. The
American dream of becoming a part of the mainstream and being
successfill to the ends that our talents and abilities and desire cancarry us.

I find no joy in these hearings because it's a reminder of what
once was, still is, and seems like will always be unless we deter-
mine to make the commitment to these young people and the
young people of our country that we've made to other things in oursociety.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
voice my sentiment. I am going to have to leave because I'm going
to an awards ceremony for some young people that are making a
difference in their lives and making a difference in all of America.
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People that have received awards for their entrepreneurship in the
Job Training Partnership Aet and youth that have been volunteers
in -programs that helrvaid and abet people that are trying to raise
themselVes out of the depths of depression and frustration.
::Thank you.
ChairMan Mr: Packard?
Mr. PAckAM). Thanijoii, Mr. Chairthan. I don't have a prepared

statement, but I certainly chi appreciate you calling this very
timely and important hearing. Someone, said that when you lose a
man you kiiow precisely: what: you've lost, but when you lose a
child, aboy Ur -a girl, you -never know what. you've lost. We can't
allow our young ,people, to lose their -oPpOrtunity, for success in
Ai ierica. appreciate your hearing. Thank you very much.

thairman,MILLER.'Congres'sman Weiss?
Mr Wiqsa. Thank. you, Mr. Chairmen. I simply want -to express

rimy akireciation to you also for convening these very timely and
important hearings and to indicate that because of conflictS I will
probably have to leave in about a half an hour. However I will
read the transcript very.carefillly.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Durbin?
Mr. Duismr. Thanks, Mr.. Chairman. I have no opening state-

ment. I look forward to the testimony.
Chairinan MILLER. Congressman Rowland?
Mr. ROWLAND. No opening otatement, Mr. Chairman, just to con-

gratulate you on this hearing. I think it's very important.
Chairman MILLER Well, we'll wait until the end of the hearing

to see that.
With that, we will begin with the first panel, which will be made

up of Shaim Grant, who is 18 from Philadelphia; Ismael Huerta,
who is 18 from Los Angeles, accompanied by Marianne Diaz-
Parton, who is Coastal Unit Supervisor of the Community Youth
Gang Services in Los Angeles; Mr. James Brown, who is a Juvenile
Court probation officer from Portland, Oregon; John A. Carver,
who is the Director of the District of Coluinbia Pretrial Services
Agency in Washington, D.C.; and Major Julius Derico, who is the
Section Commander, Special Unit from Vie Bureau of Police Safety
in Atlanta, Georgia.

If you will come forward, we will take your testimony in the
order in whia. I called your names. Just come up here and take a
seat at the witness table. This is a very relaxed committee. We're
going to ask you to proceed in the manner in which you are most
comfortable.

Tf you need another chair there at the end, you can just pull one
of them out of the first row and bring it up to the table.

We look forWard to your testimony. Your prepared testimony
will be placed in the record. We certainly want you to proceed in
the manner in which you are most comfortable and in the manner
which you think will be most helpful to the members of this
Committee.

Again, I want to thank you for your time and your trouble to be
with us this morning and with the help that you've provided the
Committee prior to this hearing.

:41:5
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Shawn, we're going to start with -you. Again, you just proceed inthe 'Manner in which you're most comfortable and tell us the storyyou want di to hear.
Is the microphone on? Just speak into it. There's nothing toclick.'
-Mr. dawr. It's not on.
Cheirinan -Mum. Well, let's see here. We'll get our act togetherhere in aminute. It's coming. There we go. Now try it.
Okay, Shawn.

STATEMENT OF SHAWN GRANT, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Mr. GRAN't. My name is Shawn Grant. I'm 18 years old and' livewith my mother, my stepfather, a younger sister and brother inSouthwest Philadelphia. I :vas encouraged to speak to-you today by

the Day Treatment, Staff at Crisis Intervention Network, a city-wide agency that intervenes in youth violence and youth gang ac-tivity.
I- -am -enrolled in the Day Treatment Program bemuse I am onintensive probation as a result of committing a robbery. I commit-

ted the robbery-because I was a gang member of the Cedar Avenue
Gang.I. have been a member of this gang for the past three years.-We spend:most of our time drinking beer, smoking marijuana,
using a little cocaine. Whed we are high, we will do anything, like

=pick on people for nothing at all. The leader of the gang is 19 yearsold. He's been in this gang since he was ten years old. That's why
he's the leader.

Like many of the other gang members, I grew up in a singleparent- home. Most of the time my father wasn't around. In my
neighborhood, it's a lot of negative things, selling drugs. A lot of
gang-members' parentsYOU kilo*, a lot of their parents use drugs
off and on. Most of the guys don't see their parents that much.

We usually get together at houses, you know. We do not get in
my house because my mother worked too hard for the little things
that she do, get. Some of them you can't trust at certain- times.

When I was young, I used to wonder about my father. I also re-sented him not being around me. Now I really don't care. However,if I had a job and everything and something to do and a fatheraround me, I wouldn't have been joined up in a gang. You know,
they like gave me something like a father figure or something be-
cause I didn't have no father or nothing. The person in my lifethat's a male is my uncle who is a retired worker for the city.

We all used to get high. I'En the gang member with the mostmouth when we get high. I am also doing better than most of the
guys academically. Most of them that's in with me, most of them
dropped out of school and everything. If I wasn't a gang member, I
should be probably in junior college or something right now. But
you know, I'm &year behind. I'm trying to get out this year.I was- placed on tentative probation. I started attending school
regularly, My daises, observed. the curfew. Some of my buddies,you know, they like laugh at me sometimes, but I'm just doing
what I'm trying to do so I can get on the right track.

I've got a little younger brother. He's about five years old. If Iget a good job and everything, I'll steer him out of the neighbor-

V
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bodd:lry toset himaway fromAt and bring him up in a different
environment.

I've titill:jot to-be around them because I just can't forget about
,zny- friends or anything like that, you know. Plus, a lot of them,
they'll get:with you anyway about that if you just walk away from
theta.

; That'aall I have to say.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Grant follo-as:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHAWN GRANT, PHILADELPHIA, PA

My name is Whavn Czant. I am eighteen (18) years old and I live
with my mother, my *together, a younger sister and brother in
Southwest Philadelphia. I wan encouraged to speak to you today
by,theDO Treitient Stiff at Crisis intervention Network. a
citywide agency that intnrvanes in youth violence and youth
gang activity.

rili-enr011ad in the Day Treatment Program because I am involved
-In ilitensive probation as a result of conmiting a robbery.

2 committed the robbery beeause 2 em a member of the Ceder
Ruins -sang. I.have been a member for thS past three gaud. We
apend'ouftime getting high by drinking beorTaziaing Marijuana;
and using alittle cocaine. When we are high we will dmanything-
:We pick Mith,peOplmand may =omit certain crimes. There are
more than 100 gang members:- The laaOer is a nine' -.a year old
who has been a member since he was tin (10) years old.

Like many of the other gang uembers 2 grew up in a single
Parent household. fly father has had little contact with me since
I was one (1) year old. In my neighborhood, a lot of negative
things-go-on. kepple sell drugs, a lot of the gang members'
parents use drugs and often these gays do not sae their parents.
Mostly, guys do not talk about their families.

NO usually get together at other guys houses. We do not usually
meet at my house because my mother has a lot of nice things and
1 think that some of the guys may steal something or break
something.

Oben 2 was young I use to wonder about my father. 2 also
resented his not being involved in my US*. Nov I do not care.
However, I think that I would not have become involved in a
gang if I had bad a job and if my father had had a relationship
with me. The only significant adult male in my life is an
uncle who retired after working for the city.

18



Wholly* all get high. I am the gang member with the most mouth.

ram also doing better than all the other members academically.

They axe either drop =outs or they are behind in their grades.

I am the only msmbior who is in the twelfth (12th) grade. If

I had not become a reiber of the gang I would be out of high

school and attending college now. When I joined the gang I stopped

going to School or I did poorly. When'I was placed on intensive

probation, I started attending school regularly and doing well

,in-cians., I must also observe curfew. The other gang members

laugh at me. I,hang with them when I can. I can't leave the

gang because thiy would get with me - they would probably hurt

me for trying to leave. fly mother does not know that I an

a member of the Cedar Aminiegangr she just knows that I hang

around'with a group of guys.

If we still live in the same neighborhood when my five (5) year

Old brother comes of age, I plan to steer him away from the

gang. I do not like being a member but I have no choice.

"'"'" -----
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much. Ismael?

STATEMENT OF ISMAEL HUERTA, LOS ANGELES, CA
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. My name is Ismael Huerta. I got involved in

gangs for th,- reason- that all my friends were doing it. It was the
thing ard I regret it, now because I can't go nowhere without being
followed bY,riVal gsng members.

I'vebeen shot at many times. I've never been hit. The reason I
,came here:Was- to tell you guys what it's really like out on thestreets.

Where. I come from, most of the gang members do sell drugs to
get weapons. The weapons we use are automatic rifles, machine
guns, Uzis. A couple of my friends have grenades.

I started getting involved with gangs when I was 15 and I really
got jumped into a gang when I was 16. We hang out on street cor-
ners drinking beer. Some of my friends send me drugs to get loaded
on.

I don't go to school. I dropped out for the reason that I was in-
volved in a gang and I was getting harassed by other gang mem-
bers in that school. So, I got kicked out of regular high school and
got sent to a continuation school. I was forced to drop out because I
have too much fights in that school and they told me that it would
be better for me not to come back. So I decided to drop out.

My parents were affected by this because my house was getting
shot at by rival gang members. I'm never home most of the time,
so that really affected them because I don't know if either one of
them was going to get shot when I was on the street. So, they could
have been looking for me and my parents could have been the ones
to have gotten shot. I'm glad that hasn't happened.

So I'm trying to get my life straightened out, and this lady right
here is helping me. She's a big part of it now because she's trying
to get me involved into sports and different activities than to hang
out with the fellows out in the street.

That's really it for right now.
[Prepared statement, of Ismael Huerta follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ISMAEL HUERTA, Los ANGELES, CA

I started getting into gangs by hanging with guys known as
"Insanity Boys" who weren't really a gang, but would hang out
together because they lived in the same neighborhood, and went
to the same schools. Sometimes we would breakdance. We
started getting harassed by other gangs who thought we were a
gang because we were writing on the walls trying to get known,
and they were crossing us out, and then we would cross them
out. When you have your name on the wall and someone crosses it

out, they want some trouble with you. They want to see how

crazy you are.

We started hanging with this gang named Lennox which is
where we live and we asked them for help to back us up with
these other gangs who would come looking for us. Then they
said, why don't you get jumped into Lennox since they're
already looking for you guys, and since we lived in Lennox.
The rival gangs assumed that we were from Lennox gang, so then
I joined it. I was about 16 at the time. I started late but

made up for it. I tried to get crazy all at once. I would
jump people with my friends, letting them know I'm from the
Lennox gang and telling them that they should remember me.

I was going to school, but once I got into the gang I started
having problems at school. Other rival. gang members would come
looking for me and some of my friends. They caught us a couple
of times and they beat us up. Then one of my friends got
stabbed and shot while I was there. So they kicked us out of
school, and sent us to another school. They took us to a
continuation school, which is worse because that's where they
send all the gang members, and you're put in with rival gang
members. So I dropped out because I was tired of getting
messed with and the school said they were tired of us messing

up.

If I was to start all over, I never would have gotten in this.
The reason I don't want to be in the gang anymore is because I

can't go out to other places unless its my neighborhood. I

would get messed with if I went by myself, so when I go away
from Lennox, there's always ten of us, and one of us aiwys has
a gun, or we aren't going anywhere.

Another reason is the way it affected my younger brother. He

decided to do the same thing I did. He was 14, and he started
getting messed with because he was my brother

I tried to keep the fact I wz:. in the gang away from my
parents, but they found out because of the way I started
changing. There were days I wouldn't come home. They would

get all worried. Then they found out that my friends were
getting shot at and stabbed, and they would tell me that it
might be me getting shot at or stabbed one of those days.
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That's another problem. My parents get worried about me.

One time, the rival sang members warmed to gat me, and shot at
my house. They thought that I was there. So that's why I got
real worried. That's why I regret getting into this, becauseI'm never home. When they shoot at the house, they are
shooting at my family. We've had to replace windows in my car,and in the house. Every window in my car has been shot at,
broken out with a bat, had rocks thrown at it, bricks thrown at
It.

Now I can't get out. Sometimes I want to get out. But I think
that I'll have to come back, because if something happens tv
one of my friends, I'll have to help him out. Where I come
from, a gang is like family. You grow up with the guys, an4
one person does one thing and every one wants to do the save
thing. Another reason I can't get out is that I could start
dressing differently, but a member of another gang would aluzzys
remember what I did to him. It wouldn't matter that I wasni*
from the gang, I'd still be the same person who had done those
things before.

The Youth Gang Services have really helped me and my close
friends out because they've told us what they've been through.
They tried to explain to us that we're reallly into it, and
that we ihould kick back now. They tell us don't go looking
for trouble. They know how it is. They try to keep us off the
street by setting up football games with rival gangs which we
got along with. They dcn't do now because of budget cuts. We
would be out playing football and basketball, and the community
would gve us trophies and food. Now they don't do it.

Another reason I can't get ahead in this world is because I
can't get a job because of my appearance. They think that just
because I'm a gang member, I'll probably rob them. If I do
find a job, I'll get messed with by another gang if they find
out I work there.

That happened with my last job. Three rival gang members found
out where I worked and chased me around the building. One ofthe guys had a knife. I was working at a lawyers office,
filing and running copies. If I do have a job, its got to be
in my neighborhood.

That 's why most of my friends sell drugs. We'd get money to
buy guns to protect ourselves from other people. I don't selldrugs anymore. Now I help out my friends and cousins,
painting. When I do get money, I give it to my mother. I live
with my mother and my father, 3 brothers, and one sister. My
dad works, and my dad believes I should be a responsible
adult. But when I do get money, they ask if its from drugs.
If it is, they say that they don't want dirty money. That's
why I have to do it right.

2.2
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I like cars. I would like to get into a career where I could

repair or pain:. cars. I'm planning on going back to school to

get my GED, so I can go for career training. Now I want to get

a job for a while, and then go back to school after the summer

is over. I think that I will go to night school because most

gang members hang out at night in their neighborhood, and they

won't know that I'm in school.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Marianne?

STATEMENT OF MARIANNE DIAZ-PARTON, COASTAL UNIT SUPER-
VISOR, COMMUNITY YOUTH GANG SERVICES, LOS ANGELES,CA

Ms. Dratz-PARrox. I'm Marianne Diaz-Parton. I'm employed bythe Qmamunity Youth Gang Service and a former gang member.My interest in gang activity is very personal. Having livedthrough it and survived, I'm hoping to do the lame for other youthwho are going through a very tough time having to deal with evenmore violence than I had to.
The whole make-up 0 gangs has changed dramatically. It hasgone from traditional turf wars and mostly street fighting to so-nhisticctted vieaponry, drug money and random killings. I havebeen most concerned with the youth who have not yet chosen gangmembership and I've done everything I can to prevent that choice.As I look for alternatives, there really aren't that many set upfor our youth. There used to be a time when kids came from twoparent homes, had a school that gave you personal attention zuldhad activities that kept them out of trouble. A lot of our youth nowcome from single parent homes and those who don't come from afamily of two working parents. Schools have very little time forganginvolved youth and would rather.kick the youth out of schooland try to solve the school's problem rather than solve the youth'sproblem. I also feel that the community as a whole would rathersweep the problem under the carpet than face the problem head onand come up with some s, lutions.

As with anything else, ,money is the basic need for any programthat's going to survive and the money never seems to be therewhen it comes to saving out youth. There's always billions when itcomes to saving someone else's country.
I know the reality of facing death head on and serving time inthe state, not fedeial, penitentiary for gang activity. There was noform of rehabilitation m the joint. In fact, had it not been for somevery concerned people, one being a deputy sheriff from the LennoxDepartment, I may have come out more hardened and crazier thanwhen I went in. The gang activity is more condensed and aggres-sive in the joint and it does not serve as a punishment for youth. Itgives them the stripes in their neighborhoods that give them somerespect.
The gang's run on a system very similar to most businesses. Theyhave managers,.. 4. middle management, steering committees andemployees,, and everyone is trying to get to the top. That happensthrough violence.
Youth. Gang Services has been struggling for six years throughbudget cuts, through people saying how unorthodox we are, andthrough some politicians wondering how they can allow ex-felons

and, ex-gang members to go out and try to redirect our youth. I sayto that, an alcoholic doesn't want to be talked to by someone who'snever been there and a Vietnam vet doesn't want to hear from apsychologist how to deal with his,problem. A gang member wantsto be talked to by someone who understands from the heart, fromexperience and from caring; not from some forced court order to
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deal with,somebody but to be treated like a human being, which
they are.

It's been hard for me to understand why the country, the state or
anyone -else -didn't jump on thin problem in its infancy. Why did
they wait until we had all out wars on our streets? Why did they
wait until some non-gang territories were being frequented by
some gang members? Why did people wait until then to try to stop
the problem?

The organization I work for employs just under 50 street-wise
counselors to deal with approximately 500,000 gang members. I call
this a Band-aid on a severed arm. It seems to me it is destined to
fail. Our agency is constantly trying to do things without the re-
sources to do them, but we were successful in bringing down gang
violence until 1984 when cocaine came into the picture. Traditional
gang violence was something that could be 'dealt with on a gang
level and we were successful.

But when you start talking about thousands of dollare, millions
of dollars that have been unaccessible in the past to our youth, it is
almost impossible to convince them that gaining some of the mate-
rial things that every American wants is not right. The fancy cars,
cellular phones, gold, money are very alluring to kids on the street.
Drug dealers know this and they prey on our youth and profit by
them.

Gang members are perfect targets. They are already organized.
They have been turned down by every traditional way of earning
money because of their color, the possibility of their being a gang
member and their past criminal record. They find it easier to go to
"the main man" and make a few hundred a day, even if it means
possible iMprisonment, injury or death.

Gang warfare has becomd more sophisticated because of the abil-
ity to buy' sophisticated weaponry. We now deal with automatic
weapons, Uzis and gang members with grenades. They buy all this
with drug money. They also acquire weapons through people who
are strung out on cocaine who commit robberies and burglaries,
bring weapons they have gotten through these crimes and trade
them for whatever cocaine the gang members will give up.

I feel that law enforcement is a needed force in the community
and that they need to target the drug dealers. Also, there are some
gang members who deserve everything they get. But them ajority
are just misguided kids looking for attention and trying to fill the
empty spaces. They need to be worked with and guided by people
who really care. The kids can see through a fake and tbey will
slam up. I know its possible because someone cared about me. I
telt it in my heart and I am where I am today because of that
person.

I have been successful with at least 50 youth whom I can count.
They're the ones who keep me going on this job, telling me that if
it wasn't for me and the time I put into them as people and not as
hoodlums, as a lot of people like to call themI have gang mem-
bers who are now in ILA service, owning their own businesses,
counseling youth as I do and some going into the police academy. It
took a lot of convincing, wheeling and dealing with officials to let
them get that far, but we can't scrap all our youth and put them in
one category and say we're going to wipe out youth gangs.

5
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Prevention is the key. Schools need to allow pet tote who are capa-ble of counseling these youth, counseling the teachers, counseling
their parents, bringing people to understand that giving up onthese kids is giving up on our future,' hope you never have to lookin your backyard and see the problem creeping into your part of
town and killing somebody close to you. Bullets don't have a name
on them and when they start flying, they don't stop until they hitsomething.

That's it.
(Prepr...-ed statement of Marianne Diaz-Parton follows:]
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'PREPARED SPATISEENT op MARIANNIL Th AzTAIrrox, COASTAL UNIT SUPERVISOR,

-PC*E. W.41TY YOUTH; ckA/44,19Sanvicip3Los ANGELES, CA-

I amiliekanne biaz-iiiionieMployedbY Caimunity.Tuuth Gang Services
,idlOs,Atigeleitand4Ibromet:gang'iedber: interest in gang
actiVity4s,varylierpotial.-AlavingAiVed,:througkit and.survived,
I!m hoeing,to,do,thessicie for other;yartilwbo,are going through a
-vety'toughtiMitIrMilli'',6 deal with even.more violence than I hadt. TheWhole'Makeup:OfitiogsJai-,Changed dramatieally. It has

,gOne ftoM',the'tiaditional turf.wais'and wetly street fighting to

soPhistiCatedlweaiionty,'diugfacciey,'and,rsmdcrakillings. I have

beedmost,Conceined withtheyouthwbo have not yet Chosen,gang
meihership'endllair&donieverything I'mmR td 'prevent that
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As'I look around for alternatives, there really aren't that many set
4-for Our Youth.. There used to be,a time when kids came fran two
parent'bomes, had a sChnol that gave, you personal attention, ,and had

activities that kept them out of troUble. A lot of our youth now

come from single parent 'homes, and'those who don't come from a

. family of:twolmtrking parenti. Schools have very little time for
gang-inVolVed'youth, and would rather kick the youth out of school

and try to solve the sdhool'a preblea rather than solve the youth's

problem. I also feel that'the commUnity as a whole would rather
sweep the problem under .the carpet rather than face the problem

bead-on'and come' up with some.solutions:

As with-anything else, money is the basic need for any ogram

that's going to survive and the money never seems to be there than

it comes to trying to saving youth. There's always billions when it

air-8 to saving someone else's country.

know the reality of facing death head-on and serving time in the

federal.Penetentiaty for gang activity. There was no form of

rehabilitatiori in the joint. In'fact, had it not been for some very

concerned people one being a deputy sheriff from Lennox, I may have

come out, more hardened and crazier than when I went in. The gang

actiyity,is more condensed and aggressive in the joint, and it does

not serve as a punishment for youth; it gives them the stripes in
their neighborhoods that give them same respect.

The gang runs,on a system very similar to most businesses. They

have management, middle management, steering committeess and
employees and everyone trying to get to the top. That happens

through violence.

'71



Youth Gang - Services has been struggling for six years through budget
Cuts, throteh people;saying-how unorthodcoc we are, and through ace
politialans 'wounderingf hcai. they-can allow ex- felons and ex-gang
minters to go otit'axl try, to re- direct our youth. I say to that, an
-aleciilic doesn't warit:to,be talked to by =ewe s never been
there, -and's- vietnam veteran doesn't want to hear from a
paychologiat kmaiTto.:cleal with hisloroblecis. A gang 'member vomits to
:be-talkethtohy scream who understands from the heai-t, from
experience, and frac caring; not fecta.some,forceci 'court order to
deaf.with'sanebedy but to be treated like huaan beings, which they
are. It's- biotin hard -for an to taxlerstand -why the county, the state,
Or anyone else 'didn't jump on this problem.in, it's infancy? Why did
they wait tmstilie had all.ent wars on our streets, and why did they
wait. until scmccogang territories were being -frequented by sane
gang melbas?. Why did people wait until- then-to try to put a stop
'to ,it?

The'organization I work for employs just under 50 streetwise
,counselors to pt.-I-with approximately 500,000 gang umbers. I call
this a'bandaid on a severed arm. It seems to me it is destined to
fail. Our agency-is constantly trying to do things without the
resources to do them, but we were successful in bringing down gang
violence until 1984 when cocaine came into the picture. Traditional
.gang violence toss samethins that could be dealt with on a gang
level, and ye were successful. But when you start talking about
thOusandsnf dollars, millions of dollars that have been
unaccessible in the past to our youth, it is almost impossible to
convince them that gaining some of the material things that every
American wants is not right. The fancy cars, celluar phones, gold,
money are very alluring to kids on the street. Drug dealers know
this. And the prey on our youth and profit by them.

Gang members are perfect targets. They are already organized, they
have been turned down by every traditional way of earning money
because of their color, the possibility of their being a gang
member, and their past criminal record. They find it easier to go
to "the main man" and make a few tandred a day, even if it means
possible imprisonment, injury or death. Gang warfare has become
more sophisticated because of the ability to buy sophisticated
weaponry. We now deal with automatic weapons, Lids, and gang
webers with grenades. They buy all this with drug money. They
also acquire weapons throws people who are strung out on ,ncaine
who ca mitt robbberies and burglaries, bring weapons they have
gotten through these crimes and trade them for whatever cocaine the
gang members will give up.

I feel that law enforcement is a needed force in the community, and
that they need to target the drug dealers. Also, there are some
gang rem5ers who deserve everything they get. But the majority are
just misguided kids looking for attention, trying to fill the empty
spaces, and they need to be worked with and guided by people who
really care. The kids can see through a fake, and they will clam
up. I know it's possible because someone cared about me. I felt it
in my heart. And I an where I an today because of that person.
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I have been successful with at least 50 youth whom I can count.

They're the ones-Who keep me going in this job, telling me that if

is-imareast.farim and the time we put into them as people, and not

fib hoodlums, as a,lot of:people like tecall them. I have gang

members-who arenow"in'the service, owning their own business,

Counseling'yoothad I do, .and sage going into the police academy.

It took a lot of cawinging, 'keeling and dealing with officials to

let theal get that far; but.we can't scrap
all =youth and put them

in ome-category and Sgywe're-goingto wipe out youth gangs.

Prevention id the key. Schools need to allow people wt are capable

of,coonseling'these youth, counseling the teachers, counseling the

parents, and bringing-people to
understand that giving up on these

kids is giving up on the future. I hope you never have to look in

your:backyard and see the problem creeping into your part of town

-andlcaling somebody close to you, because bullets don't have a name

mitt= and when they start flying they don't stop until they hit

something.
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Chairinan !Vaunt. That's it. Thank you. Mr. Brown?
STATEMENT JAMES BROWN, JUVENILE COURT PROBATION

OFFICER, :MULTNOMAH COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICE DEPART-
MENT,TORTLANR, OR
Mr. 'BROWN. Honorable members of the House Select Committeeon Children, YOUtlii and Families, and thank you, Mr. 'Chairman,

for tillOViing me to come back from Portland to-speak to this Com-mittee.
"The spring'of 1987 saw the beginning of numerous, phone calls tothe office of the -Northeast' Coalition Of-Neighborhoods, a ceriimuni--based advocacy program located in Inner-Northeast Portland.e phone Calkwere from residents commentingon the increasingnumbers of drug heithes, ineidents of harassment and-Intimidation

by'' groups ,otyouthluid dieCuSsiona Of youth centering on gang of
The Juvenile Court of Multnomah County, Oregon, through itsdistrict office, began receiving phone calls from parents indicatingthat their children were being assaulted for wearing red clothing.

Juveniles On _Probation were discussing with their peers those juve-niles who were joining up with the "Crips" and the "Blocidi." Theanipaiance of gtaffiti in the inner-northeast area of Portland refer-
encing, specific monikers and gang organizations from Southern
California seemed to indicate more than a passing fad.

The connection between the influence of L.A. based gangs to thePortland area had little to do with the desire to establish ganggroups or sets. The overwhelming reason established by the police,by community members, agency staff and gang members them-selves was quite simply money. The drug trafficking business wasmore ludrative to apply their trade in Portland than in SouthernCalifornia. We asked why and they said that threw times theamount of money could be made by coming to Portland, Oregon, alittle more than 19 hours distance from Southern California. Lessnotoriety and;recOgnition by police authorities, less jail space, light-er penalties 'Pr consequences and fewer competitors.
Juvenile& frem L.A. indicated that Portland was virgin territorydue to its-lack of awareness and a system to respond to gang-relat-ed criminal activity. It is noted that in May of 1987, the policebureau identified no more than 20 individuals with L.A. gang con-nections operating in the city. A year later, we are now looking at150 plus individuals with connections to L.A. based gangs.As is true in most metropolitan areas, Portland has its pockets ofurban blight and decay, complete with crime, high unemploymentand youth ripe for new experiences, legal or illegal. The influx ofL.A. gang members brought with them the ability to attract youthat risk, youth in need of income, direction and purpose. Theirgreatest asset was simple, money and the youths' own need for asense of belonging, regardless of the-activity.
This has given rise to a generation of Portland "Crips," youthwho model the behayiors and attitudes, real and perceived, of L.A.based gang members. Many of these youth number approximately30 in May of 1987. They were known to us in the Juvenile Division.It is now estimated that some 400. to 500 youth are involved in
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gang:activity. It is estimated that 25 percent of the males 13 to 17
years old housed at our county detention facility are gang members
or associates.

Since -May, `-the, Police Bureau -has kept. statistics on gang-related
crime. There, have-been approximately 180 incidents that can be
con-finned -ad _gang. related; drive by shootings, armed assaults,
strong-armed robberies, rape. and sodomy, -harassment, intimidation
and menacing ,Yielations.. The increase in the use of weapons, ape-
CifiCallk handguns, bylnyeniles has caused law enforcement, school
authorities, Julienne -Justice _Division, and community-based orga-
nizations to:-,conSi:der today's delinquent in a different light than
yeai*padded..

The Juvenile Court has reporten.a.62 percent increase in the last
-12 Months -Of Niolent,Crimes cominitted=by juveniles. School police
'atithoritieti:andTortland-Police Bureau officers.sly that the use of
'haiidglinS'ile part -of a criminal act are particularly on the increase.
The increase in ,gun availability through on-street purchases as
cheap as $20.00 gives the high risk juvenile esteem among peers
and bargaining power when confronted by rivals.

n less than one week, on my caseload alone, I received two cases
involving juveniles 14 and 15 years using weapons in the commis-
sion of a crime. One, a 44-magnum revolver, the other a sawed off
12-gauge shotgun. This maY not seem unusual for the larger metro-
politan cities, but for the Portland experience it is vivid and fright-
ening.

An influx of gang related activity centering around recruiting
parties, with average attendance being 100 to 150 youths on a
monthly basis,- in the last four and a half months have seen one
fatality, drive-by shootings, the most recent being Friday, February
26, 1988 which left two young adults injured, one with a serious
head wound, the other with-a serious chest wound.

An increase in the number of drug houses being raided by the
Police Bureau has shown connections with "blood gangs" from
Southfientral L.A. and "Crip gangs" from LA. With each raid
there is confiscated money, drugs, crack cocaine and weapons. Ac-
cording to youth on my caseload, numerous juveniles are working
as runners, spotters or doormen, earning $100.00 a night for their
effort. This is- m contrast to the $3.35 an hour earned if a job can
be found. The kids are no longer interested in what they are call-
ing "McJobs."

According to the Portland school superintendent, youth gangs
are the number one problem confronting the schools and communi-
ty today. Last year, it was dropouts. Schools are a focal point for
the vast majority of Portland youth. Aside from academic virtues
and athletic competitions engendered at the high school level,
youth gangs have come to represent a clear and present danger to
the wellbeing of all students in school.

School police note that the number of weapons-related charges
issued by offices has increased. They are no long confiscating
knives and chains. They are now confiscating handguns, sawed- off
shotguns and Uzis. Increases in gang assaults and robberies in
school campuses, along with students admitting involvement in
Crip gangs and Blood gangs has caused the school district to imple-
ment a plan that focuses on removing gang involved youth from

al
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schools, checking the schools for weapons, instituting_ curriculum
designed = to-deter youth from gang activity and holding parent in-
fcirination meetings.

OrOantiaiy- 12th of tlris7,, year, the youth gang issue in Portland
becarririTrighteningly apparent when violence erupted at a high
ichOollmakethidl' game between Bloods and Grips, injuring two
pôliãe officers -Mid-several: youth.

it -hag been 'Said by, folki here at the witness table that gang-membership arid' associations can have a negative impact on farni-liee:*-Well, it tan have a negative impact on the close friends ofgang ineinbers.
In,POrtlEind; we are finding that gangs are race specific. -Black

kida'airiinvolved with black gangs; Asian youths are involved with
AsitiEgaligs and white -youth are exclusively involved with white
gangs. The '.ages--.tend to be in' the 14 to 17 year old -range and yet
wriare-fnidmg currently -10-to 13 year olds who emulate the behav-
ior of-the 14 to -17 year olds. Those youth are emulating the behav-ior of the,19 to'20 year olds.

At-risk youth lack hobbies. They have little supervised leisuretime. They're experiencing frequent negative contact with thepolice. They're having problems at home, they're associating with
peers, they're involved in gangs or dressing in gang clothing. Youth-members tireinvolved in robbery, assaults, assaults with weapons,rape and sodomy, motor-vehicle-related crime, burglary, drug pos-iesaton and drug trafficking.

In defining 'a gang, the Juvenile Justice Division has come with adefinition that reads, "A °group of people who interact at a highrate among. ,themselves to the exclusion of other groups, have agroup name, claim a neighborhood or other territory; and engagein criminal and other antisocial behavior on a regular basis."
The standard response, asMarianne indicated, is one of disbelief.Initial- denial' by law enforcement was instituted so as not to in-flame the situation or give credence to-neighborhood concerns. Fur-ther, a desire to limit or downplay rumors centered around the.need to not turn the issue into- a media event. Disbelief has shownitself in a political nature. "Portland isn't LA. and it can't happen

here," followedthe Community Youth Gang Task Force through itsearly formation. The city of Portland has alternately been calledone of the- most liveable cities in Ainerica and prides itself on itsvision and ability to 'attract new industry, adding to its employ-
ment-base and the general well-being of its residents.

The youth gang issue, along with the emergences of drug houses,
burglary, robberies and homicides, has threatened the political en-tities already sensitive te jail spaceAssues, high unemployment
issues for minority youth and crime concerns in general.

The outrage ',that we find is evident- on several levels. For thosewho are living in the gang impacted- areas, the questions are,`Where does this end?Itcan we do? Why aren't the authorities
doing anything? I cannot afford to move away because I'm stuck."In the more affluent neighborhoods, residents are showing-a splitresponse, on the one hand requesting information and trainingfrom the courts, the police and the schools on how to identify gangsand how to prevent gangs; and at the same time they're requesting
the media give less coverage to the problem, indicating that with-
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out this coverage the problem will go away. Police intelligence
shows that it ii not-going away: The L.A. based gang members are
moving, and establishing residences- in those areas of the city and
the county generallY feltlote crime free:

The movements of these gang members are bold and aggressive.
The reiponse,froth laiv enforcement, corrections, schools and the
community must be 'equally so. The action phase and response to
the youth gang issue in Portland has included the formation of a
community based Youth-Gang Task Force, comprised of neighbor-
hood asseciLtions, juvenile court, school police, Department of
Police Bureau, community youth agencies and neighborhood resi-
dents.

On Wednesday, February 24th, this group received $55,000 from
the city of Portland to establish an information hot line and to
fund two youth outreach worker positions. A $31,000 grant from
the United Way is in the process of being awarded to this task
force as well.

We are meeting on a monthly basis with the Police Gang Intelli-
gence Work Group, representing some 40 members of police organi-
zations, transit police, Adult Probation and Parole, Juvenile Justice
Division, State Parole, and Federal Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
agents. An Asian gang task force, the Portland Police Bureau, the
school police and the Juvenile Justice Division and Southeast
Asian refugee business and civic leaders also meet on a weekly -
basis.

The division has submitted a $180,000 program request to estab-
lish a unit comprised of six staff. The police have requested, in its
fiscal year 1988/1989 budget, funds for a street gang unit com-
prised of, approximately eight officers. The schools are developing
gang intervention curriculum to be introduced in September of '88
to all middle and high schOol students.

It is noted that the organizations and agencies working on an
through the youth gang task force continue to develop service
plans designed th inhibit the proliferation of youth gangs. We aa-
knowledge that we cannot stop youth gangs any more than we can
stop crime. We do believe that the community can be empowered
to resist the encroachment of youth gangs. With the assistance of
law enforcement, corrections and the community, with all relevant
service and education agencies working in a multi-iaceted ap-
proach, we believe that swift and appropriate responses to the
youth gang activity will be employed.

The city of Portland has decided it will not be a victim. We
intend to combat gang infiltration with every means at our dispos-
al. The alternative would be to turn over large areas of our city,
significant numbers of our youth, especially minority youth, to this
urban cancer. Such an alternative is completely and wholly unac-
ceptable.

I thank you for your time and your attention.
[Prepared statement of James Brown follows:]

.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES BROWN, JUVENILE COURT PROBATION OFFICER,
MULTNOMAH COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICEDEPARTMENT, PORTLAND, OR

I. PROBLEM: THE SPRING OF 1987 SAW TIE BEGINNING
OF NUMEROUS PHOIE CALLS TO

TIE OFFICE OF THE NORTHEAST COALITION
OF NEIGHBORHOODc, A COMMuNITY BASED

ADVOCACY PROGRAM LOCATED IN INNER-NORTHEAST PORTLAND. TIE PHONE CALLS

WERE FROM NEIGHSCRH000 RESIDENTS CCMENTING ON THE INCREASING NUNEERS OF

DRUG HOUSES, INCIDENCES OF HARASSMENT AND INTIMIDATION BY GROUPS CF YOUTH,

AND DISCUSSIONS OF YOUTH CENTERING ON GANG AFFILIATIONS. THE JUVENILE

JUSTICE DIVISION OF MULTNOMAH COUNTY CEPARTNENT OF HLHAN SERVICES, THROUGH

ITS' NORTHEAST DISTRICT OFFICE, BEGAN
RECEIVING PHORE CALLS FROM PARENTS

INDICATING THAT ThEIR CHILDREN WERE BEING ASSAU.TED FOR WEARING "RED

CLOTHING". PROBATION JUVENILES WERE DISCUSSING ThEIR PEERS WHO WERE

JOINING LP WITH TIE 'TRIPS" AND "BLOODS". THE APPEARANCE. OF GRAFFITI IN

TIE INNER-NORTHEAST AREA OF PORTLAND
REFERENCING SPECIFIC MONIKERS AND

GANG CRGANIZATIONS FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SEEMED TO INDICATE MORE THAN A

PASSING FAD.
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leNAY-1907SIAnFOF THE NillEAST COALITION OFFICE, THE JUVENILE JUSTICE

:01VISIONi'PORTIPOO PUBLIC'SCHCOLS AND YOUTH,SERVIOE CENTERS BEGAN

CONVERSATIONS AND: MEETINGS ON ALLEGED GANG ACTIVITY IN THE NORTH-NORTHEAST

AREA; TtE,DOICEASUS FROM THESE EARLY SESSIONS WAS THAT PERCEPTIONS WERE

DEVELOPING IN THE cpmmuNITY THAT L.A. GANGS WERE IN THE NEIG1430RHO00 AND

HAD BEEN,INTHEREFOR SOME TIME. IN ATTEMPTS TO CLARIFY THESE QUESTIONS

MORE.WiRERUSED. SPECIFICALLY, POLICE BUREAU AND SCHDPs ,POLICE.

AUTHORITIES INDICATED THAT AS FEW AS FOUR OR FIVE MERGERS WITH CONNECTIONS

TO L.A. GANGS HAD BEEN THROUGH THE AREA. FURTHER, LITTLE ACTIVITY WAS

OCCURING AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL. GIVEN THE CONFLICTING INFORMATION FROM

ENFORGa&iff PERSONNEL, IT WAS DECIDED THAT AN INFORMATION METING TO

DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF GANG ACTIVITY, REAL OR PERCEIVED, WOULD BE FELO. ON

'Y 21, 1987, 20+ REPRESENTATIVES FROM PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU, NORTHEAST

NE..090RHO00 ASSOCIATIONS, JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION, YOUTH SERVICE

CENTERS, PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND OFFICES OF THE MAYOR AND COMMISSIONER

CF PUBLIC SAFETY MET AT THE KING WIGHBORHOOD FACILITY. IT WAS NOTED THAT

THE ISSUE CF L.A. GANG MEMBERS IN THE PCRTLAN) AREA HAD SURFACED IN THE

PRIOR YEAR, AND AS A RESULT, AN INCREASE IN ASSAULT AND ROBBERIES WERE

EVIDENT IN CERTAIN SECTORS OF THE CITY. THE MAJOR FOCUS, ACCORDING TO

PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU INTELLIGENCE WAS IN DRUG TRAFFICKING, SPECIFICALLY

CRACK/COCAINE.
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'II. CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP; A CONEECTION BETWEEN THE INFLUX OF L.A. BASED GANGS

TO THE PORTLAND AREA HAD LIME TO DO WITH THE DESIRE TO ESTABLISH NEW

"SETS" (GANG GROUPS). THE OVERWHELNIEC REASON ESTABLISHED BY POLICE

INTELLIGENCE, COMMUNITY MEMBERS, AGENCY STAFF, AND GANG MEMBERS THEMSELVES

WAS, QUITE SIMPLY, MONEY. IN THE DRUG TRAFFICKING BUSINESS IT WAS MORE

LUCRATIVE TO APPLY THEIR TRADE IN PORTLAND THAN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

THE WHYS INCLUDED TEPEE TIMES THE DOLLAR PROFIT (THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

5400 AN GUNGE AND $1,200 to $1,500 AN OUNCE FOR CRACK COCAINE), LESS

NOTCRIETY AND RECOGNITION BY PCLICE AUTHORITIES, LESS JAIL SPACE

(THEREFORE LIGHTER PENALTIES OR CONSEQUENCES), AND FEWER COMPETITORS.

FURTHER, JUVENILES FREN L.A. INDICATED THAT PORTLAND WAS "VIRGIN

TERRITORY" DUE TO ITS' LACK CF AWARENESS AND A SYSTEM TO RESPOND TO GANG

RELATED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY. IT IS NOTED THAT IN MAY OF 1987 PORTLAND

POLICE BUREAU IDENTIFIED 20 INDIVIDUALS WITH L.A. GANG CONNECTIONS

OPERATING IN TIE CITY. BY JANUARY 1988 THAT NUWER HAD RISEN TO 150+

INDIVIDUALS WITH CONNECTIONS TO L.A. BASED GANGS.

AS IS TRUE IN MOST METROPOLITAN AREAS, PORTLAND HAS ITS' POCKETS CF URBAN

BLIGHT AND DECAY, COMPLETE WITH CRIME, HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT, AND YOUTH RIPE

FOR NEW EXPERIENCES, LEGAL OR ILLEGAL. THE INFLUX CF L.A. GAM MEMBERS

BROUGHT WITH TEEM THE ABILITY TO ATTRACT YOUTH AT RISK, YOUTH IN NEED OF

INCOME, DIRECTION AND PURPOSE. THEIR GREATEST ASSEST WAS SIMPLE, MONEY,

AND THE YOUTHS OWN NEED FOR A SENSE OF BELONGING, REGARDLESS CF THE

ACTIVITY.
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THIS GAVE RISE TO THE GCNERATION OF PCRTLAND "CRIPS", YOUTH WHO MODELED

THE BEHAVIORS AND ATTITUDES, REAL AHD PERCEIVED, OF L.A. BASED GANG

?EWERS. MANY OF THESE YOUTH, NUMBERING IN APPROXIMATELY 30 IN MAY OF

1987, WERE KNOWN TO JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION STAFF, MOST WERE ON

PROBATION CC PAROLE TO THE STATE TRAINING SCHOOL SYSTEM. BY AUGUST 1987

THE MAJORITY OF THE YOUTHS WERE TARGETED BY THE POLICE AND JUVENILE

JUSTICE DIVISION AND COMMITTED TO THE STATE JUVENILE CORRECTIONS SYSTEM.

BY FEBRUARY 1988, IT IS NOW ESTIMATED THAT SOW 400 to 500 YOUTH ARE

INVOLVED IN GANG ACTIVITY. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 25% OF MALES 13 to 17

HOUSED AT MULTNNAH COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION, DONALD E. LONG FUME

ARE GANG MEMBERS OR ASSOCIATES.

III. AFFECTS:

A. CRIME INCREASE: SINCE MAY 1987 PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU'S NORTH

PRECINCT HAS KEPT STATISTICS ON GANG RELATED GRIPE OUT OF THE

INNER-NORTHEAST SECTOR. THERE HAVE BEEN APPROXIMATELY 180 INCIDENTS

THAT CAN BE CONFIRMED AS GANG RELATED. THESE INCLUDE DRIVE-BY

SHOOTINGS, ARMED ASSAULTS, STRONG-ARMED ROBBERY, ARMED ROBBERIES,

ASSAULTS BY GROUPS, RAPE AND SODOMY, HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION AND

MENACING LAW VIOLATIONS. THE INCREASE IN THE USE OF WEAPONS,

SPECIFICALLY HANDGUNS, BY JUVENILES HAS CAUSED LAW ENFORCEMENT,

SCHOOL AUTHORLTIES, JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION, AND COmMUNITY BASED
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ORGANIZATIONS TO CONSIDER TODAY'S CELINDLENT IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT

THAN YEARS PASSED. THE JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION IN MLLTNCRAH COUNTY

REPORTED A 62% INCREASE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS OF VIOLENT CRIMES

COMMITTED BY JUVENILES. CONVERSATIONS WITH SOCa. POLICE AUTHORITIES

AND PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU OFFICERS SAY THAT THE USE OF HANDGUNS AS

PART OF 'A CRIMINAL ACT ARE PARTICLLARLY ON THE INCREASE. THE

INCREASE IN GUN AVAILABILITY THROUGH ON-STREET PURCHASES, AS CHEAP AS

420.00 GIVES THE HIGH-RISK JUVENILE ESTEEM AMONG PEERS, AND

'BARGAINING POWER WHEN CONFRONTED BY RIVALS. IN LESS THAN ONE WEEK

THIS COUNSELOR HASRECEIVED'TWO CASES INVOLVING luvENILES, 14 to 15

YEARS WITH WEAPONS, A LOADED 44 MAGNIN REVOLVER AND A SAWED -OFF

12 -GAGE SHOTGUN. THIS MAY NOT SEEM UNUSUAL FOR THE LARGER

mETROPOLITAN CITIES, BUT FOR THE PORTLAND EXPERIENCE IT IS VIVID AND

FRIGHTENING. AN INFLUX( OF GANG RELATED ACTIVITY CENTERING AROUND

"RECRUITING PARTIES" (WITH, AVERAGE ATTENDANCE BEING 100 to 150 YOUTH

ON A ONCE-A-MDN1H BASIS), IN THE LAST FOUR AND A HALF mONTHS HAS SEEN

ONE FATALITY (By STABBING), NYEROuS "DRIBS -BY SHOOTINGS ", HOST

RECENTLY ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1988, WHICH LEFT TWO YOUNG ADULTS

INJURED, ONE WITH A SERIOUS MAD WOUND AND THE WWII WITH CHEST

WOUND. AN INCREASE IN THE NLWER OF CRUD HOUSES BEING RAICED BY

PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU HAS SHOWN CONNECTIONS WITH "BLOOD GANGS* FROM

SOUTH-CENTRAL L.A. AND "GRIP GANGS". WITH EACH RAID THERE IS

CONFISCATED MONEY, DRUGS (CRACK, COCAINE) AND WEAPONS. ACCORDING TO

YOUTH NJNEROUS JUVENILES ARE WORKING THESE HOUSES AS "RIMERS",
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"SPOTTERS" OR "DOORMEN", EARNING $100 A NIGHT FOR THEIR EFFORT. THIS

IS IN CONTRAST TO THE $3.35 HOuR WAGE EARNED IF A JOB CAN BE FOUND.

THESE YOUTH ARE AWED. HOW SHORT IS THE TIME WHEN A COMMUNITY

BECOMES OUTRAGED AT THE DEATH OF JUVENILE SHOT WHILE PROTECTING HIS

MERCHANDISE?

B. SCHOOL PROBLEMS. ACCORDING TO THE PORTLANO,PU2LIC SCHOOLS

SLPERINTENCENT "YOUTH GANGS ARE THE NM3ER ONE PROBLEM CONFRONTING

THE SCHOOLS AND CCNHUNITY TODAY ". SCHOOLS ARE A FOCAL POINT FOR THE

VAST MAJORITY OF PORTLAND YOUTH. ASIDE FROM TIE ACADEMIC VIRTUES,

AND ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS ENGENDERED
AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL, YOUTH

GANGS HAVE COME TO REPRESENT THE CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE

WELL-BEING OF STUDENTS IN SCHOOL.
SCHOOL POLICE NOTE THAT THE NumBER

Of WEAPONS-RELATED CHARGES ISSUED BY OFFICERS HAVE INCREASE() (THROUGH

CONFISCATING KNIVES AND CHAINS TO HANDGUNS AND SAWED-OFF SHOTGUNS)..

INCREASES IN GANG ASSAULTS AND ROBBERIES IN SCHOOL CAMPUSES, ALONG

WITH STUDENTS ACMITTING INVOLVEMENT IN
CRIP GANGS AND BLOOD GANGS HAS

CAUSED THE DISTRICT TO IMPLEMENT A PLAN THAT FOCUSES ON REMOVING

GANG-INVOLVED YOUTH FROM SCHOOLS, CHECKING THE SCHOOLS FOR WEAPONS,

INSTITUTING CURRICULUM CESIGNED TO DETER YOUTH FROM GANG ACTIVITY AND

HOLDING PAre_NT INFORmATION MEETINGS CENTERED AROUND AWARENESF

BUILDING. IT IS NOTED THAT Un JANUARY 12 1988 THE YOUTH GANG ISSUE

EECAmE FRIGHTENINGLY APPARENT WHEN VIOLENCE ERUPTED AT A HIGH SCH.XL

BASKETBALL GAME BETWEEN BLOODS AND CRIPS INJURING TWO POLICE OFFICERS

AND SEVERAL YOUTH.
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C. JLNENILE FAMILY RETALIATION: GANG IEMZERSHIP AND ASSOCIATIONS CAN

HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON FAMILY AND CLOSE FRIENDS OF GANG MEM3SRS.

THE ACT OF DINING A GANG INCREASES THE EXPOSURE TO DRUGS, WEAPONS,

VIOLENCE, CONTIM.ED ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES AND LACK OF APPROPRIATE

SOCIAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT. KIST GANG MEMBERS WILL EXPERIENCE FEAR

FOR THEIR PERSONAL SAFETY NO THE SAFETY OF THEIR FAMILY, DAMAGE TO

PERSONAL PROPERTY, TRAUMA, GRIEF, CC CUSION RIO OEPRESSION OVER THE

INJURY OR LOSS OF FRIENDS, AND MOST IMPORTANT" PERSONAL INJURY OR

DEATH. IT HAS BEEN NOTED BY CALIFORNIA YOUTH GANG AUTHORITsa THAT

THOSE YOUTH ENTERING THE GANG ENVIRONNT AT AN EARLY AGE HAVE

DIFFICLLTY PARTING WITH IT. IT IS DIFFICULT WITH ANY CERTAINTY TO

PROFILE, EIDER ON A PREDICTIVE BASIS OR A SPECIFIC BASIS, THE

STEREOTYPICAL GANG MEMBER. IT IS POSSIBLE TO CATEGORIZE GANG MEMBERS

INTO THREE GENERAL LEVELS. THE HARD:CRE REPRESENTS THOSE INNVIDUALS

WHO NEED AND THRIVE ON TOTAL GANG ACTIVITY. THE LEVEL OF VIOLENCE

WITHIN DE GANG IS CETERMINEO BY DE HARLICORE MEMBER MHO MANIPULATES

THE GANG TO MANIFEST THEIR OWN VIOLENCE. THEY PARTICIPATE IN TIC

VIOLENT ACTS OR ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO COMMIT VIOLENCE. THE AFFILIATES

ARE THOSE WHO ASSOCIATE WITH THE GROUP FOR STATUS AN) RECOGNITION

(THEY MAY WEAR GANG COLORS, CLOTHING, ATTEND PARTIES, ETC.). THIS.

ESSENTIALLY FULFILLS DE EMOTIONAL NEED FOR BELONGING.

PERIPHERAL. MEMBERS ARE DOSE WHO MOVE IN AND OUT OF THE GANG ON THE

BASIS OF INTEREST IN A PARTICULAR ACTIVITY. MOST PORTLAND AREA GANG

/EMBERS ARE RACE-SPECIFIC, i.e., BLACK YOUTHS ARE EXCLUSIVELY
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INVOLVED WITH BLACK GANGS, ASIAN YOUTHS ARE INVOLVED EXCLUSIVELY WITH

ASIAN GANGS, AND WHITE YOUTH ARE EXCLUSIVELY INVOLVED WITH WHITE

GANGS. THE AGES OF YOUTH GANG MEMBERS TEND TO BE IN THE 14 to 17

YEAR OLD RANGE. HOWEVER, THERE IS SIGNIFICANT EMULATOR BEHAVIOR IN

THE 10 to 13 YEAR OLD AGE GROUP. WHITE AND ASIAN GANGS ARE GENERALLY

MORE SECRETIVE THAN BLACK GANGS, THEREBY MAKING INTELLIGENCE

GATHERING ACTIVITIES DIFFICULT. GENERALLY SPEAKING, GANG- INVOLVED

YOUTH ARE HAVING DIFFICULTY IN SCHOOL. AS EVIDENCED THROUGH ATTENDANCE

PROBLEMS, ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES, BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS AND ENROLLMENT IN

SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOMS. IN ADDITION, AT-RISK YOUTH LACK

HOBBIES OR HAVE AN EXCESS OF UMUPERVISED LEISURE TINE, HAVE

EXPERIENCED FREQUENT NEGATIVE CONTACT WITI' POLICE, ARE HAVING BEYOND

PARENTAL CONTROL PROBLEMS AT FOE, AND ARE ASSOCIATING WITH PEERS

THAT ARE GANG INVOLVED OR DRESSING IN GANG CLOTHING. YOUTH GANG

MEMBERS ARE INVOLVED IN ROBBERY, ASSAULTS, ASSAULTS WITH WEAPONS,

RAPE AND SODOMY, AUTO THEFT, MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED CRIME, BURGLARY,

DRUG POSSESSION AND DRUG TRAFFICKING. IN CEFINING A GANG, THE

JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION USES A DEFINITION THAT READS A GROUP OF

PEOPLE WHO INTERACT AT A HIGH RATE AMONG THEMSELVES TO TIE EXCLUSION

OF OTHER GROUPS, HAVE A GROUP NAME, CLAIM A NEIGHBORHOOD OR OTHER

TERRLDRY AND ENGAGE IN CRIMINAL AND OTHER ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR. ON A

REGULAR BASIS.
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IV. RESPONSES TO GANG ISSUES: THE STANDARD RESPONSE TO THE GANG ISSUE IN

PORTLAND MIRRCREO THAT OF OTHER CITIES. SPECIFICALLY, TAKING THE FORM OF

CENIAL, DISBELIEF, OUTRAGE, AND ACTION. INITIAL DENIAL BY LAW ENFORCEMENT

(PORTLAN) POLICE BUREAU AND PORTLAND SCHOOL POLICE) WAS INSTITUTED SO AS

NOT TO INFLAME THE SITUATION OR GIVE CREDENCE_TO NEIGHBCRHOOD CONCERNS.

FURTHER, A DESIRE TO LIMIT OR DOWN-PLAY RWCRS CENTERED AROUND THE NEED TO

NOT URN THE ISSUE INTO A MEDIA EVENT. DISBELIEF HAS SHOWN ITSELF IN

SEVERAL FORMS, GENERALLY POLITICAL IN ITS NATURE. THE STATEMENTS THAT

"PORTLAND ISN'T L.A., AND IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE" FOLLOWED THE COMMUNITY

YOUTH GANG TASK FORCE THPOUGH ITS EARLY FORMATION. THE CITY OF PORTLAND

HAS ALTERNATELY BEEN CALLED, ONE CF THE MOST LIVABLE CITIES IN AMERICA 4NO

PRIDES ITSELF ON I' VISION ANO ABILITY TO ATTRACT NEW INDUSTRY ADDING TO

ITS EMPLOYMENT BASE AND THE GENERAL WELL-BEING OF ITS RESIGENTS.

YOUTH GANG ISSUE, ALONG WITH THE EMERGENCE OF NUMEROUS DRUG HOUSES,

BURGLARY, ROBBERY ANO HAOCIDES, THREATENED POLITICAL. ENTITIES ALREADY

SENSITIVE TO JAIL SPACE PRObLEMS, CONCERNS ABOUT HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT FOR

MINORITY YOUTH AND CRIME CONCERNS IN GENERAL. OUTRAGE WAS A NATURAL

OUTGROWTH CF THE ISStES BROUGHT FORTH IN THE DISBELIEF PHASE WITHIN THE

PORTLAND COMMUNITY. IT WAS EVIDENT ON SEVERAL LEVELS. FUR THOSE LIVIN6

IN GANG IMPACTED AREAS QUESTIONS RAISED ARE: WW-RE DOES IT ENO, WHAT CAN

WE DO, WHY AREN'T THE AUTHORITIES DOING SOMETHING, AND WE CANNOT AFFORD TO

MOVE AWAY - WE'RE STUCK. IN THE MORE AFFLLENT NEIGHBORHOODS RESIDENTS ARE

SHOWING A SPLIT RESPONSE, ON ME ONE HAM) REQUESTING INFORmATION AND

MINING FROM THE COURTS, POLICE AND SCHOOLS, ON GANG IDENTIFICATION AND
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PREVENTION. AT THE SAME TIME THEY ARE REQUESTING THE MEDIA GIVE LESS

COVERAGE TO THE PROBLEM, ALMOST INDICATING THAT WITHOUT THIS COVERAGE THE

PROBLEM WILL GO AWAY. POLICE INTELLIGENCE HAS SHOWN THAT THE L.A. BASED

GANG MEMBERS ARE MOVING AND ESTABLISHING RESIDENCES IN THOSE AREAS OF TIE

CITY MO COUNTY GENERALLY FELT TO BE CRIME FREE. ThE MOVEMENTS OF THESE

GANG MEMBERS IS BOLD, AND AGGRESSIVE. THE RESPONSE FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT,

CORRECTIONS, SCHOOLS AND THE COHIUNITY MUST BE EQUALLY SO. THE ACTION

PHASE AND RESPONSE TO THE YOUTH GANG ISSUE INCLUDE THE FORmATION IN MAY,

1987, OF A CONmuNITY BASED YOUTH GANG TASK FORCE, COmPRISED 3F

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS, THE PDLINOmAP COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION,

PORTLAND SCHOOL POLICE, PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU, CCHIUNITY YOUTH SERVING

ORGANIZATIONS AND NEIGH:30MT° RESIDENTS. THIS TASK FORCE, ON WEDNESDAY

FEBRUARY 24, 1988, RECEIVED $55,000 FROM TIE CITY OF PORTLAND, TO

ESTABLISH CCMMUNITY BASED PREVENTION SERvI,ES, A NEIGHJORHu00 GANG

INFORMATION HOTLINE AND TO FUND TWO YOUTH OUTREACH WORKER P3SITIONS. A

$31,000 UNITED WAY GRANT IS IN TFE PROCESS OF BEING AWARDED TO THIS EFFORT

AS WELL. AN OUTGROWTH OF THIS TASK FORCE SAW THE FORmATIO. OF A POLICE

GANG INTELLIGENCE WORK GROLP. mEETING ON A MONTHLY BASIS, THIS GROW NOW

INCLUDES 40 MEMBERS REPRESENTING PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU, PORTLAND SCHOOL

POLICE, BEAVERTON, GRESHAM, MULTNOmAH COUNTY SIERIFFS, SALEM, TROUTDALE,

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON, CLARK COUNTY SPERIFFS, -RANSIT POLICE, ADULT

PROBATION AND PAROLE, JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION, STATE JUVENILE PAROLE,

AND FEDERAL ALCOHOL TOBACCO AND FIREARMS AGENTS. AN k,IAN GANG TASK FORCE

OF PORTLANC POLICE BUREAU, SCHOOL POLICE, JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION, AND

4'
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SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE BUSINESS AND CIVIC LEADERS MEET ON A WEEKLY

BASIS. THE JUVENILE JUSTICE DIVISION HAS SUBMITTED A $180,000 PROGRAM

REQUEST TO ESTABLISH A GANG UNIT COMPRISED OF SIX STAFF. PORTLAND POLICE

BUREAU HAS REQUESTED IN ITS FISCAL YEAR 88-89 BUDGET FUNDS FOR A STREET

GANG UNIT CII:efRISO OF APPROXIMATELY EIGHT OFFICERS. PORTLAND PUBLIC

SCWJOLS IS CEVB.OPING GANG INTERVENTION CURRICULUM TO BE INTROCOCED IN

SEPTEMBER 1988, TO ALL NICOLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

CLOSING: IT IS NOTED THAT TIE ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES WORKING ON AND

TIROUGH THE YOUTH GANG TASK FORCE CONTINUE TO DEVELOP sLavicE PLANS

DESIGNED TO INHIBIT THE PROLIFERATION OF YOUTH GANGS. WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT

WE CANNOT "STOP YOUTH GANGS", ANY MORE THAN WE CAN "STOP CRIME". HOWEVER,

WE BELIEVE THAT THE COMNDNITY CAN BE EMPOWERED TO RESIST THE ENZROACFMENT

OF YOUTH GANGS. WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CORRECTIONS

ORGANIZATIONS, WITH ALL RELAVENT SERVICE NO EDUCATION AGENCIES WORKING IN

CCOPERATION AND COORDINATION WITH EACH OTHER, SWIFT, APPROPRIATE RESPONSES

TO YOUTH GANG ACTIVITY WILL BE EMPLOYED. THE CITY OF PORTLAND HAS DECIDED

IT WILL NOT BE A VICTIM. WE INTEND TO COMBAT GANG INFILTRATION WITH EVERY

NETS AT OUR DISPOSAL. THE ALTERNATIVE WOULD BE TO TURN OVER LARGE AREAS

OF OUR CITY AND SIGNIFICANT NMBERS OF OUR YOUTH TO THIS URBAN CANCER.

SUCH AN ALTFOATIVE It COMPLETELY AND WHOLEY UNACCEPTABLE.

THAN< YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION.

8748S/J8/t1j
3/2/88
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Congressman Lewis, do you want
to introduce the nest witness?

Mr. Liciini.:Thank STOit very much, Mr. Chairman
.Chairman and members of the Committee, I'm pleased to

present to the Committee Major Julius Derico, who is the Section
Cominander -Of. Special Investigation Section of the Intelligence
Unit of the Atlanta Department of Public Safety, the Bureau of
Police Service in the city of Atlanta.

During the time that I served- on Atlanta City Council and as a
member" of the Public Safety Committee, I got to know Major
Derico, who has a great deal of interest in youth gang violence.

I'd like to welcome him to the Committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF MAJOR JULIUS DERICO, SECTION COMMANDER,
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS SECTION, INTELLIGENCE UNIT, AT-
LANTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, BUREAU OF
POLICE SERVICES, ATLANTA, GA

Mr. DER/c). Thank you, Congressman Lewis.
To the Chairman and members of the Committee, during the

early part of 1986, there was a notable increase in what appeared
to be gang-related activities in the high schools throughout the
metropolitan Atlanta area. When these groups first formed, every-
body saw them as being social groups for social purposes, with the
biggest reason being attributed to the fact that there was a lack of
organized activities for after school times. But as we began to moni-
tor these groups, we saw that they began to develop more as gang-
related groups because of the distinguished colors, distinguished
mottoes and claims of turf territories. They were also involved in
some minor criminal activities to include purse snatching, auto
theft and things of this nature.

Most of these young people were from the more affluent families
of the Southwest Atlanta area primarily. The fortunate thing for
us, I think, is they had pretty stable home environments. So, as
this problem began to develop and it began to get more coverage in
the media and more attention from the police officers and through
the school systems and the PTA meetings and everything else, the
parents began to realize they were losing control of their children.
So, a lot of them sort of rolled in the reigns a little bit and pulled
them back under control. So, this problem never got to the point
that we had a major issue of concern for law enforcement.

By the same token, in other areas of the city that were more or
less fortunate than this group of people, gangs began to form that
want to emulate this system, more or less. These children came
from the lower income areas, housing projects in some cases, and
they employed methods of obtaining monies and goods and vehicles
so they could be on a competitive level with the other groups. They
became more involved in the violent type of crimes, the robberies,
the snatches, the thefts of vehicles and everything else.

This went on for about two to three years. There was a particu-
lar group known as "Down by Law" which prided itself in being
involved in robberies, kidnapping, rapes and things of this nature.
Fortunately for us, we were able to penetrate this group and we
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Were able to identify Most of the ringleaders and they were pretty
muelibrinighfto-tisk and placed in,prison for various crimes.

That problem, we :thought; was going to end our problem with
crime in.:ganktelatedhotivities in the city of Atlanta. Unlike most

.OfKkeiii_jarger ditiekiii---tlii:Northern:.areas, we had not had this
:ptelileiii-Avthe'.tiait.'Biit'aii-Weheiiiito recoup from this experi-
enek:Wejooked'afound and e saw that we had the most serious

roblenilhe city of Atlanta-be-a-ever faced 'emerging on the scene.
4*- That .WO:tlie-cothinfabotit-_ofiganga from South-Tlorida, partieti-

latlkAliiii.Mikin`i:aie4. Wife was a group -that: dubbed: themselves
the MiafrirBos The main purpoee for comirigAelhe city was the
importation, .thstribiltiOn-; sale of cocaine, primarily crack codeine.

We m the city of Atlanta tee- this as being the :problem we
are confronting right n6w . Whit' has happened is, the groups have
come "hitt) the city They have moved , into the :lower' income
.both iii the public sector as well as 4ie private sector, and they
have taken oveitertain:territoriee. They will primarily use threats
ofiiolezici:and mtmudation to gain their control
'TOY would go into the -area, they *Old employ local) youths as

lookouts:- They ' will rent *cal' residences as - stash houses and safe
houses They will import the drugs to Atlanta and they will also
bring m the primary s1lers They are-Younkhlackinales, age rang-
'Fig'betWeen 14-and=22,23'Yeare-of age They come from your lower
mconie,areali:Miathi;the Liberty City area, ;he Overtown area,
and they come into the . city of Atlanta _and they are the ones who
actUallylaridle:theliale ef,the drugs.

Along,Witli-7them and druga,:thefve also brought in a lot of
violence, i:16Cof 101610:- They use automatic weapons quite fre-
quently. 'Their main weapon is -What we',VE. all ,heard call' the Uzi,
or thellike.-10jand"Mike41senii-autoinatio machine giin and the 9
millimeter sethi-mitomatic PiStols.-They are not shy at all. They do
ilet.nihid'USing these weapons and in several incidents we've had
just olien gunfights. on the streets over contralling territory.

Last year, an innàcent yoUng-ladk; aged 67, walking, down the
street, Waii-caught 'between a gun-battle between the -Miami Boys
and a group of local drug distributors. Urifortunately, she was
killed4441iii exchange. All totali-I-think:Seven people were arrest-
ed; Two were charged with murder.
'During the ,trial,. they both admitted to being involved in the

iihOotatit. They both adraitted-tkbeing involved in the distribution
of cocaine ; They both adniittea it was a turf War. The jury acquit-
td both of them beCathie7nObody-could say for a fact that this one

ittat.pile-aCtually. fired- the fatal shot. The judge, in turn, was
able to revoke -the probation of' one who was on 15 years probation
for previoiisèrimins1 activities and *auk his testimony on the
stand :OMietituted:a serious Violation of probation and he was in
tuin Sentencedie lfikeath in jail.

, Iii another incident; a former Miami Boy gang member who had
decided to go-into:businesi for himself, was working in a housing

wbenall'of a sudden a car pulls up, four young men
-get out and they just begin to shoot, bang, bang, bang. They killed
-thie'yeung man.

,11

For thefiret time in the state of Georgia, we were able to obtain
a`RICO:ettifute conviction on this young man and he was sentenced
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to:the maximum term allowable under the RICO statute which
ininiraizes.hia.OpportUnity. of being paroled. Also, we're trying to
'seize aninii308.0013. young.nian may have had.

These- problems are continuing to escalate. On a daily basis,
there are:.narcitica:Unita serving warrants. We're constantly con-
fronfeit,With automatic -*ape*, not .open confrontations or in
direct challenge to the police, but as you go through the search
process, these kinds of things are discovered in each and every resi-
dinde, that We serve Warrant* on now for. crack cocaine.

Unfortunately : for .myself and Congressman Lewis and .Cong*s-
r04-RoWlaiid;'Gebrii*,is also becoming a ho tbed:,it :Seen* for weep-
onstoibe:traiiiPOrthd .throughout theootintiry:,Aa I read the papers
here iii;Washingten;, the one frOni,,,NeW'Nork and the one from
Il'hiladelphia4n.thelalk day, Tye seen a, ptoiy, Concerning ,several

piing -,ine*Who ,'Werearrested.ea they .arrived in.,NeW York whO
had gone to Georgia, primarily the Atlanta area, bought numbers
ofentanatic weapons, transported than to New York.

rtlin*, we in the..atate of Georgia have a ,heated debate going
constantly. over gun control-4. can ,Understand the arguments on
hoth-Sidefae an extent,.but beina law, enforcement person I think
We'all:neato admit to ourselves that until we do something about
the eaSy. accesaibility-Of'Weapens, we're going, to continue tO have
these kin& . of probleinii. If you look :around,'" you'll see the problem
is moving from us and going to other areas. So, that May tell us we
needte,look at it from anationalstandPoint.,Are you .people'in.the
Staten... Of New York, Illinois and other areas who hinie tight gun
control laws willing to let people continue to buy weapon ii- in
thelaX;statesof Georgia and other areas. and transport them into
your eeinminitY?

We have Sought thebattlelocall y. We have fought the battle in
the ,state, but we cannot Win, that battle, I think, until, we, as a
people,, admit the faCtIthat, the crack cocaineproblero, in this coun-
try is a, nationwide problem that needs national attention. The
people .frein,Miaird have traveled not only to -Georgia. They come
up the 1-95 corridor into Charleston, South Carolina. They've inade
it to,PhiliidelPhia..They've made it to D.C. They're in New York,
-RoetiOn.j giiesii we will all sit back and hope, they all go to Canada
and then the problem 'wilt go aWaY, but that's highly unlikely,
certain,

So,aII"I I can say to you is, I thank, y,cu' for the opix.litiinitif to
come before you today and I challenge each Of you to give serious
consideration to the magnitude of this ;Problem that were facing
and PleasePlease help.ukall,beCause we are in trouble. As laW-en-
forcenient officers, we aire,losing the battle_ As mental health au-
thorities; they.are facedwith more aid more problems. As proba-
tion officers, they, are overloaded. And far as the poor ,gang
people are concerned, theide not have a drop in the bucket as far
as fighting.thelbattle that's before theth. -

The young man who has come 'fir-Ward today, he's 18. He's Still
trying to get out of high school Are we encouraging him enough to
continue to ify' to getout of high ithoolto try and recoup control
over his life and go about being something for himself? I think it
took a great deal of nerve on his part to come and share his story
With us. I hope that as he goes back home, he will have some sup-.

.;,
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Porting information from this body that we are concerned about his
plight and that we will do everything we can to help him.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Major Julius Derico follows:]

r
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PEEPARED STATEMENT OF MAJOR JULIUS DERICO, SECTION COMMANDER, SPECIAL IN-
VESTIGATIONS SECTION, INTELLIGENCE UNIT, ATLANTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETT, Byway or POLICE SERVICE, ATLANTA, GA

DURING THE EARLY PART OF 1986, THERE WAS A NOTICEABLE INCREASE IN hHAT APPEARED

TO BE ORGANIZED YOUTH GANG ACTIVITY. MOST JF THESE GROUPS OF YOUNG PEOPLE WERE

BEING ORGANIZED ON THE HIGH SCHOOL CAMPUSES THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN ATLAN7A

AREA AND SEEMED EAGER TO BECOME INVOLVED IN SOME FORM OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY; I.E.,

INTIMIDATION OF OTHER STUDENTS WITH GUNS, KNIVES, HOME -MADE WEAPONS ANDTHREATS

OF ASSAULT, AUTOMOBILE "EFTS, SNATCH THEFTS (PURSES AND GOLD CHAINS FROM THE NECK)

SHOPLIFTING FROM DEPARTMENT STORES AND GANG FIGHTS. THE INCREASE IN THIS ACTIVITY

PROMPTED MORE TELEPHONE COMPLAINTS FROM CITIZENS TO LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES,

VOICING CONCERNS OVER THE CRIMINAL CONDUCT OF THE YOUTH GROUPS. MANY OF THESE

CITIZENS HAD BEEN PERSONALLY VICTIMIZED AND, IN A NUMBER OF CASES, THEIR CHILDREN

HAD FALLEN VICTIM TO YOUTH GANG ACTIVITIES.

DURING MAY, 1986, A TASK FORCE WAS FORMED TO MONITOR, INVESTIGATE AND GATHER INTELLI-

GENCE REGARDING YOUTH GANG ACTIVITIES IN THE LOCAL AREA. THIS TASK FORCE WAS ORIGI-

NALLY MADE UP OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THREE (3) LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN THE

METROPOLITAN ATLANTA AREA, INCLUDING THE ATLANTA BUREAU OF POLICE SCRV10ES, DECATUR

POLICE AND DEZALB COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENTS. THE GROUP HAS SINCE GROWN TO MORE

THAN A DOZEN MEMBER AGENICES AND HOLDS MEETINGS ON A MONTHLY BASIS TO DISCUSS THE

STATUS OF YOUTH GANG ACTIVITY IN VARIOUS RESPECTIVE JURISDITIONS.

THE FIRST TWO GROUPS TO BE INVESTIGATED BY THE YOUTH GANG TASK FORCE WERE "DOWN

BY LAW" (MALES) AND "THE BAD GIRLS". INFORMATION GATHERED INDICATED THE "DOWN BY

LAW" GROUP WAS WELL-ORGANIZED, HIGHLY RESPECTED AND FEARED ON THE STREET, SOME

OF THEIR LEADERS WERE WELL INTO ADULTHOOD, WITH ONE REPORTED TO BE 35 YEARS OLD.

THE MATURITY AMONG THE LEADERS WAS THOUGHT TO BE ONE REASON WHY THIS GROUP HAD GAINED

MORE NOTORIETY THAN ANY OTHER YOUTH GANG IN THE LOCAL AREA.

INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED WITH SOME HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND MEETINGS t. RE HELD

WITH OFFICIALS OF THE SCHOOLS WHERE YOUTH GANG ACTIVITY HAD BEEN REPORTED. IVFORMA-

TIOh VOLUNTEERED BY THE SIIIDEtTS HELPED TO IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL GROUPS WHICH HAD

BEEN ORGANIZED FOR THE PURPOSE OF OPERATING AS YOUTH GANGS. SOME OF THE MEMBEIS

OF THESE NEWLY-FORMED GROUPS WERE AS YOUNG AS EIGHT (8) YEARS OLD WITH THE AGES

RANGING UPWARD TO AROUND NINETEEN (19) YEARS OLD.
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AS MORE OF THESE YOUTH GROUPS NTRE FORMED, THE
NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS FROM CITIZENS

CONTINUED TO INCREASE. ON ONE OCCASION, IN OOToBER, 1986, THE ATLANTA POLICE IN-

TELLIGENCE UNIT RECEIVED A CALL FROM A WOMAN WHO STATED THAT HER SON WAS BEING THREAT-
ENED BY A YOUTH GANG MEMBER. THIS REPORTEDLY RESULTED FROM AN ALTERCATION BETWEEN
THE TWO YOUTHS OVER A GIRL. THE YOUTH GANG MEMBER WENT TO THE RESIDENCE OF THE
WOMAN AND FIRED SEVERAL SHOTS FROM A HANDGUN INTO AN AUTOMOBILE WHICH WAS PARKED
IN THE DRIVEWAY. THE WOMAN AND HER SON WERE INSIDE THE HOUSE AT THE TIME OF THE
SHOOTING BUT THEY MOVED AWAY, TEMPORARILY, BECAUSE OF FEAR FOR THEIR SAFETY.

IN ANOTHER INCIDENT REPORTED, A YOUTH GANG MEMBER WAS APPREHENDED FOR SHOPLIFTING
AT A LOCAL SHOPPING CENTER DEPARTMENT STORE. DURING AN INTERVi.N WITH THE ARRESTED

YOUTH, IT WAS LEARNED THAT MANY OF THE GANGS OPERATE ORGANIZED SHOPLIFTING RINGS,

OFTEN HAVING CONTACTS INSIDE THE STORES. THESE CONTACTS ARE SOMETIME GANG MEMBERS

WHO. PURSUE EMPLOYMENT AT THE STORES FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF ENGANGING IN, OR ASSIST-
ING OTHERS WITH THEFT OF MERCHANDISE. CONTACTS WHO ARE NOT GANG MEMBERS ARE USUALLY

FORCED INTO COOPERATING WTI THE SHOPLIFTERS THROUGH INTIMIDATION AND THREATS OF
PHYCICAL HARM. THESE CONTACTS ARE USUALLY STUDENTS AT THE SCHOOLS WHERE THE RE -
SPELTIVE GANGS ARE BASED.

ON ANOTHER OCCASION, DURING THE SOMBER OF 1986, A YOUNG BOY WHO HAD BEEN WORKIVG

AT A NEIGHBORHOOD CHURCH IN COLLEGE PARK, A SUBURB OF ATLANTA, WAS ON HIS WAY HOME

WHEN HE WAS ATTACKED AND KILLED BY FM: YOUTHS. THEY WERE LATER ARRESTED AND IDENTI-

FIED AS MEMBERS OF A COLLEGE PARK YOUTH GANG.

AN ATLANTA POLICE OrEICLR WAS SHOT AND PERMANENTLY PARALYZED AFTER ARRESTING THREE

YOUTHS WHO WERE 1.11ER IDENTIFIED AS MEMBERS OF A YOUTH GANG. THE YOUTH WHO DID

THE SHOOTING APPARENTLY HAD A WEAPON CONCEALED ON NIS PERSON.

IN ADDITION 10 THE AFOREMENTIONED EXAMPLES, THERE
HAVE BEEN MANY INCIDENTS OF HARASS-

MENT, ASSAIIT, WATERY, AUTO THEFT, PURSE SNATCHING, BURGLARY, KIDNAPPING, MURDER,

EXTORTION ,..40 GENERAL /MET COMITTED BY' MEMBERS OF YOUTH GANGS.
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MOST OF THE GANGS HAVE REGULAR PLACES WHERE THEY HANG OUT ON A DAILY BASIS AND SOME-

TIMES, VERY SERIOUS FIGHTS WILL OCCUR WHEN ONE GANG WILL SHOW UP AT A ICCATION THAT

IS USUALLY FREQUENTED BY ANOTHER G.NG. THIS ACTIVITY IS COMMONLY KNOWN AS "TURF"

PROTECTION OR "TURF" WAR. FIGHTS ARE ALWAYS A PART OF THE ACTIVITY FOLLOWING HIGH

SCHOOL FOOTBALL GAMES AND THEY ARE NORMALLY PLANNED OR SCHEDULED BY THE GANGS.

FIGHTS BETWEEN GANGS ALSO OCCUR QUITE FREQUENTLY FOLLOWING ROCK CONCERTS, PRIMARILY

THE "RAP" CONCERTS.

WEAPONS ARE ALSO VERY C01010N FOR YOUTH GANG MEMBERS. MANY OF THEM WILL CARRY HAND-

GUNS, KNIVES AND HOME-MADE WEAPONS ON THEM AT ALL TIMES, EVEN TO SCHOOL AND INTO

THE CLASSROOMS. THE ATLANTA SCHOOL DETECTIVES UNIT HAS A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF THESE

WEAPONS WHICH WERE CONFISCATED FROM STUDENTS WHILE ON SCHOOL PROPERTY. IN ADDITION

TO GANG MEMBERS HAVING WEAPONS, THERE HAVE BEEN MANY REPORTED INCIDENTS INVOLVING

STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT GANG MEMBERS BUT CARRY GUNS OR KNIVES TO SCHOOL FOR PROTECTION

AGAINST GANG MEMBERS.

THE TASK FORCE ON YOUTH GANGS NOW MAINTAINS A LISTING OF ALL CONFIRMED YOUTH GANGS

AND MEMBERS WHICH OPERATE IN THE METROPOLITAN ATLANTA AREA. THIS SERVES AS A SYSTEM

OF TRACKING AND KEEPING ABREAST OF MEMBER ACTIVITY WITHIN ORGANIZATIONS. THE LISTING

INCLUDES NAMES, GROUPS AFFILIATION, ALIASES, CRIMINAL ARREST HISTORY, SCHOOL, GRADE

AND GRADE POINT AVERAGE. AS ONE WOULD EXPECT, APPROXIMATELY 80 - 90% OF 111E YOUTH

GANG MEMBERS ARE MAINTAINING AVERAGE GRADES OF "F", HOWEVER, THERE ARE SEVERAL MEMBERS

WITH "A" AVERAGES.

THE LARGEST OF THE YOUTH GANGS IS "DOWN BY LAW" WITH A CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE OF

MEMBERSHIP PLACED AT 150. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF ADDITIONAL GROUPS WHICH HAVE

BEEN CONFIRMED AS YOUTH GANGS:

ANOTHER BAD CREATION (ABC)
A. E. S. BRONZEMENT
ALPHA KAPPA GENTS
BOULEVARDIER
BAD BLACK BOYS
CIABBATINO
DEMONS
DOOM BOYS
EVFCUTIVE CLUB

FIVE PERCENT NATIONS
GIGALOS
JR. BLACK BOYS
KAPPA SIGMA PSI
OMEGA GENTS
OMEGA PREP BOYS
OUTLAWS
RAW DOGS
THE NEW GENERATION
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UNIQUE GENTS
WEEKEND WARRIORS

FEMALE GROUPS

BAD GIRLS
DELTA PHI SIGMA
FAIRYTALE LOVERS
K Q FEMALES
KAPPA OMEGA ZETA
KAPPA PEARLS
LUSCIOUS DAMES

MIAMI BOYS

ANOTHER AREA OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY WHICH HAS RAISED VERY SERIOUS CONCERNS IN THE

ATLANTA COMMUNITY IS THE PLIGHT OF A GROUP OF YOUNG BLACK MALsa KNOWN AS THE
"MIAMI BOYS". THIS GROUP BEGAN FUNCTIONING IN ATLANTA DURING 1984 AND IS PRIMARILY

A COCAINE DISTRIBUTING ORGANIEATM WHICH OPERATES GENERALLY IN THE LU INCOME

AREAS OF THE CITY WHERE DRUG USAGE IS POPULAR AND NARCOTICS ARE IN DEMAND. THIS GROUP

EMPLOYS VIOLENCE, INTIMIDATION, UNDERSELLING TECHNIQUES (LOWER PRICES/HIGHER PURITY)

AND MONETARY REWARDS TO TENANTS WHO WILLAIIA THEIR RESIDENCES TO BE USED AS STASH OR
SAFE HOUSES.

INTELLIGENCE DATA HAS DETERMINED THAT THE "MIAMI BOYS" HAVE ESTABLISHED FIVE (5)

TERRITORIES WITHIN THE CITY OF ATLANTA. EACH TERRITORY HAS ONE (1) ASSIGNED

LIEUTENANT WHO IS RESPONSIBLE Fl.1/ A MINIMUM OF FIVE (5) SAFE HOUSES.

THE LIEUTENANT DISTRIBUTES COCAINE AND COLLECTS THE MONEY FROM THE SERGEANTS. EACH

SAFE HOUSE HAS AN ASSIGNED SERGEANT WITH RUNNERS AND LOOK-OUTS ON THEIR RESPECTIVE
SHIFTS. INTELLIGENCE DATA INDICATES THE RELOCATION OF 14-23 YEAR OLDS FROM THE

LOW INCOME AREAS (OVERTOWN, LIBERTY CITY) OF MIAMI AND am' FLORIDA TO ATLANTA

TO SELL COCAINE AND CRACK. THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE PROVIDED WITH HIGH CALIBER WEAPONS

AND EARN SALARIES WHICH RANGE FROM 5600.00 TO $1000.00 PER WEEK. WHEN ARRESTED,

A YOUTH IS RETURNED TO FLORIDA AND REPLACED. IN FUTHERANCE OF 11fE COCAINE TRAFFICK-

ING OPERATION, THE "MIAMI BOYS" RECRUIT LOCAL, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AS
SELLERS.

OBSERVATIONS MADE BY UNDERCOVER AND SURVEILLANCE Ac.NTS INDICATE. A HIGNIA ONG...NIZED

PROTECTION SYSTEM AROUND THE BUYING SITES.
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(A) DRIVE THROUGH SITES (USUALLY ONE WAY) ARE PROVIDED WM, AN ARMED SENTRY POSTED

NEAR THE ENTRANCE. ANOTHER PERSON TAKES THE ORDER AND HONEY, THEN DIRECTS THE BUYER

TO ANOTHER PERSON. FURTHER ALONG THE ROUTE, TILE THIRD OPERATIVE WILL PROVIJE THE BUYER

WITH THE COCAINE, INSTRUCTING THE PURCHASER TO KEEP MOVING TOWARD THE EXIT. WHIG!

ALSO ILLS AN ARMED LOOK-OUT. ONLY ONE VEHICLE IS ALLOWED AT ANY TIME. THE TRANSACTION

IS COMPLETED WITHIN ONE (1) TO THREE (3) MINUTES. ( B) WALK-UP SITES ARE HEAVILY

MANNED, IN TERMS OF SELLERS. EACH SELLER IS GIVEN FIFTY (SO) PACKETS OF COCAINE,

CALLED A BOMB.

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED LOOK -OUTS,CAPABLE OF OBSERVING ALL MOVEMENT WITHIN THE AREA,

ARE PROVIDED WITH 110-WAY RADIOS. ARMED PROTECTORS ARE STATIONED NEAR THE STASH AND

MONEY. (C) ON INSIDE SALES PURCHASERS ARE MET AT THE DOOR AND FRISKED (POLICE

STYLE) AT GUN POINT. THE ORDER LS TAKEN BY AN INDIVIDUAL IN A SEPARATE ROOM WHO CON-

TROLS THE TABLE. THE BUYER IS THEN ALLOWED TO USE THE PURCHASED DRUGS IN ANOTHER

ROOM, WHICH IS EQUIPPO WITH PIPES AND TORCHES, OR IS ALLOWED TO LEAVE AFTER THE

PURCHASE.

THIS GROUP IS A WELL-ORGANIZED AND SUCCESSFUL CRIMINAL ORGAIZATION. LU, ENFORCEMENT

AGENCIES ARE VERY LIMITED IN THE AREAS OF MANPOWER AND EQUIPMENT, MNICH MAKE 11IE

EFFORT TO ELIMINATE GROUPS SUCH AS THIS APPEAR VERY FUTILE.
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Chairman MILLER. Mr. Carver?

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CARVER, ESQ., DIRECTOR, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. CARVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Select
Committee.

It's a zeal pleasure to be invited to appear here today as you take
up the issue of "Youth and Violence: The Current Crisis.' It is a
topic that deserves urgent public attention and I commend the
committee for convening these hearings.

Let me say at the outset that I'm not a drug abuse expert. T have
no. magic solutions or quick fixes to offer because there are none.
My frame of ,eference is the criminal justice system where I've
worked for the past 15 years. I'm the Director of the Pretrial Serv-
i,,,es Agency here in the District of Columbia.

While drug abuse has always been associated with certain kinds
of behavior that bring people into the courts, never has the crimi-
nal justice system experienced the kinds of problems we face today.
Drugs are driving the system. Drugs are overwhelming our very ca-
pacity to function. The problem is bad and it's getting much worse.

How are drugs driving the criminal justice system? Let me start
by igiving you just a few background figures on arrests. According
to data from the United States Attorney's Office, adult drug arrests
have increased from 3,857 in 19'79 to 13,785 last year. As a percent-
age of all arrests, drug charges have increased from 20 percent to
over 47 percent in the same period. When one looks just at (`rug
distribution charges, one sees a thirteen -fold increase over this
time period.

Among our youth, the children brought to court and charged as
delinquents in the juvenile system, the rise in drug charges is even
more dramatic.

Let MS trace for you the rise in arrests among juveniles over the
past five or six years. Let's look at drug sales first. In 1982, the
police arrested 82 juveniles and charged them with. drug sales. By
1986, the figure was up to 279. Last year, 1987, the figure jum
to 1,G41. Remember, the figure in 1982 was 82. It went from 82 to
1,041 in just a four or five year period. And remember that this is
drug sales. There were another 895 juveniles arrested last year on
either possession with intent to distribute or simple possession.
This is what I mean when I say we are being overwhelmed by
drug.

As
s

dramatic as the rise in drug arrests is, arrest data under-state the problem. Drugs are a factor in many, if not most, of the
serious n>;drug felonies flooding the criminal justice system, as
any pullft.e.. ...,,fficear knows. In the District of Columbia, we now have
the capability to measure more precisely the extent of drug use in
the arrestee population and track trends in drug use over time.

For the past four years, my agency, the District of Columbia Pre-
trial Services Agency, has operated a comprehensive program of
drug testing of all arrestees, the only program of its kind in the
country. This capability enhances the agency's role of advising the
court of an arretAee's release eligibility and it provides a useful
mechanism for monitoring or supervising those drug users granted
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conditional release. Using on-site equipment and state-of-the-art
technOlogY, the agency is able to produce drug test results on all
arrefitees,,juyenile andadult, in a matter of hours. The results are
then. made available to the judicial officer for use in determining
,Eippropriate-orinditioni3 of.release.

The prograni, has proved to be very useful to the judges who
must 'make release decisions. As important as this service is in in-
diVidtiab eases; it also gives us a wealth of data on the extent of
drug,abuse as well as changing trends over time What are we find-
ing? Let me-begin with the juveniles, which are defined in the Dis-
trict of Columbia is aged'17 and under.

Among children- with a delinquent offense, we test for
the presence of four, drugs, PCP, cocaine, opiates and marijuana.
When.wetake all of those, which is ages 8 all the way up to age 17,
35 percent are currently testing positive for one or more of these
drugs. There's a strong correlation between drug use and age to the
point where well over half of the 17 year olds are currently testing
positive, as you indicated in your opening statement.

Perhaps more disturbing than the number using drugs is the
change over time. When We first began testing juveniles four years
ago, less than 30 percent were positive, with the drug of choice
being PCP. Cocaine was rarely detected. Eighteen months ago, co-
caine use had risen to the point where it was detected in seven per-
cent of juvenile arrestees. Now, 22 percent of all juveniles are
showing a positive test result for cocaine, a figure which has now
surpassed PCP use in the District of Columbia.

More disturbing still is the fact that the numbers do not indicate
that young people are switching from one drug to another, rather
that they are increasingly engaging in multiple drug use. They're
adding cocaine to the drugs that they're already using.

Among adult arrestees, the agency conducts a five drug screen,
including PCP, cocaine, opiates, methadone and amphetamines. As
with the juveniles, all the trends are up. When we began the pro-
gram four years ago, slightly over half of all arrestees were posi-
tive. Now the figure is three out of every four. This is all arrestevs,
misdemeanors as well as felonies.

The biggest single change has been in the use of cocaine. Four
years ago, cocaine was detected in 14 percent of arrestees. The
figure has been steadily rising to the point now where we're seeing
it in 6t) percent of all arrestees. In other words, cocaine use has
quadrupled just in the last few years. PCP use remains high. Cur-
rently, about 45 percent among adult arrestees are showing a posi-
tive result for PCP. As with juveniles, multiple drug use is ramp-
ant. Over half of the arrestees identified as drug users test positive
for two or more drugs.

What are the policy implications arising from this data? Clearly,
the drug abuse problem facing the criminal justice system is over-
whelming. Court referrals are swamping drug treatment programs,
creating backlogs, and placing treatment officials in the untenable
position where they sometimes have to turn away voluntary pa-
tients m order to accommodate court ordered referrals.

There is no single strategy to combat drug abuse and the prob-
lem is certainly beyond the capability of the criminal justice
system alone to solve. It goes without saying that more must be
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done in the:arees of prevention treatment and interdiction and
that while these are ,areas of local concern, greater federal assist-
ance 1a-urgently needed.

Fa 'also like-to point; out the fact that the serious dysfunctional
drug usiers ièrit peciai attention and that these individuals tend
toappearinarrestèeópulations. And while the debate rages over
-whether drug use causes crime or crime leads to drug abuse, it's
now beSrsinct 41iestion that they are related. It's also known that
drni:ise 13 What you might Call an accelerator of criminaLbehav-
-ior; ThatiSovhen drug users are in a period of active use, rates of
c *:narn:iality- go up dramatically And conversely, during periods of
relative abstinence, rates 'of criminality.go down. I think the chal-
lenge within the criminal justice system is to identify and deal
with those individuals and drug testing is an important tool to that
-end.

In the District of Columbia, the primary goal of drug testing of
juveniles I to identify those children in need of treatment and
counseling and to provide some kind of effective intervention at the
earliest possible, point. It's clear at least to me that by the time
Some of these kids reach the adult system, many of them are so
thoroughly enmeshed in the whole cycle of drugs and crime that
almost- nothing works. It's also clear that drug testing is the only
reliable means of identifying the factor of drug use.

In the adult system, ongoing drug testing of defendants as a con-
dition of release has proven effective in reducing rates of pretrial
rearrest. Judges routinely impose as a condition of release that
drug using defendants refrain from illegal drug use and that they
report- regularly to our agency to submit urine samples for the pur-
pose of verifying compliance with that court ordered release condi-
tion. Violations are reported to the court by the agency and sanc-
tions are frequently imposed.

Given the improvements in this kind of monitoring capability
that drug testing offers, release rates have actually gone up in the
last few years, while rearrest rates have gone down. While this is
no solution to the underlying problem, it is useful I think in that it
provides better information to judges and to a certain degree it re-
duces risks associated by the release of drug abusers.

In closing, I would just like to reiterate what others on this panel
have said, that while the problems of youth and drugs and violent
crime are matters of local concern, in a very real sense they also
threaten our national security. The problems are far too big for
local government alone to address. We at the local level need the
kind of attention these hearings can bring to the subject and we
need a national strategy, backed up by long-term federal support.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear today.
[Prepared statement of John A. Carver, Esq., follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CARVER, ESQ., DIRECTOR, DISTRICT or
COLUMBIA PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Chairman, members of the Select Committee, it is
indeed a pleasure to be invited to appear here today as you take

up the issue of 'Youth and Violence: The Current Crisis. It is

a topic that deserves urgent public attention, and I commend this

Committee for convening these hearings.

Let me say at the outset that I am not a drug abuse

expert. I have no magic soldtions or quick fixes to offer to this

Committee, because there are none. Hy frame of reference is the
criminal justice system, where I have worked for the past 15

years. While drug abuse has always been associated with certain

kinds of behavior that bring people into the courts, never has
the criminal justice system experienced the kinds of problems we

face today. Drugs are driving the system. Drugs are

overwhelming our very capacity to function. The problem is bad,

and getting worse.

I am often puzzled by the mixed messages the American
public is receiving on the drug abuse situation today. Last

week, for example, I attended the White House Conference For a

Drug Free America here in Washington. The President and the
First Lady spoke to us on Monday morning, and we heard once again

a recitation of hopeful signs, based primarily on the national

survey of high school seniors, and their self-reported

experiences with drugs. I have a difficult time reconciling the
reported downward trends in drug use with what we in the criminal

justice system see every day. I suspect that we may have two
very different and diverging kinds of drug problems. While we

may be making headway in some sectors of society through the
excellent work of the First Lady and others, there are large
segments of our communities that are not being reached. As the

theme for these hearings suggests, we are truly facing a crisis.

How are drugs driving the criminal justice system? Let me

give you a few background figures on arrests. According to data

from the United States Attorney's Office, adult drug arrests have

increased from 3,857 in 1979 to 13,785 last year. As a

percentage of all arrests, drug charges have increased from 20%

to over 47% in the same period. When one looks just at drug
.distribution charges, one sees a thirteen-fold increase over this

time period.

As dramatic as the rise in drug arrests is, they

understate the problem. Drugs are a factor in many, if not most,
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of the serious non-drug felonies flooding the criminal justice
system, as any police officer knows. In the District of
Columbia, we now have the capability to measure more precisely
the extent of drug use in the arrestee population, and track
trends in drug use over time.

For the past four years, the District of Columbia Pretrial
Services Agency has operated a comprehensive program of drug
testing of all arrestees -- the only program of its kind in the
country. This capability enhances the Agency's role of advising
the Court of an arrestee's release eligibility, and provides a
useful mechanism for monitoring, or supervising those drug users
granted conditional release. Using on-site equipment, and state-
of-theart technology, the Agency is able to rroduce drug test
results on all arrestees, juvenile and adult, in a matter of
hours. The results are then made available to the judicial
officer for use in determining appropriate conditions of release.

The program has proved to be very useful to the judges who
must make release decisions. As important as this service is in
individual cases, it also provides us with a wealth of data on
the extent of drug abuse, as well as changing trends over time.

What are we finding? Let me begin with the juveniles,
which are defined in the District of Columbia as age seventeen
and under. Among children charged with a delinquent offense, we
test for the presence of four drugs -- phencyclidine or PCP,
cocaine, opiates, and marijuana. Fully thirty five percent (35%)
of all juvenile arrestees are currently testing positive for one
or more of these drugs. There is a strong correlation between
drug use and age, to the point where over half of all 17 year
olds are currently testing positive.

Pethaps more disturbing than the number using drugs is the
change over time. When we first began testing juveniles four
years ago, less than 30 percent were positive, with the drug of
'choice being PCP. Cocaine was rarely detected. Eighteen months
ago, cocaine had risen to 7% of all juvenile arrestees.
Currently, 22% of all juveniles are showing a positive test
result for cocaine -- a figure which has surpassed PCP use. More
disturbing still is the fact that the numbers do not indicate
that the young people are switching from one drug to another,
rather that t'ley are increasingly engaging in multiple drug use.

As attachment A indicates, among juveniles, there is a
linear relationship between the age of the respondent and the
likelihood of drug use. By the time they each their late teens,
drug use is quite prevalent, and the upward trend continues into
the adult years.

Among adult arrestees, the Agency conducts a five drug
screen, including PCP, cocaine, opiates, methadone and
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amphetamines. As with the juveniles, all the trends are up.
When we L gan the program four years ago, slightly over half of
all arrestees were positive. Now the figure is three out of
every four. The biggest single change has been in the use of
cocaine. Four years ago, cocaine was detected in fourteen
percent (14%) of adult arrestees. That figure has been steadily
rising to the point where now 60% of adult arrestees have
recently ingested cocaine. (See attachment B.) In other words,
cocaine use has more than quadrupled!

PCP use remains high -- currently 45% among adult
arrestees. As with the juveniles, multiple drug use is rampant.
Over half of the arrestees identified as drug users test positive
for two or more drugs.

The picture painted by the indicators of drug use among
arrestee populations is alarming. There is no reason to believe
that the experience of the District of Columbia is oarticularly
unique. While no other jurisdiction has routine, comprehensive
drug testing of all juvenile and adult arrestees, several cities
have conducted surveys on a limited basis. For example, drug
screening among juvenile detainees in Maricopa County, Arizona
from October 30 to December 23, 1987, revealed a 42.5% rate of
positive drug results. Another study of drug use among juveniles
in Tampa, Florida, indicated that 35% of the youths were positive
for one drug, and another 7% were positive for two or three
drugs.

Among adults, we now have the results of a twelve-city
survey among arrestee populations conducted by the National
Institute of Justice. While the "drugs of choice" vary from city
to city, the results almost uniformly show that drug vse is a
factor in 60% to 75% of adult arrestees.

What are the policy implications arising from this data?
Clearly, the drug abuse problem facing the criminal justice
system is overwhelming. Court referrals are swamping drug
treatment programs, creating backlogs, end placing treatment
officials in the untenable position of turning away voluntary
patients in order to accommodate court-ordered referrals.

As I indicated in the beginning, I possess no particular
insight in what should be done about this problem. There is no
single strategy t., combat drug abuse. The problem is certainly
beyond the capability of the criminal justice system to solve.
It goes without saying that more must be done in the areas of
prevention, treatment, and interdiction, and that while these are
areas of local concern, greater federal assistance is urgently
needed.

It should also be pointed out that seriously dysfunctional
drug users merit special attention, and that these individuals
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tend to appear in arrestee populations. While the debate rages
over whether drug use causes crime, or crime leads to drug abuse,
it is now beyond question that they are related. It is also
known that drug use is an "accelerator" of criminal behavior- -
that L3, when drug users are in periods of active drug use, rates
of criminality go up dramatically. Conversely, during periods of
relative abstinence, rates of criminality go down. The challenge
within the criminal justice system is to identify and deal with
these individuals. Drug testing is an important tool to that
end.

In the District of Columbia, the primary goal of drug
testing of juveniles is to identify those children in need of
treatment and counselling, and to provide effective intervention
at the earliest possible point. It is clear that by the time
they reach the adult system, many are so thoroughly enmeshed in
the cycle of drugb and crime that almost nothing works. It is
also clear that drug .esting is the only reliable means of
identifying ,the factor of drug use.

In the adult system, on-going drug testing of defendantsas a condition of pretrial release has proven effective in
reducing rates of pretrial rearrest. Judges routinely impose as
a condition of release that the drug-using defendants refrain
from illegal drug use and that they report regularly to the
Pretrial Services Agency to submit a urine samples for the
purpose of verifying compliance with this condition. Violations
are reported to the Court by the Agency, and sanctions are
frequently imposed. Given the improvements in monitoring
capability that drug testing offers, release rates have actually
gone up, while rearrest rates have gone down. While no
"solution' to the underlying problem, the program is useful in
thPF it provides better information to judges, and it reduces the
risks associated by the release of drug abusers.

Most of my remarks have dealt with data -- trends in
juvenile and adult drug use as measured by arrestee drug testing.
I would like to conclude by saying that this program illustrates
the kind of partnership between federal and local government that
I think is essential. Our drug testing program was established
with funding from the National Institute of Justice in 1984. It
quickly came to be seen as so valuable that when federal funding
expired, the local government continued and even expanded the
program.

When the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 was passed, this
agency's program of pretrial drug testing was identified by the
Bureau of Justice Assistance as a concept that should be testedin other jurisdictions. Three jurisdictions are in the process
of replicating the program, and three more will soon be selected
for a second round of funding. It is safe to say that none of
this would have occurred, had not Congress recognized the need
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for federal assistance, and backed up its commitment with

funding. Many of us at the local level hope that this kind of

support will continue. Thank you.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you and my thanks to all of the wit-
nesses., Let me just take a moment here to ask a couple of ques-
tions.

your
and Ismael, let me address a question to you. As I read

yoin-statement and as I listen to you, when you started out in a
gang, in your early days in the gang, you seem to be saying you
never thought it was going to get this had when you first joined up.
You got together with a group of friends and you were kind of an
informaLgang; it waira casual thing, but it kept escalating. It kept
growing. more and more Wand getting. bigger and more dangerous
and more troithlesome. Ii3 that accurate, when you started out?

Mr. HUERTA. Well,' the way I see it, it was all about partying. I
didn't know that there was a lot of shooting and stabbing involved
and a lot of drug dealing. I was just in it because there was a lot of
girls at the time, too. You think it's going to be like that all the
time when it's not.

Chairman MILLER Shawn, how about you? When it first started
out;was this just fun? Was this just a way to hang together with
some other guys?

Mr. GRANT. Yes. At first, you know, because I'm like the oldest
and they was like brothers to me. Just somebody to hang out. If
somebody like came and jumped one of your friends or something,
you wouldn't stand there and let them go around by themselves. You
have to help them out or they'd be on your back.

But yes, it was like when it first started out it was like that. It
was kind of like fun and everything, but then you started wanting
to sell some drugs a little bit. You Lad to make a little money and
some of the guys thatyou got to get money sometimes.

Chairman Mn .m. You say in your statement, "I committed the
robbery because I was a member of the Cedar Avenue Gang."

Mr. GaAbrr. Yes.
Chairman Muzzle. This is behavior that was expected of you.
Mr. GRANT. Well, yes. You know, be one of the buddies. Every-

body else did it. Why not?
Chairman MILLER And Ismael, you 0ay, "If I was to start all

over, I would have never gotten into this." You talk about the fact
that nowor at least up until the time you left the gang or
maybe even stillyou can't go anywhere in the neighborhood be-
cause there would be a rival gang member looking for you. You
said, "there's always ten of us and one of us always has a gun or
we're not going anywhere." Is that still how it governs your life
today?

Mr. HUERTA. Yes, it still works that way because it doesn't really
matter whether you're in the gang still. The other guys are going
to remember what you have done to them.

Chairman Mum So you don't really get to drop out of the
gang. You don't turn in your badge, right, or your colors?

Mr. HUERTA. There's no real way to get out. You think you're
out of the gang, but

Chairman MILLER So, in a sense, the gang or at least the rival
gangs have a hold on you.

Mr. HUERTA. Yes. There will be somebody watching you from
them.
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Chairman MILLER. Shawn, is that true for you, too, or less -so?
Mr. GRANT. Yes. If you do hle Ismael said, if you help them out,

you hurt somebody else from another gang, of course they'll come
back looking for you. They see you somewhere else, maybe down-
tow.n or something by yourself

Chairthan MILLER. So, there's always a. pay back.
Mr. GRANT. Yes. Nobody's going to forgive you. You jump some

guy from over on the Bast Side or something and he saw you down-
town by yourself somewheTe, of course he's going to get back on
you. He's not going to just let you get away with it. He see there
when you jumped ,him and like a couple weeks ago or something.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you if you can go back to the time
when you were first thinking about joining a gang and you were
kind of hanging out before it got deep.

Mr. GRANT. It was more like you get known a little bit, girls
you know, people checking you out. You fmd that group, certain
group, you don't want to be by yourself. You don't have to worry
about too many -eople, you know, approaching you wrong or noth-
ing like that.

Chairman MILLER. So, the gang in a lot of ways satisfies a lot of
needs.

Mr. GRANT. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. You get to have some identity, you get some

protection, you get some status among a certain group of people in
a neighborhood or with the opposite sex.

Mr. GRANT. More like fear. You put fear on other people. Like,
"He's with them. I won't say much to him or nothing like that.
He's with that certain group. I'll let him go his way."

Chairman MILLER. So your membership provides you maybe a
little bit of protection.

Mr. GRANT. Yes. It also provides youyou would have to watch
your back. Like if you was like somewhere else, like you did some-
thing to somebody else, and you was like at the wrong place at the
wrong time, you might just get yours.

Chairman MILLER. So, it cuts both ways. It can help you but it
can also hurt you in terms of your neighborhood contact.

Mr. GRANT. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. What alternativesI don't know if you can

think about it. What alternatives were there for you to joining the
gang? Were there sports? Was the school providing any alterna-
tive? What else is going or in the neighborhood or in your area for
young people that would provide some of that same satisfaction in
terms of identity and feeling good and getting some status in your
neighborhood or in your community or in your school?

Mr. GRANT. Maybe you might go to a recreation center and hang
out for a little while. But that's basically it. There was nothing.

Chairman MILLER. Why was there nothing?
Mr. GRANT. Because the government is not giving them any

money.
Chairman MILLER. Were you bored with what was going on there

or was there nothing going on there?
Mr. GRANT. Okay. The center closes around 8:00.
Chairman MILLER In the evening.

5 rj_
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Mr. GRANT. Some guys stay out until maybe on a Friday night
until maybe about 11:00, a little later than that, you know. We
might want a little something else to do. 'ine recreation center, youdo get bored of hanging around the same old thing all the time.Plus the jobs, to be honest with you $3.35, something like thet,minimum wage, you can't really doand you workthose places
like Burger King and stuff, they make you work hard. You know,
you want a little bit more money than that. Things are more ex-pensive nowadays. So of course you want to help in drugs to get
some extra money. Things are going up.

Chairman MILLER. Well, that was my next the cost of living isgoing up.
Marianne, let me ask you r you can help with this. If you listento the testimony here and you listen fn the escalation, whether it's

in Portland or Atlanta where these different formats started, and
even as you see people at the end of process, there's a slow escala-tion, a building of this thing in cities where this may be new. Butin some ways, what Shawn just said is that young people aremaking the logical decision that if they're going to survive orthey're going to provide for themselves or for their girlfriends orfor their friends or for their own immediate familywe're not talk-ing here about whether we agree with that decisionit may verywell be a logical, economic fact of life that the gang can provideincome and there's no °Owr way to provide the amount of income
that young people think Liey need to maint.F.n. a certain level ofstatus.

Is that fairly accurate or am I way off the beaten path?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Well, I know it's accurate in L.A. We live onthe coastal areas, beach cities in L.A. For a long time, the gang ac-tivity was more or less in South Central, inland
Chairman MILLER Rig x.
Ms. DIAZPARTON [continuing]. Where there's more low incometype places to live. Well, now we have all these drug dealers

moving to our area because now they can afford to. They're buying
houses out on our side of town, moving in. The city that I live intried to demolish a gang by destroying all their houses. They wentin there and just tore them all down and put up condos which they
couldn't afford to live in. Well, they moved into the city. So nowthey're right in the heart of the city we live in. So. economics,
making money, driving the Benzes and all that kind of stuff,
they're moving from Watts and Compton and thos- areas out intomore affluent areas out on the beach cities and bringing theirhome boys with them. They just come with them. They come andvisit.

That's why we have so much violence going back and forth, be-
cause people can travel now. I talk to gang members that say,"Hey, we're going up to Vegas this weekend and make me somemoney." He can't make the same money on his rock in L.A. that
ite can make in Vegas. So he goes to Vegas for three or four days,
comes back with a bank. I mean were talking $10,000 coming backand does it in four days. I mean you can buy a house in a week.

Chairman MILLER. And that's the role model?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. That's the role model for all these guys. LikeIsh, he went out and actually went and got a job. We were counsel-
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ing him and said, "Hey, go find a job." He went and went looking.
He got a job with the Amnesty program talking to illegal aliens
who wanted to get their documents, spoke Spanish, he's bilingual.
Then one day he was coming off work and there were four gang
members waiting for him after work. So, see, the gang affects you
even when you're working. You can't stay in a place when you
know you're going to get killed maybe on your way home. So, his
parents told him to quit.

The same thing in school. A lot of these kids won't go to school
for the basic reason that they don't want to get jumped or stabbed
or killed. So they make, like you said, a rational decision. "What's
more important, me going to schooltor staying alive?"

Chairman Maim. Then let me ask you this. Pit that rational de-
cision, pit the pull of that system for all of the attributes that it
has;,what are your resources to work against that?

Ms. Dutz-PAwrox. Well, we re the ones who deal with them when
they're not in school.

Chairman MILLER. No, I understand that. What do you tell an
Ismael about why he's better off dealing with you than with his
gang in terms of his long-term interest? I mean is it jusi, the fact
that he may get killed? Is that the threat?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Our thing is that we've already been through
it. We've already survived what he's doingwe'll tell him, "What
you're doing,, we've done. We're just one of the few people who
have survived it." We tell them about how the law enforcement is
going to stay on your back and all these things

Chairman MILLER Okay. But when you were a gang member,
compare it to today.

Ms. DIAZ- PARTON. Oh, man.
Chairman MILLER. Did you have the potential when you were a

gang member to generate the kind of income and cash and things
that a gang member might be able to do today?

Ms. Duz-PArrox. On a smaller level. in those days it was deal-
ing weed and stuff like that.
. Chairman MILLER. Sure.

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. We did the same things, just a different prod-
uct in those days. We had to make our incomes up too. We had to
sell things and do things illegally, do burglaries and stuff. We used
to get our weaponry through burglarizing. That's how we got our
guns. Its a little more hard to hit a house that you know it has
guns in it. You're lucky if you run across one.

See, these guys, like I said in my statement, they have strung out
people hitting surpluses and stuff just so they can go to them and
get their 'caine.

Chairman MILLER So, the weaponry is just barter for drugs or
for cash or whatever.

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Yes. Gang members can get all the 'caine they
want, but they want the weapons. That's what they want. The
gang members, they'll trade all the ' caine they got to get a case
ofthey come up with crates of guns before and just dropped it
and they just trade it off.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask Major Derico and Mr. Brown, be-
cause you both again have described an evolutionary process. ,I've
always felt in regard to crack cocaine, when we first started look-
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ing at it in this committee, that we just saw what again was sort of
a crass business decision, that crack was a much easier wmmodity.
'Even though I'm told by people that your profit margin is less on
crack than it is on other forms of cocaine, this is a very easy way
to market it. It can be put into very inexpensive packets in termsof rocks. It can be smoked, it can be used in ways that it's very
easy for young people to begin with. This was essentially a market-
ing strategy to get people into the cocaine habit or trade or what
have you.

You're also describing a marketing strategy which says to people
in Miami, "The market is not as good here. Let's go to Atlanta and
see if we can develop the market there or to Portland and let's seeif we can develop the market there. There may be a better price for
our goods in Portland than there is in L.A. or there may be abetter price in Phoenix," or these other cities where, in fact, youdon't have

I hate to make the analogy between the drug trade and A-aeri-
can business, but it sounds like we have some fairly good business
people msking decisions about what's going to happen in American
cities with respect to the criminal trade. And the gangs start to
look like marketing organizations.

Ismael, I think it was you talking about crossing out somebody's
colors. You're just talking about sort of hostile takeovers of some-
body's marketing apparatus. If the gangs in Atlanta are a little
naive and a little stupid compared to the Miami Boys, they're
about to lose out, and they're either going to join up and partici-
pate or simply lose whatever they had.

Is that a fair sixramatioh?
Major DERICO. Yes, sir, I think it's very fair.
Chairman MILLER. Who. I didn't want to hear that.
Major DETICO. That's a very fair summation, I'm afraid. What

happened probably in the Miami area and L.A. area is that the
market; become so saturated with the availability of drugs that the
competition is so intense that a lot of people can go out and beat
you out. "Let's franchise our product into other ereas that are not
as active in this trade." They started from Miami moving up to Or-
lando, Tampa, Jacksonville, Tallahassee area of Florida. Then into
Georgia, Valdosta, Coastal Savancah, Macon, Atlanta They'regoing into larger cities in these areas. It's an organized sffort on
the part of the people in Florida to divest themselves a little fur-ther up north.

I think the first tactic they use when they move to an area is
underpricing. When they first came in with the cocaine, they
would underprice the locals. Then when the crack came In the
scene, they sewed up the market because crack was not available
in Atlanta. So, it's being produced by these people. They sold it at amuch cheaper rate than the peop!.. in Atlanta could sell for. Andcrack is so addictive that people, once they've involved themselves
in this, there's a great demand for it.

Mr. Baown. s think the
Chairman MILLER. Portland soun.is like a sitting duck.
Mr. BROWN. I think one of the facetiously to say this. One of

the worst things that could have happened in Portland and anycity north of L.A. is that gang members could find the entry routes
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to the .1-5 system and make their way north. At the same time,
they're also making their way east into Nevada and into Vegas.

There are two points I think that we need to look at. One is that
we know that the adult members of gangs that are coming into the
various cities, whether it be the mid-sized cities like Portland or
whether it be like cities like Atlanta or larger cities, they're
coming to sell crack or move weapons. They are not coming to find
new gang members. The problem that comes up is that the high
risk juveniles, the kids who are having problems in school, they re
having family problems, they have low self esteem, those kids are
the ones that will be attracted to that sense of belonging that is
generated by being involved in a gang.

So, on the one hand you have this entrepreneur with spirit that
comes forth and on the other you have these sitting ducks as we
call them, kids that are just waiting for something to happen.

The drug traffic, I think, is one of the primary reasons that we
are seeing such a movement of gangs out of the California area.
According to some of the intelligence information, we're also seeing
gangs coming out of the Chicago area into Portland. So, it behooves
my city to set up, a system to deal with this as soon as we possibly
can. And we're doing that, recognizing that there are limited re-
sources locally. Oregon, obviously, is coming out of recession and
that does not generate a lot of money into our local coffers.

Chairman 1Viniza. Are you going to have adequate resources to
deal with it?

Mr. BROWN. I'm not sure if we're going to have adequate re-
sources that will be targeted specifically to gangs. I think one thing
that we're looking at in Portland is trying to use a multi-faceted
approach, one that involves utilizing the schools, the courts, the
police, neighborhood organizations, churches, all getting together
and attempting to deal with this issue because it's not just a police
problem. It's not just a federal government problem Its not just a
local government problem. It's everybody's problem.

Chairman Mt t. Thank you.
Mr. Coats?
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Shawn, in your statement that you submitted to the Committee.,

you said, "Like many of the other gang members, I grew up in a
single parent household. My father has had little contact with me
since I was one year old." Then later on you said, "When I was
young, I used to wonder about my father. I resented his not being
involved in my life. Now I don't care anymore. I think that I would
not have become involved in a gang if I had had a job and if my
father had had a relationship with me."

What you said there, is that typical of the gang members, the
kids that are involved in selling the drugs and operating the
gangs?

Mr. GRANT. Yes, most of them. Most of them, the parents really
don't have that much anyway. Basically that's right.

Mr. COATS. Marianne, what's your experience with the situation
of the gang members that you deal with?

Ms. niAz-PARToN. Yes, that situation applies to quite a few of the
kids that I deal with. But more and more, were fording gang mem-
bers that are coming out of middle class areas. We have a lot of
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white gangs now in L.A. coming up. They're a. being attracted by
the drug trade. They all want to make their money too.

See, L.A. iseverybody's calling it the gang capital. A lot of the
-kids are playing along with that. A lot of kids find that it's in fash-ion to be in a gang now. There's kids that hang around in his
neighborhood that live in Torrance and those other parts of the
city. They come down to hang out with the home boys because they
have all the drugs, all the parties.

I was a gang member and I came from a two parent, middle classhome.
Mr. Cons. What attracted you away from the home to the gang?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. The power.
Mr. COATS. The power?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. The power, the status that you get. I mean Iwas a nobody in school. I Was just a kid whoI used to even be in

the school band. I was all into school stuff.
Mr. COATS. Well, that's what most kids are into.
Ms. DIAZ- PARTON. School stuff, but
Mr. Cm's. You don't have a lot of power when you're 16.
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Right.
Mr. COATS. You'd like to, but you don't have a lot and most kidsare in the band or
Ms. DIAZ-PA RTON. As soon as you get in a gang, everything

changes. Teachers will treat you different. You're singled out.
Everybody's paying attention to you. Other kids who before would
maybe say something to you orwe're Hispanics, right? Beforethey used to call uz wetbacks or whatever. Well, they don't saythat no more when you get in a gang. They're real careful about
what they say. They don't want to get on you bad side, don't want
to make no enemies and nobody will harass you because they knowif they do anything to you, they've got 100 other people who aregoing to come and get them later. You know what I mean?

You feel secure on one side, but you're setting yourself up forpossible violence by rival gang members. But when you're 16, 17
years old, anything that gives you any kind of power, you want it. I
mean your parents tell you what to do, teachers tell you what todo, the whole trip. You want to do something on your own. Youhave your own decisions to make in a gang and you have decisions
over life and death and that's a trip. To basically look at someoneand say, "I'm killing you," and that pe.son is going to believe it,and believe me they'll go home and worry about it for the nextthree days waiting for you to do something.

Mr. COATS. When you were 16 or whatever age you were
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Well, I got in when I was 13.
Mr. COATS. You decided, "hey, school is boring. My family isn't

giving me the support I want. I don't want to hang around here."What do you think society's response should be? What can we dothat will make you have a different attitude or take a different ap-proach? What can we give you? What do you want the school togive you, what do you want your parents to give you, what do youwant the neighborhood or the community to give you that would bebetter than what you thought you could get by going down thereand getting this power, holding this over people, becoming some-y?bod
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MS. Druz -PARTON. I don't think the school provided anything that
was really interesting to me, for one.

Mr. COATS. What should it provide?
Ms: DIAZ-PARTON. There should have been activities besides

cheerleading and all that kind of stuff.
Mr. Colas. Like what?
Ms. DiAz-PARToN. Like some interesting sports activities or some-

thing. To get in sports in school, you kind of have to have a pretty
good grade average like for guys' football teams and stuff. If you
don't keep up your grade level, they kick you off. That's a lot of
complaints I get from gang members on the street.

Mr. COATS. You think that schools then shouldn't have any re-
quirements about grade averages?

Ms. Dmz-PARTort. I think if a kid is interested in anything else
besides gangs, you ought to build that. "If I'm interested in art or
whatever, don't kick me out just because I'm a gang member and
you don't like me or you don't like the way I talk or the way I act,
or just because you tell me to jump and I'm not going to jump.
You're not my mother. You're not my father."

Mr. COATS. So you don't think the schools should have any stand-
ards, any requirements?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. I think they need some but they can't just
bully people around and kick them out just because you do some-
thing they don't like. I mean what does that do? If I'm in school
and I do something you don't like, instead of working with me and
getting somebody who understands me who will come in and say,
"Hey, I know where you're coming from. I used to be involved in
this. Let me talk to you." Teachers would try to talk to me about
gangs. I'd say, "What do you know? You're sitting here telling me
what I should do and I should just get out of that gang."

Mr. COATS. You think we should hire teachers that have previ-
ously been in gangs so that they can relate to you?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. No, I think you ought to hire people who can
teach those teachers how to relate to gang members. It don't take
much. Sit there for three or four hours a day, I'll teach you every-
thing you want to know. Right?

Mr. COATS. I'm sure you could.
Shawn, I want to get back to your statement because someday

you might be a parent. You might have a son. He's going to be 12, 13,
14 and if you see him starting to get involved in gang activity, what
are you going to do?

Mr. GRANT. I'm going to try to sit down and talk to him. As long
as he is under my roof, if I'm paying the bills and taking care of
him, he's going to listen. I'll make sure that my son listens to what
I have to say.

Mr. COATS. Do you wish your dad had done that with you?
Mr. GRANT. Yes. If I had a father, J'm sure he would have in-

structed me the right way, you know. More like the big hand
around the house. If I have a son that's 12 years old, he's going to
jo to school and I'm going to make him listen, if I'm his father.

Mr. COATS. So, you don't want what happened to you to happen
to your family?

Mr. GRANT. No.
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Mr. COATS. See, the question I'm getting at, Shawn, is I'm won-dering where are the fathers.
Mr. GRANT. Say it again?
Mr. COATS. I'm wondering where the dads are. I'm wondering

why the fathers don't rise up and say, "I'm not going to let this
happen to my family. I don't want my kid to get killed. I don't
want my kid to get so strung out on dope that he's not going to beable to get an education or be able to be a father, get married or bea part ofthe society."

I'm wondering why fathers and mothers don't rise up and say,"Wait a minute."
Mr. GRANT. Well, a lot of parentsyou know, kids coming upnowadays, they get a certain age, they're bigger than their parents.

They intimidate their parents.
Mr. COATS..S0, just overwhelmed by them.
Mr. GRAN7... Especially if they're on drugs or they come in thehouse drunk. Maybe a lady have a child who's maybe about 6 feet.

Big as a grown man. May-1;e bigger than both his parents. It's easyto intimidate them. The parents love him. They don't want tothrow him out or nothing like that so they can be intimidated intheir own home.
Mr. COATS. Well, what are you going to do when your son isbigger than you? He's 15 and comes in and says
Mr. GRANT. See, that's when I'm going to try to go take him tothe court system or something. Then he'll be put away. I think ifhe do a little time like I did and sit in somewhere for likeif he

did a first offense, maybe just sitting there for like 21 days or some-thing like in a detention juvenile center for awhile and think aboutwhat you did, I think he'll come around a little hit.
Mr. COATS. It sounds like you think the answer is for somebody

i get tough, for somebody to say, "Hey, I'm not going to allow this.
You mess up, you're going to pay the penalty. You've got to get agood education. I'm going to make sure you're going to get an edu-
cation. You're nut going to do drugs. I'm going to make sure youdon't do drugs. If I catch you a ling drugs, you're going to respondto me."

It sounds like that's what you're prescribing.
Mr. GRANT. Yes, that's what--
Mr. COATS. Do you wish you had had that?
Mr. GRANT. Yes. At first, you know, I got a little treatment. I

messed up and I went to the court system and they locked me upfor 12 days. I couldn't stand it. So, I think if somebodyfirst of-fense, they do something wrong out there on messing around, they
should just get a little taste of it and know how it feels to be lockedup for a little while.

Mr. COATS. Ismael, do you agree with that?
Wr. HUERTA. The way I see it is our parents mess up when theydon't detect it early enough to stop it from really happening. My

parents didn't detect it until I was already into it. I think the only
way they would have helped me if they would have detected it assoon as I got in the gang. They would have talked me out of itthen. I would have just stopped hanging out with the boys and theywould have forgot about me.

Mr. COATS. Why do you think it took them so long to detect it?
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Mr. HUERTA. Because I was trying to keep it away from them for
as long as possible because I remember they used to try and tell
me, "Don't join no gang." So, I joined the gang. I was keeping it
away from them. They noticed that I came home with a tattoo or a
couple tattoos and they asked me what happened. I had to tell
theth. "I've been in the gang for this long." They'd tell me, "What
can I do?" I'd say it's too late. "I thought you knew, that you were
trying to make sure for yourself that I was in a gang."

Mr. COATS. What are you going to do with your kids?
Mr. HUERTA. I'd try and see where I messed up, tryif I see

=them doing where I started, because I can tell when somebody is
getting started. At least as a Mexican, you can telt when they start
growing their hair- back, then the bigger pants coming on, then the
shirts. If they start worrying about their creases in their pants.
That's where I can detect that because you get harassed by your
fellow gang members, "Your pants ain't creased enough or your
hair isn't hung or you need more starch on your shirts." They
bother you about that. That's how you can tell.

Mr. Caws. What are you going to do about schooling for your
kids? If they come and say, "Hey, school's a drag. Teachers don't
understand me. I don't want to learn. I'm not getting anything out
of it," what are you going to tell your kids?

Mr. HUERTA. I would tell them to try to handle it because if they
try and do what I did, drop out of school, that's what I did, it ain't
going to get them nowhere. When you start hanging out, that's
when you get even more seriously into a gang, when you leave
school alone, because you ain't got nothing to do for the whole day
but to hang out in the streets and make money.

Mr. COATS. Do you want to hang out in the streets the rest of
your life?

Mr. HUERTA. No, that's why I'm trying to get my life straight-
ened out. I'm planning on going back to school. But I'm planning
on going back to school at night time, which is when most of the
gang members are hanging out. So, if I'm going to school tt night, I
don't think they would know I'm going to school, because they'll
probably think I'm hanging out like they are.

Mr. COATS. I think my time is up, Ismael.
Thanks Shawn, Ismael and Marianne for your answers.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Durbin?
Mr. DURBIN. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
If I could continue, I think you might detect a fascination by the

members of Congress to talk with the two youngsters on the panel
particularly to try to get their perspective on the world. We like to
think we're changing this world and influencing it. If our message
isn't getting down to these two ycung men and the people that
they live with and Ms. Diaz-Parton, we're missing the boat. Maybe
some of these questions are just our effort to determiLe how we
might affect your lives and the lives of your brothers and sisters
more effectively.

Let me ask you about two rekted issues that I think kind of
effect some of the lifestyles here. There's a lot of talk in your testi-
mony about drugs and it appears that it's the dollars and cents of
gang life, it's the currency, the coin of the realm. Without it, I
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don't know how many gangs would even exist if they didn't. have
this treasury that was building up and funding them.

Let me go to a related issue. You talk about marijuana aul co-
caine and mica. Are you, in the gang activities, familiar with heav-
ier drugs, the shooting up, IV drugs and the like? Is that common?
Do you see it? Do gang-members get involved in it?

Either one.
Mr. HUERTA. Well, the way I see it is the older members, like 22,

23, they don't really hang out with the younger guys like us. Those
are the guys who are getting strung out on heroin or cocaine.

Mr. DURBIN. So you kind of graduate up?
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. You kind of keep progressing as in usingyou

start out usually with a joint. Then you go off to PCP and then you
start doing cocaine. Then rock came around and everybody was
buying rocks.

Mr. DURBIN. Tell me what rock is. I'm not familiar
Mr. HUERTA. It's crack.
Mr. DURBIN. Crack, okay.
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. Then gang members found a way to make it

themselves, from powder into a rock form, and that brought more
money to the scene.

Mr. DURBIN. But it moves up.
Mr. HUERTA. Yes.
Mr. DURBIN. I mean as you b- , older, you get more drug depend-

ent, you get into the heavier stuff, the IV drugs.
Mr. HUERTA. Yes.
Mr. DUBBIN. Shawn, that's your experience too?
Mr. GRANT. Yes, in most cases it is. A lot of younger kids are

strung out on cocaine though, like coking it up and everything. A
lot of younger ones, maybe about 16, 17 are on cocaine. They start
off smoking marijuana and stuff and move up to cocaine. As they
get up in the 20s, they must start shooting up. You really see
thatyou movtly just seewhere I live at, all you see is maybe
some marijuana and a little use of cocaine.

Mr. DUBBIN. We've spent the last several years here in Washing-
ton and arotu_ i the country talking about AIDS related to shooting
up, using IV 'rugs. Is that message getting down to the street? Do
you know there's a problem there? Does it scare anybody?

Mr. GRANT. You might have two people just messing around.
They don't listen to that. I have a frigid, he sells a lot of drugs and
stuff. He comes from a middle class family and everything and
lives in a different side from me. There's girls out there that do
anything just to get the drugs. They could be shooting up. They get
laid up and stay with somebody that was shooting up or something.
It just don't get to their head. There's still people going to mess
arctutd. They're going to do what they want to do.

Mr. Dtrasmr. So you're saying that message isn't getting to the
streets?

Mr. GRANT. People, they just mess with a lady. They get what
they want lo get.

Mr. DURBIN. Ismael, what about yourself? What do you hear?
Mr. HUERTA. The message isii't getting through. You *..now, girls

which are out there, they come t.-ound to the drug dealers saying,
"I'll do anything if you give me a piece of crack." They'll go to ved
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with them, which they don't know how many other guys they've
been to bed with. So, they could catch AIDS from anybody out
there.

Mr. DURBIN. So, once they're hookea, they aren't listening to
anybody?

Mr. HUERTA. Yes. They don't have no money for crack, so they'll
sleep with a guy just to smoke.

Mr. DURBIN. Let me switch to another topic. You talk about the
importance and the influence of drugs in this whole thing, but
there's some other things that are related.

Shawn, for example, do you have any sisters?
Mr. GRANT. Yes.
Mr. DURBIN. You do?
Mr. GRANT. Yes, I have a 12 year old sister.
Mr. DURBIN. One of the things we're real concerned about, grow-

ing in this country, out of control, the number of teenagers who are
getting pregnant. Tell me a little bit about that in the life you live
and the gang culture. What's the talk on the street about that?

Mr. GRANT. What, pregnancy?
Mr. DURBIN. Yes. Is it just her problem?
Mr. GRANT. It's like kids coming up like younger than me and

everything is faster because their bodies are developed. You have a
girl maybe 14, 13 years old, she could be developed like a 16, 17
year old. She can have a baby. Some get abortions and some are
just stuck. From there on it can just be miserable for them.

Mr. DURBIN. Well, is the feeling among the male gang members,
`That ain't my problem, it's just her bad luck"?

Mr. GRANT. Yes, some. You got some guys out there, some care,
some don't. It's half and b Alf. Some care about their kids. I have a
friend and he had a child. He's trying to get out of school and he's
working at the same time. He's trying to take care of his son the
best way he can by working. So, it's not all out there that's doing
but you've got a few that just don't care. "Hey, leave her hanging."

Mr. DURBIN. Ismael, what about your experience?
Mr. HUERTA. It's similar to his, you know. It's like, she wanted it,

so you live with it.
Mr. DURBIN. She's got to pay the price?
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. You could say it was a one night stand. It

could be a little mistake. Ana it's like "That's your fault. You
shoulCn't have laid there and opened your legs for me."

Mr. Dummy.. Mrs. Diaz-Parton, am I pronouncing your name cor-
rectly?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Yes.
Mr. DURBIN. Are you familiar with Garfield High School in LOE

Angeles?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Yes.
Mr. DURBIN. They just did a feature on Garfield High School that

said just the opposite of what you said earlier, I think. They sug-
gested that that high school turned itself around by doing just the
opposite things than what you're suggesting. They said, "We're get-
ting tough. You make the grade or you're gone. You walk inside
this school and you're under control of the discipline of this school
and if you don't like it leave." The results of it, from what we are
told, are rather dramatic, that the students at this public high
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school have been setting national records in terms of math scores
and the like.

Tell me about the,. What is your thinking about that approach?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Well, we have a school in our area that is

making the .same statements, but what they say and what's really
going on could be two different things. We have a school that tells
us there's no gang problem on their campus. I drive by and there's
40 'or 50 gang members hanging out in the parking lot. They see
what they want to see and they say what they want you to hear.

Mr. DUIU3IN. What I hear from Shawn sitting next to you and
what I heard about Garfield High School is instead of the "go with
the flow" attitude and let's let people aet their own standards as
long as they'll show up and we're making some progress, what I'm
hearing from the other side is at a certain age whe.- you're making
critical choices, "Give me some guideposts, give me some direction,
tell me what's right and what's wrong and enforce it. Help me to
make these tough decisions. Don't let me make the wrong ones and
if I make them, let me know."

Tell me, your teatimony earlier suggested another approach to it.
Am I wrong?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. Well, petting tough with some people will
work, but there's some tt .. won't work. They threw me in the
joint for three years. The h. . bcvo years, the time I did there made
me crazier than I was when I got in. I had to fight everyday. The
gang members were all over in the joint. There was no rehabilita-
tion. There was nobody trying to straighten me out in there. I
straightened myself out with the help of a deputy sheriff. He'd
come up and visit me every week because he knew I had it up here.

All I'm saying is for people to look at kids as individuals and
don't put them all into one box or one basket and say, "Hey, you're
a gang member, so get out of my school." Just because he wears
khakis or whatever, right, doesn't mean that he can't cut the
grade. Right?

The school that I'm talking about kicks you out ifyou wear your
gang clothes or stuff at school. What is that doing for him or for
the community, putting him out eight hours in the street while
you're at work? He could be burglarizing your house? How do you
keep an eye on him when he's just out there? How's he getting an
education, what's he doing?

If you're just going to say, "Hey, either you do tnis or get out of
here," at least 30 percent are going to say, "Well, I'm getting out of
here then. I'm gone." To me, that's too many kids to say, "If you
can't cut it, then get out of here," and make your own way. Those
are going to be your gang members and drug dealers. How are they
going to make their money?

Mr. Duasor. I've got many questions, Mr. Chairman, but I know
there are a lot of members of the panel waiting. Thank you very
much.

Chairman MILLER. What she just said reminded me of one of the
great discoveries of my life was when I found out my local high
school suspended you for cutting classes.

Mr. Hastert?
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Very intriguing testimony. And I have to tell you right up front,
I taught school for 16 years, but I taught school out in the country.
We didn't have city influence and things like this.

We understand and talk about this and read about these prob-
lems, but I think one of the points that you bring out, Shawn, you
especially, is that here is a way to get involved in a gang and get
invaved in drug trade. The only opportunity for you to make
money is low income jobs, $3.00, $4.00 an hour and all of a sudden
you can make big money. How much mouey can you make in a
night? Say that you're pushing or you're spotting.

Mr. GRANT. A worker might get about $300, $400 a night. That's
if you were working. But if you're the main man, you can collect
large sums of money. Just sit back and just collect.

Mr. HASTERT. So, the thing all of a sudden to a kid who's never
had anything, a kid who's been in a family whose mother is on
maybe welfare or maybe she's struggling to keep her family togeth-
er, all of a sudden you're talking about this drug that gives you an
opportunity for a business, even if you're the low guy on the totem
pole bring in $300 or $400 a night. The chances are you're not
going to get caught, right?

Mr. GRANT. It depend.s. I mean, if the copsthey know where the
drug houses are. Everyone knows. If you were on drugs and you
wanted it, YOU could find it. That's what I'm saying. Its like they
know whet a to get the drugs from and everything. So it's like
they're just looking at their own problems and not really doing
nothing about it.

Mr. HASTERT. And the chance to have an economic opportunity
U.: this really isn't there unless you're in a gang, right; because a
gang is the protection? There are not many solo operators, are
there?

Mr. Gluon. Yes, you have a few. You do have a few solo opera-
tors, but if they're more closer to a group that's making a lot of
money, the group might offer them, "Be in or we'll just take your
spot, take your houses," and take them over or something
like that.

Mr. HASTERT. Ish, how about you? The same thing? Is the poten-
tial to make a huge amount of money something that yen had
never even thought of hsfore?

Mr. HUERTA. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. Especially if you're a kid, a 15 or 16 year old.
Mr. HUERTA. When you're 14, 15, 16 year old, $300, $400 is a lot

for one night.
Mr. HASTERT. If you're a member of Congress, $300 or $400 is a

lot.
Chairman MILLER. You'd be surprised what we do.
Mr. HUERTA. That's a lot of money. That's all you think about is

money. "I can go out and buy me some new clothes." The home
boys are looking at me and say, "Ah, business is rolling good."

As you make more money, you get up higher. You start buying
as in a bigger sum and making more money. You start off with a
little bit of cocaine and then you get more money, because you
double up your money mostly, and then you go buy more, bigger
sums. Every night you keep bringing in more and more. That's how
you get to the top.
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Mr. HASTERT. So, it's a roll.
Mr. HUERTA. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. You get in this thing and you get on a roll and youcan really cycle out of the misery of hanging around youth centers

or being banged on school or being ridiculed by teachers. This givesyou a way out of that, right?
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. And another thing is a lot of people are nowreally killing each other, not only for gang purposes but for drug

dealing. It's like he's got a cheaper price than you and you can't gono lower because you re going to be losing money. So .you're goingto have to take him out, out of the scene. If he finds out you're sell-
ing crack for a cheaper price, then he's going to have to bring his
prices down and you don t want to bring yours no lower.

Mr. HASTERT. All ofa sudden business is murder.
Mr. HUERTA. Yes. You guys are going to have to E rnzg him down

now or you guys are all going to be losing money. You either take: im out or you move out of there and go look for another spot tosell.
Mr. HASTER f. So, things really get out of control, whether you're

talking about L.A. or you're talking about Philly. Things are out ofcontrol, right, especially down at that lower echelon. You have
your own justice. I mean if somebody crosses you out, you wipethem out. He ain't there anymore.

Marianne, it's interesting, the conversation. I think you bring
out some good points. You talk about the school situation and if akid is in a gang that the school needs to keep them in there and
keep an influence on them. But at the same time, you talk about
teachers. I'm just trying to ask you a question here and get a feel.You said when you were in school, when you became a member ofthe gang, all of a sudden teachers treated you different. Right?Wh ?

Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. I think they were afraid.
Mr. HASTERT. Afraid of what?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. They think all gang members are murders andkillers and they just don't really want to have you there.
Mr. HASTERT. So, as a potential then, if a teacher has you in aclass and gives you a bad grade or crosses you, in their mind
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. In their mind, they think they're going to getshot or something after school. There were a few times that Iwould use my intimidation on the teachers.
Mr. HASTERT. So, sometimes with gang members, in all fairness,

there's a problem in trying to teach kids things.
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. There is, yes. There is a problem, but problems

are something to be dealt with. You deal with problems. If youhave a kid and he's giving you problems, you're not just going tothrow him out on the street. You're going to try to work withthem.
I know my parents, me being a gang member, they would rather

at least see me come home and know that I was alive than throw
me out and not know from week to week if I was still alive.

Mr. HASTERT. What would happen to the infrast_ucture, 'he
structure tying together the gangs as you know it, if all of a suddendrugs were hard to get, the supply was shut off? What wouldhappen?

.28
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MS. DIAZ-PARTON. Well, from what I see, there were gangs before
the drug trade really got to where it was anyway, but it was easier
to deal with them then because it was mostly a turf type thing.
"You stay in your neighborhood, I'll stay in mine. You don't come
over here, nothingwill happen to you."

But now with the drugs, it makes people have to move. Like in
his neighborhood, I know like my ex-home boys, the gang I was
from are enemies to his. Okay? I see my home boys down there
copping drugs. They let you slide on that. "Oh, he's coming in to
buy some stuff from us, so it's cool." He can come in and buy, but
he can't come in and hang out. As long as he's making a transac-
tion, he can come through. You know what I me.an?

There's a neighborhood over there called Crenshaw Mafia.
They're Bloods. They were renting out corners to Crip gangs.
They'd say, "Okay, you made $400. We want our cut because we
allowed you to be here "

So, if the drugs were harder to get, it would slow down. It would
slow down, but I don't think gangs would dissolve because Hispanic
gangs have been around for 50 years.

Mr. }IATSERT. Shawn, one thing really hit me when you were
talking about the question from Mr. Coats. You said if you had a
kid 12 years old who was under your roc:, you're responsible. You'd
make him listen. "I am his father." That type of an authority.
You're saying that you could make a difference in that kids life.

But what if that kid, say you gave him $5.00 or $10.00 allowance
a week and all of a sudden he had this opportunity to make $300 or
$400 a night, do you think that still your strong influence as a
father who cared about that kid, that you could make a difference
in that kid's life?

Mr. GRANT. I probably couldn't if it got that far out of hand. Like
I said, I would aytake legal action and get him under some su-
pervision that's stronger than that.

Mr. HASTERT. I sre you and Ish both struggling with something. I
credit you for being here today because it's not easy to do that. But
there is a line of right and wrong, what's right and what's wrong. I
think you're trying to deal with that. You're talking about trying
to make yourself straight and you're dealing with that issue. I
really commend you to go through that struggle. Yet you have the
gangs and still your affiliation there. Do you think that there's a
way that we can get that message across, that there is a right and
wrong?

Mr. GRANT. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. How?
Mr. GRANT. Like I said, a first offender most of the time will get

probation in most places around the country. I think first odenders
should at least just get a taste of how it feels for awhile, how it
fees to be locked up for awhile. I know it can get overcrowded in
there, but just for awhile. Let him see how it fells. Maybe he might
come out then and they put him on probation and give him coun-
seling.

Mr. HASTERT. Thank you very much. I really appreciate you
oeing here and talking to us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Boxer?
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Mrs. BoxER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this hear-ing.
How old are the leaders of these gangs, in your experience? Are

we talking about people in their 20s, are we talking older, are wetalking younger? Not just your gang, but the gangs you're awt...reof, what s the oldest?
Mr. HUERTA. Well, the gang I'm from, usually the leader whostarts up the gang is one of the first ones to die because that's whothey'll really go out and look for. They said, "Well, if we take himout, then they'll probably stop recruiting people then because theydon't have the permission to do it without him."
Mrs. Boxr.n. What's the age of the oldest leader who's still aleader, who hasn't gotten assassinated?
Mr. HUERTA. Some of them live to the age of 30 or 40 years old.Mrs. Banat. Really?
Mr. HUERTA. And still come around to see how the younger guysare doing.
Mrs. BoxER. Okay. So we're talking about adults who are essen-tially still leading the whole situation of these children, who startoff at the age of what, 13 is what you said.
Mr. HUERTA. 13.
Mrs. BoxER. What do you think of an adult who would get a kidat 13, 14, 15 into crack, into ruining their school life? Do you haveanger toward this person or do youhow do you feel?Mr. HUERTA. The way I see it is, they give him more respect thanthey do their parents.
Mrs. BOXER. In other words, even ia you right now, while youhave decided to ii,ck yourself up and do something about your life,which I applaud, you don't feel an anger inside toward an adultwho would use these kids to earn money? Do you feel anger? Don'tjust answer it because I'm looking for that. If you don t, I thinkthat's important for us to know.
Mr. GRANT. Well, i do myself. I don't think a person that theyain't got nothing better to do, coming around messing with theyounger ones. I think they should be off working somewhere. Someof the older guys like that have kids and stuff like that. They ain'tgot nothing else better to do. They've been messed up for the long-est. They ain't trying to change. They're a bad influence.
Mrs. BOXER. Okay. Now, so without these older members, do youthink the gangs would be a little different? Do you think that thisis what's made it worse?
Mr. GRANT. No, because then again it's the money. It's not reallyno more the turf. That's like played out in Philadelphia. Nobody

goes through that no more, like fighting over turf. Now it's justmoney and getting the most money.
Mrs. BOXER. Okay.
Mr. GRANT. That's all it really is.
Mrs. BOXER. There is something, Ish, in your sta'.ement which Ifound very compelling. You said; "Sometimes I want to get out, butI think that I'll have to come back because if something happens toone of my friends, I'll have to help out."
Then you say, "Where I come from, a gang is like family."Mr. HUERTA. Yes.
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Mrs. BoxER. So, your feeling is, and I would ask all three of you,
is the gang a substitute for family? What can we d', all of us to-
gether, who have come to the decision that it's not the best thing
long-term for people, to be able to move into that void, to fill that
vacuum, to fill that problem, to solve that problem, to substitute a
family? Have you given it any thought?

Now, let me tell you, a very long time ago when I was in school,
and I grew up in the inner city of Brooklyn, New York in a very
nobody owned their own home, we lived in apartment houses and
all of that. We had clubs in school and these clubs were very com-
petitive with one another. We had jackets, we had hats. If I told
you what the competition was about, you'd laugh me out of the
room because it was really square stuff. It was games and it was
dances and it was drama and all that. It was things that you would
find boring probably. But we did have clubs because we wanted
that sense of community.

I guess it leads into, Marianne, your point and I hear what
you're saying. You're saying, "Don't lose these kids. If these kids
are in trouble, don't just take the easy way out, close your eyes,
kick them out and say; 'I've done my thing.' " On the other hand, a
kid comes into a classroom stoned, and J go to a lot of schools and
I've seen it myself. They're disruptive to the process, it's a problem.

So, short of not Licking the kid out, knowing that we need to find
somehow a substitute family because a lot of children are having
children and they're not going to get that, no matter how much we
may v-ish it, what do we do? We've go. the kid. We know the kid's
in trouble. The kid's in school. We may never see the kid again.
What ao we do?

Ms. DiAz-PARToN. Well, I think before the kid even gets that far,
you need to have prevention programs in the schools as young as
elementary age.

Mrs. BOXER. How old?
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. We have a program now that is just going into

L.A. unified schools. We done some work in the Pasadena area and
some Compton schools. We're getting into the Lennox school dis-
trict and they'll tell you that at least 70 percent of the kids that
come out of that school join a gang because it's Lennox. I mean ev-
erybody knows Lennox.

Mrs. BOXER. Are you talking 9, 10?
Ms. DiAz-PARroN. Yes, I'm talking 9 and 10 year olds. And we go

inwell, not myself because I'm a street counselorbut we have
staff that are educated, but have also learned the streets. The're
street-wise people. They're taught by us, the ex-gang members.
They're taught by us how to defti with it and they go m and they
do the same thing like Mrs. Regan wants, "Say no to drugs." We
say no to gangs. We have kids leaving classrooms saying, "I'm
never joining a gang, never." Wearing buttons with gang with a
slash through it, you know liko tilt, no smoking signs, and little
pamphlets that show gang activity, coloring books and things like
that. You've got to program them to know what a gang member
looks like, what it is to be approached or be recruited, because the
only way to stop a gang is to end recruitment. As long as you keep
getting kids that join gangs, they're never going to stop. You've got
to stop it before they get in.

1



Like working with these guys is hard.
Mrs. BORER. Right.
Ms. DIAZ-PARTON. They're already in it. They're alreP

washed. If somebody would have come and talked to v.was hard core, I would have said, "Get out of my face.
know what you're talking about. Just get out of here." Mai& Theonly res son we have respect is because they can see by looking atusin fact, one of his home boys works for us now. He'll golrz tobe a deputy sheriff. People can change, but instead of goingthrough that whole hassle of trying to pull them out, why not keepthem from getting in first.

Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, I know my time is up. I think that isobviously one of the things this committee has tried to do from thebeginning, is focus on prey antic But when we get into these cir-cumstances it's very late. You may have some success.I want to urge both of you to hang in there because you'll gain
respect, your own self respect because you're standing up e- Iyou're being counted. It's real important. Thanks.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Lewis?
Mr. LEWIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this Commit-tee and providing me with an opportunity to ask a question.Shawn and Ismael, let me just ask a question. Most of the youngpeople that happen to be your age, out of school, are they holding

jobs, are they doing anything?
Mr. GRANT. Some are. Some go to work and maybe get little jobshere and there. That's in the beginning. They have to go to college.They will have to get some more education in order to get a goodjob out there. Just getting a high school diplocut ain't going to jetyou the job that you want. I :Link it will give me the job thatI want, that you can be satisfied
Mr. LEWIS. Ismael, would you like to respond?
Mr. HUERTA. Well, see, there is peop'.ie that do have jobs. Lutthen they see the drug dealers and they say, "I'm °ye; there work-ing my behind off and I'm making $4.00 an hour and these guysare bringing in more than I do in r week 3n one day." So, they saeto get the hang of dealing of drugs and tiny eventually start deal-ing themselves.
Mr. LEWIS. Let me ask Mr. Brown and Major Derico a question.Listening to your statement, your testimony, will you agree thatthe problem that we're faced with is so massive, just so widespreadand that it's growing to such a great degree that the,--: must besome type of help or some type of t istance on the national level?You're saying that you don t have the resources. What would yourecommend to the Chairman of this committee and to members ofCongress to do?
Mr. BROWN. I do think we have a massive problem. I live on theWest Coast in the Northwesk. Problems that I hear just from At-lanta mirror those tha have happei.ed in Portland. They mirrorthose problems that are happening in Southern California. Theyare probably the same problems that F.re going on in Chicago, NewYork, probably here e en in D.C.
So we're talking about a national problem which needs a nation-al focus. The massive amounts of program services ti: at are going

tils'c'evia....;
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to be needed include early education, prevention, intervention;
parent education. We're talking about trying to teach parents how
to parent kids and specifically how to parent kids that are involved
in gang activity. The need for mentor programs, the need for lei-
sure time and recreation programs and the need for jobs programs.

I have to ask a question which kids ask me add I can't answer.
"Why is it that as a kid at 16 years old I am only allowed to make
$3.35 an hour? What rights of passage do I have to go through to
make $6.00, $7.00, $8.00 an hour? "

I have kids on caseload whose parents are making $4.00 an
hour, qualifying for public assistance and these kids are looking at
that. They look at mom and dad, assuming that both parents are
together, they're looking at that family situation and they're
saying, "You're not even making it. Why are you telling me to stay
away from drugs and stay away from selling dope when I know
Lhat you can't make the rent payment."

Now, we are talking about some very deepand I'm sure there
are other folks that will be coming up in the second half of this
who will talk about this! at we're talking deep societal issues
here. We're not talking about something that has just crept up on
us over the last two years. Representative Miller is con The
Kerner Commission talked about this 20 years ago.

What has changed? The change has come around in that we now
have a more deadly form of addiction in the community; but the
conditions are the same, high unemployment, neighborhood blight,
decay, lack of programs that can positively interact in these kids
lives.

We're seeing job programs that are defunded. We're seeing
public works type programs, which I grew upI'm 35 years old. I
grew up in the old neighborhood youth corps days. I saw the advan-
tages of the Comprehensive Employment Training A-t, which has
now gone into JEPTA and I recognize that those programs are no
longer available in the scale that they were in the early and late
'70s. That's a federal issue. That is not a state or local issue.

The issue that I think we must look at, we cannot just deal with
the issue of prevention and intervention. There has to be conse-
quences. For the adult members of gangs that are transporting
drugs interstate, they're transporting weapons interstate, that
again is a federal issue. It has to be dealt with on a federal level.

The issues of dealing with hard core gang members, and I'm not
talking about the juveniles that are looking to be involved in the
activities and they're kind of standing backI think I defined
them in my testimony as peripheral and affiliatesthe hard core
members who are wholly invested in the violence aspect need to be
separated from the community because they will cause violence to
come upon other members of the community. Those kids who are
at the affiliate and peripheral levels, they can be worked with. The
prevention programs, the recreation programs,_ the mental pro-
grams, the jobs programs, those can all be focused on those particu-
lar groups.

Mr. LEWIS. Mr. Brown, my time is almost up.
Mr. Daiuco. Very 9uickly, from a law enforcement standpoint, I

think the Justice Department must take the lead in the investiga-
tion of local and state problems with the drug problem. It is widely
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spread. The DEA assisted by the ATF group, Alcohol, Tobacco andFirearms, need to examine the problems of weapons that arc pur-chased in one state, transported to other states and being used in
these violent activities. ATF needs to play a very active role in fol-
lowing up on these kinds of cases

Once again, I say you as the in, cabers of Congress must look atthe whole issue of gun control and how easily guns are obtained incertain areas and they're transport;.) to other areas where they
make the problem more devastating.

Mr. LEWIS. If we fail to act as a society or as a nation, what do
you see for the future for the American society in the next 20 yearsor so?

Chairman MILLER. You'd better be right. You didn't think youwere going to be asked a question, did you, Mr. Carver?
Mr. CARVER. I wish I had an easier question to answer. Fromwhere I sit, it's just total pessimism. I see very, very little good

news. I guess the only good news I've heard on this whole drug sit-uation is the data that's coming out of the national high school
senior survey that maybe we're finally beginning to see less o' atolerance for drug use. The problem is, none of the people we'vebeen talking about ever make it far enough in nigh school tobecome seniors, so they're never going to be reflected in those sur-veys. I really don't think there is any cause for optimism whatso-
ever. And at the street level, we're just being carried away bydrugs and violence.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Sikorski?
Mr. SIKORSRI. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I do think it's

important to thank the people, you and the staff, the people who
come here to testify for raising a sad, terrible and depressing, pessi-mistic story. It's a good "culA°A slap in the face of the federal gov-ernment to understand this isn't West Side Story or the :3ronx Zoo,this is America. Lake Woebegone, Minnesota has the same prob-lems as Portland and L.A. and New York. And for those who be-lieve it's "Morning in America," it's time to open our eyes, to wakeup to the fact that we are putting Band-aids, as Marianne said, onsevered arms. America ain't going to have any arms left unless wedeal with the drug problems and the violence and urban problems.We need to look at what's worked in the past, as James had said.Again, all of you deserved to be that ed. Your message is under-stood. It's not especially appreciated, it's not fun, but it's under-stood. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Let me just say a couple of things and maybe
ask a quick question. I certainly want to get onto the next panel. Ithink they certainly have some of the resources available to tell ushow to deal with this, should we decide that that's what we wantto do.

Very often, and certainly in the political framework, issues comeand go sort of in the center ring of the circus. Gangs and drugs andchildren and youth, we had a false start b.-..fore the last election,
but I think we're about to see the big time in terms of this coun-try's concern and attention.

The question really is, what do we do? When you're talkingabout 50,000 gang members in Los Angeles, it's hard for me to be-lieve that that city can survive. And then you talk about gangs

8
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being formed based upon an ethnic basis. lieu divide it into Asian
gangs; in San Francisco we have Clackers, which are Samoans; we
have Filipino groups; we have black groups. You can break them
down as far as you want to. We can break them down within the
Vietnamese community. We can do this all the way down the rung
if you want.

Last year we had a hearing on racism and tho rearing of that
ugly head again. In A survey in California, of all the Asian immi-
grant children surveyed, none could testify that they hadn't been
extorted, beaten, cudgeled, punched, what have you, by fellow stu-
dents. Therefore, their response was to form a gang. Now, 4-hat is a
different response than to form a gang to sell drugs, but obviously
what we're seeing here today is it's not a very far )-*ap from form-
ing a gang to protect your turf, to protect your neighborhood or
whatever you do, to then becoming a part of a cog in this big ma-
chinery that markets drugs.

What concerns me is that none of you are surprised by what
you're telling us today, nor will the people on the next panel be
surprised by what you're telling us today, because you've been wit-
nessing it for years. See, I don't think gangs really became an issue
in L.A. until a young woman was inadvertently shot down off the
UCLA campus.

What's the neighborhood?
Ms. ThAz-PArcrox. Westwood.
Chairman MILLER. Westwood. Until she came out of the restau-

rant and it was a stray bullet, then it became a big issue with the
City Council and 14 patrolmen were put on the streets and there's
a hassle now over whether it's going to be done in the Hispanic
community or in Westwood and who's going to be responsible and
how this is all going to happen.

See, what's happening all of a sudden, it appears to me, is that
gangs are starting to slop over into middle America. They're slop-
ping over becalmse they're looking to Portland, Oregon, where
nobody thinks people go to buy d rugs. But the gangs think people
will be the; to buy drugs. In Atlanta, it's slopping over into subur-
ban communities. In my district it's slopping over into suburban
communities.

So, I think you're about to get real popular politically. That may
be a good or a bad sign, because we may do something very quickly
before the presidential election and then like br:fore the last 'Ace-
tion, we'll cancel it right after the election. There was sort of a war
on drugs. Well, skirmish I guess is what we declared it. I think we
lose that one if we do that again. And the Congressthis isn't par-
tisanthe Congress was as much a part of that as the Administra-
tion.

I drink it's a real failure to recognize, one, that these young
people sitting here are very, very valuable resources. We ay that
in the abstract, but I suspect when most politicians say that, they
don't think about gang members being e valuable resource.

But I'd say the business acumen that's represented at this table
and sophistication about the capitalistic system would make many
people in this country proud. We've just got you in the wrong chan-
nel. Your resources are going to waste, but you're also becoming
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very dangerous. You and other members of the gas are becoming
very dangerous to American society.

My friend,john Lewisone of the reasons we're having this
healing is because he said to me one day on the floor of the Con-
gress, If vie don't do something, this group of people have the abil-ity to pull down the shade on American society." When you're talk-ing about 50,000 gang members in the Los Angeles basin, theremay be more, I think you're obviously talking about that potential.When we witness on the streets of the District of Columbia rival
gang wars between the Jamaican gangs and other gangs and westart to see random gillings, I think politicians start to be aware ofthis. But the question is, will we address it, dealing with you as in-dividuals or are we going to decide to make one statement about
gangs and one statement about all the members? Are we going totreat you all the same?

My real concern is that I think there's still a belief in the politi-cal community that there are institutions strong enough to combatthis: the black family, the extended family, the relatives, thechurches, religious organizations, neighborhood organizations. I geta sense that those organizations where you have a concentration
just simply don't have the strength to combat this effort. We'rereally talking a generation now removed from when we thoughtthose institutions had a hold on young people and could be respon-sible for turning them around. The gangs, in fact, are strongerthan those institutions. Is that fair?

Ms. Dutz-PAirrox. Well, those institutions you're talking about,churches and things like that, what we do as an agency is we pullthem all together. We have to do everything together. We formparent groups. We have people who have lost kids to gang violence
who come and talk to parents. We have kids involved. We as anagency have always stated we're not going to do it alone. It's every-body's problem. So we pull all these resources together and try to
do something, but the problem is that the resources we go to, halfof them are getting the rug pulled out from under them too money-wise. We are.

We're going on our seventh year and every year either they give
us the same amount of money, which isn't going to go as far thenext year, or they take some. We started out having six people perteam in a unit and now we're down to two people per team. Okay?

Chairman Mum. And in the meantime, the Senate is listeningto testimony by a gentleman that claims he was laundering $200
million a month for the people who were simply using these gangs
as overhead. That's just the cost of doingbusiness.

Ms. Duz-PARToN. So, we have to do what we can. The only thing
that we can do is organize things that are out there naw, churches,community based organizations that are left. Parks and Rec., wehave one person on the park all day. There's one person there andhow much recreation can he do by himself?

So, we go in there and we try to fill the gaps, getting these guystogether and having some sports, taking them to other areas,taking them camping. Some of these guys have never even fishedin their life. There's things they've never experienced. Now,myself, I've experienced so much since I've got out of a gang, ganglife looks kind of boring now. We used to just hang out on the
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street all the time. Now I go traveling. Look where I am now. Look
where he's at now. Believe me, when he goes back and tells his
home boys about this, a lot of them are going to go, "Wow. Maybe
I'm g ng +o start thinking about bettering myself."

You need to have role models for these guys in the first place.
I'm one. They see me. I pull up in my '87 car that I worked hard
for and paid for and I pay my tr mcs and la' that stuff and I tell

"Man, you can do it, but you have to have somebody who's
willingao help you and pull you along." If everybody keeps saying,
"They're no good anyway," you start to believe it pretty soon. See,
I'm sitting here telling them they're valuable to me. That's why I
say in my testimony this is a personal involvement with me. It's
not anything else but that. I love all these people out there on the
streets. If you don't, then I don't know what you guys will be doing
here representing all of us.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairmen, if I can say this, and I'll try to keep
this brief, I think if you look at the individuals to my right, you'll
see the result of local efforts. California Youth Gang Services is a
local program funded by the city of T As Angeles and I believe it has
some state Yarding as well.

I think, however, looking at Portland and looking L.A. and
looking at Atlanta, s think we're now beyond the ability of local
programs to impact what I think is a national problem. We are
asking the Congress, representatives, to assist us in saving not only
our children, because I have children too, we're asking Congress to
save our neighborhood. We're asking Congress to save our police of-
ficers and our corrections workers who have to deal with this par-
ticular problem. And it is such that we cannot any longer do this
by ourselves, but we have to have some teamwork from the federal
government.

Your assistance through having this panel certainly, I believe, is
a step in the right direction.

Chairman MILLER Well, thank you. And let me again thank all
of the members of this panel. And Shawn and Ismael, we real: ap-
preciate you taking your time and coming to share your experience
with us. It means a great deal to this committee to have you do
that and we really, really appreciate you making that effort on
behalf of a lot of other people in your same situation. Thank you
very much.

The next panel that the Committee will hear from will be made
up of Professor Elliott Currie; John Calhoun; Dr. Deborah Proth-
row-Stith and Doctor Martin Kesselman; Robert Martin, Director
of the Chicago Intervention Network; and Sister Falaka Fattah, Di-
rector and Founder of the House of Umoja from Philadelphia, ac-
companied by Robert Allen.

Thank you very much for having patience and sticking with the
Committee. I think it was in portaat for members of the Committee
to start to grasp not only Le ecale of this problem, to which some
of you are going to testify and which goes beyond the previous tes-
timony, but also some of the complexities and some of the distinc-
tions that have to be made with respect to these individuals.

Professor Currie, we'll start with you.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ELLIOTT CURRIE, CRIMINOLOGIST, CENTERFOP THE STUDY OF LAW AND SOCIETY, UNIVERSITY OF CALI.
FORMA, BERKELEY, CA
Dr. CURRIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Like the other speakers hire today, I'm redly delighted that theCommittee has chosen to hold these hearings.
Chairman MILT Ea. I just want to say that your written date -ments will be put in the record in their entirety. To the extent thatyou think it's eneficial for us to have you comment on somethingyou heard in the previous panel or something we said that's inac-curate, please do that. We try to create an accurate record here interms of what the predicaments really are. So, please feel free toproceed in that fashion.
Dr. emus. Okay. Thark, an important point, because I thinkthat a lot of what I have to say, today unfortunately, is going toconfirm some of the rather unpleasant and devastating thingswe've heard this morning.
I've been studying youth violence for a long timeover 20 years.But I have to tell you in all candor, I've never been more worried,more troubled, than I am today about what I'm seeing out there.I'd like to continue the discussion we started to have this morn-ing about what lies behind E.11 this and a little bit about what wecaa do about it.
For the last year or so, it.'Ve been engaged in a study of tic rootsof violence and of hard drug abuse and self-destructive behavioramong a group of kids in one not untypical urban American com-munity. I've been talking in depth with several dozen youngpeople, many of them kids who are locked up in juvenile institt-dons. Those kids are black, whit:. they're Hispanic, they're Asian,they're male and they're female. What they have in common isthat they'd in deep trouble.
And another thing that they have in common is that they're theproducts of some very destructive social and economic forces whichhave been underway in America for a long time. I think if we dcn'tbegin to confront those forces, we will never get a handle on theproblems we've been hearit:g about this morning.
First and foremost, most of the young people that I've been talk-ing with over the past year are the children of the economic disas-ter wh:zh has afflicted a very large chunk of American familiesover the past 15 year They wore born just about the time whenthe fortunes of the lower income family in our society, which werenever so great to begin with, began to shift downward.
We don't have time for a lot of statisv today, and this Commit-tee has itself produced some very g 1 ones describing thosetrends, but let me just remind you briefly of the extent of the disas-ter that's affected many of those families in recent years.Since 1974, just about the time when the youngest of the kidsthat I've been talking to were born, the share of income going toth3 poorest fifth of the population has fallen by about 20 percent.In real dollars, the income or poor families ;vith young kids hasfallen 25 percent in the past decade. Now, all of these numbers,and many more like them, can get pretty abstract, to the pointwhere we become numb to them. But they come alive, believe me,
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when you start talking face to face with the children of these fami-
lies.

The kids that I've been talking with who were locked up for seri-
ous crimes of violence are kids whose parents have been thl first
casualties of these changes. Their parents have lost good jobs (or
have never had them) in the wake of the massive loss of stable,
well paying employment that has shattered the labor markets of
our cities since the early '70s. Some of them have parents who
have never worked and who maybe never will.

Others, somewhat paradoxically, are parents who may be work-
ing two or even three low wage jobs, 12 cr 14 hours a day, in order
to put together an income sufficient to keep them from getting
thrown out of their house, an income that's sufficient to buy their
kids enough clothes so they can go to school without feeling humili-
ated and resentful.

But it's important to realize that the economic disaster that's hit
so many of these families isn't just a matter of having enough dol-
lars. Maybe even more importantly, it has accelerateu the breakup
of the social supports that might help these families bring up their
kids in reasonably humane and compassionate ways.

The families of the kids that I talk to are always moving. Nobody
ever seems to live in the same place for very long. A startling
number are kids whose families came frcm a different state, a dif-
ferent city, a different neighborhood, always somewhere else. So
the family is constantly uprooted. It's losing friends, it's losing ex-
tended kinship networks. It's losing all of the other stable and re-
spected adults who might be there to help care for children, pro-
vide role models, and generally ease the burdens of combining
work and child care that these families face.

Mr. Miller mentioned earlier that these community institutions
ought to be out there somehow counter veiling the force of the
gangs. Well, one of the reasons they're not doing it is because fami-
lies have been consistently uprooted from these networks and local
institutions, often in the --arch for woe- or the search fnr 2fford-
able housing. As families move to- find a better job, or to find any
job. They move to find cheaper he using because they've lost their
job and/or because their rent has gone up well past what they can
afford.

So, then, on top of the economic strain that these families suffer,
there's also, all too often, a terribly, terribly destructive social im-
poverishment and isolation.

Of course, many families manage to do very well, surprisingly
well, even in thc. face of all that. But an awful lot of the families of
the kids r ve been working with have simply collapsed. There's
really no other word for it. They collapse into apathy, into disabil-
ity, into alcohol and hard drug abuse. The level of drug abuse, in
particular, among some of the parents of kids I've been talking
with is just absolutely astonishing. You'd have to see it to believe
it. It can really blow your mind at first when you talk to 15 and 16
year olds who will tell you whs. it feels like to have their mothers
go down the tubes on rock cocaine. After you hear that enough
times, it ceases to shock you.

A lot of these parents will start using drugs because they feel
they need them to get through the day, particularly if they are
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working two or three jobs all day long. But sometimes that back-fires, the drugs take over and the pa, t pretty much ceases tofunction altogether. What often happens then is that their kidwinds up pr ying the bills, cleaning the nouse, doing the groceryshoppingif anybody's doing it at all.
I've worked with several kids in the last few months whodropped out -of high schoolwe were talking about schools before

who dropped out of high school in order to take care of the family's
business, to take care of parents who are too demoralized or too ad-dicted to take care of business themselves.

Now, that kind of isolation and social impoverishment is com-pounded by something we keep hearing about over and over againthis morning and which I'd just like to hammer on again, as oftenas I can. That's the weakening, the erosion, of the public agenciescf support and care. Again, we've got plenty of figures charting the
extent of cutbacks in public social services in the last several years;Medicaid, community health services, drug treatment, job pro-grams. But when you see the consequences of this at close range,
then the human meaning of these reductions gets really broughthome to you.

I often ark the kids that I work with a question that goes some-thing like this. I say, "Look, when you had a real difficult problem,
when you started getting involved in bad stuff or when your morestarted smoking rock cocaine or when you were getting beaten upat home, was there anybody there to help you, anybody to lend ahand?" Most often, the answer is no. They shrug their shoulders.
In the communities where these kids live, there are just shockingly
few public services that they can afford, or that have the resources
to make any kind of effort at outreach to families that are in needof help.

So, you've got this tragic paradox out there which I see over andover again talking with kids of all classes; the families that aremore together, that are in better shape to begin with or that have
more resources, can generally find at least reasonably decent socialservices. They can find psychological help, they can find drug pro-grams, family support services and what have you. The familiesthat most need them simply cannot. I know kids whose parents
can't even get out of bed all day long, or who are afraid to get on abus to ride downtown. For those families, trying to find social serv-ices in our mean spirited time is a losing battle.

And that same backward process, in which kids who are favored
from the start are able to get peal help, while those who are lessfavored are pretty much left to just flounder and sink, has also in-fected most of the public schools that my kids go to. We've heard alot about the public schools this morning and I can only confirm
some of what our young people have been saying.I've heard of some good experiencAs that my kids have had atschool. I've heard of some humane, caring, compassionate teachers.But most often I hear something else. Most often what happens inwhat I've come to call the "sink or swim" public schools of ourtime is that the school is a place of humiliation, of frustration and
defeat, and of festering resentment for these kids.

All tco often theseschools, especially if they have a high propor-tion of low-income kids, are institutions that aren't so much devotr
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ed teaching kids or training them, in the way they did when I
was a kid, as they are just sort of validating or ratifying the kid on
the basis of the characteristics that he or she already brings to the
school.

So, if the kid comes to the school with a lot of familial or intel-
lectual resources, then the school can do a pretty good job. But
Loth help the kid in many public schools today, at least in the com-
munity that I've been studying, who enters with come kind of
learning disability or behavior problem. I ce.a't begin to tell you
how many of the young people I've talked with who are in deep
trouble began that journey into the juvenile justice system or the
adult criminal justice system by starting with some kind of school
problem, whether it was a learning problem or ge5ing out of hand
in school, as Marianne Diaz was pointing out this morning, sticking
your head up at the wrong time and getting thrown out at the drop
of a hat. That's happened over !Ind over again with my kids.

Then, of course, what happens is that in our society in the last
part of the 20th century, for a kidparticularly one who's 15 or 16
years oldwho's outside of school, there is nothing to do that's
legal or respectable. What that kid winds up doing outside of school
is pretty much limited to smoking dope, dealing dope, and party-
ing.

Now, the result of this withdrawal of the schools and the dimin-
ishing social ser. Ices is that there's really shockingly, shockingly
little constructive intervention in the lives of most of the kids I've
talked to. I mean intervention of any kind by anybody. So, the em,
tional problems, the medical problems go untreated, family vio-
lence or parental drug addiction or alcohol abuse goes unnoticed,
or if it's noticed nobody appears to do anything about it.

So, for many of these families and children, over and over again
I've seen that the juvenile justic .3 system becomes the social service
agency of first resort. The only way a lot of these kids can be as-
sured of getting halfway adequate social services is by getting
locked up. That's something I didn't expect, but it's really true. I've
often seen concerned police or probation officers incarcerate a kid
just to see to it that that kid gets a couple of nutritious meals ev-
eryday, gets some basic medical services, and has someone to keep
them from hurting themselves or damaging their brains with
chemicals, at least for the time being.

But of course, without some deeper intervention, the underlying
problems those kids bring to the system are left unresolved. The
result is that the juvenile justice system just becomes a kind of re-
volving door. The kids know it, the people who run the system
know it, everybody knows it. The parents know it. The same faces
appear over and over again in that system, and the kids for the
most part become unafraid of that system, increasingly contemptu-
ous of it, and, as a couple of people pointed out this morning, often
bitterly angiy, bitterly resentful over the way it treats them and
ready to strike back at somebody or something when they get out.

OK. I could go on and on about what I think are some of the
roots of these things. But let me just briefly, since time is short,
talk quickly about a couple of things I think we need to do. I hore
we'll have a chance to talk more later on about these matters, but
let me just leave you with a couple of thoughts about what I think
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our priorities ought to be, based on my own reseal ch as well as
other people's.

I think that it we're really serious about confronting violence
among young people today two things are of mnst critical impor-
tance, work and family. You've heard about both of those things a
lot this morning. Let me say a couple of cords about them.

In stressing the importance of work, I'm emphatically not saying
that we need a whole lot more jobs for kids. We heard something
about that this morning. We have a lot of jobs for kids. There's a
million jobs for kids out there. Most of the kids tI at I've been talk-
ing to have been through that teenage labor market, into it and
out of it at least once, maybe several times. The) :i work at a fast
food place for a little while. Then they'll quit, and they'll quit for
all the reasons you've heard about today. Th.y'll often alternate
working at Taco Bell with selling dope. They'll sell dope for awhile
and then things get a little hot for them and they'll go to work at
Taco Bell for awhile and see how that goes.

What they do not ha, a in our economy today is the prospect of a
more challenging work world to look forward to in the future, an
aduh, role, an adult livelihood that's sufficiently compelling to keep
them in school and keep them off the dope track. When I ask kids
what they'd really like to do in the future, they'll either say they
don't know, which is shockingyou know, when I was a kid, when
I was 16 or 17, I had some notion of what I might want to be. When
I ask kids of that age today who are locked up what they would
like to do in the future, they will sa-; either that they don't know
or they'll come up with something usually out of reach; that ti eywant to be a pro basketball player or a famous movie star. There s
nothing that's both realistic and compelling.

As Mr. Brown pointed out this morning, their parents don't huve
those roles. Their parents are not in a situation where there's some
concrete vision of them contributing to a recognized adult commu-
nity and being respected for what they do. Without that vision,
what happens with school, for example, is that school very quickly
comes to seem like a real silly thing to them. It's a waste of valua-
ble time when you could be out there making some really good
money. It's Lard to stay in school under those pressures.

Without that vision, I really don't see an alternative, for many
kids, to the pull of the dope trade that we've heard so much about
this morning and the violence that goes with that t:ade.

Again, I think we've heard over and over again today, kids out
there who are serious drug dealers on the street are not afraid
the ones I've talked toof anything that you might throw at them
by way of imprisonment. In fact, several kids that I've talked to,
including young girls who deal crack in California, will tell you
that the first reason they deal crack, the first reason that kids are
attracted to dealing crack, is money, as we've heard. But the
second reason for being attracted to dealing crack is that people
give you so much respect because you're facing hard prison time if
you get caught. So, the very fact that it's dangerous in that sense
that they could get caught and locked upgives them a great repu-
tation on the street and it gives them something they don't get
anywhere else.
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They'll also say, at least in public, that they're not afraid of
other things happening to them on the street, which always sur-
prises me. I'll describe awful things that go on in the street drug
trade, people setting killed and the Uzis and the sawed off shot-
guns, and say, "Aren't you scared out there? Doesn't it make
3;u want to quit sometimes?" And they'll say, "Look, man, you're
going to die someday. You're going to die young or you're going to
die old. That's the way it is."

Meanwhile, if you're brave and if you're smart, if you use your
head and you think, you can live very well indeed. You can make
much more money than you can conceivably spend, particularly if
you're 14 or 15 years old, doing this stuff. Or, as one crack dealer
that I've gotten to know well likes to say, "Who have heart, have
money."

Okay. So we need woi .1, serious work. We also need serious and
adequately funded family resource programs. I don't need to
remind this Committee, which has done important work on this
issue, that we have r kt of encouraging models to work from. I was
very encouraged the t yesterday The New York Times had a front
page article on fami iy resource centers and how the centers were
catching on in a nu: nber of states across the country. I think that's
a trend that we need to vigorously encourage and vigorously fund
as well.

The families of the kids that I've been talking to need help in
many, many intertwined ways. Most of all, they need help in rais-
ing their kids without the use of violence themselves. I've always
believed that there's a connection between violent families and vio-
.lent kids. But I've still been really, really amazed at what I've seen
this year.

With few exceptions, the violent kids I've talked to come from
families where violence against the kid has been the norm. Black
kids, white kih, Hispanic kids, all of them. They'll talk with bitter-
ness and with anger and bewilderment about "whuppin," about the
"belt." Then they get too big, As several people pointed out this
morning, what happens with that style of parenting is you beat on
the kid until the kid gets big enough and then it doesn't work any-
more because if any thing the kid will turn around and beat on you.
Well, that doesn't work.

It's hard to stop parents from hurting their kids unless we're
also at the same time looking to relieve the larger pressures that
the economy and the wakened public sector have put on those
families, bat I think we do have to try. These programs aren't
panaceas. We'll have to do a lot more. But they are important, and
we ahould support them.

There's much more. We need to replace that current rhetorical
skirmish, as you pointed out, with drugs, with some real drug
treatment, treatment that inclucbs aggres8iv outreach, aggressive
after-care for the vast numlers of children and their parents, per-
haps especially their parf-ats, who need it.

We need to restore adequate resources for accessible health care
so we can ward off some of the remediable damage from untreated
health problems, from lousy prenatal care. We need a serious com-
mitment to addressing learning problems in the schools in humane
and caring wsys. Of course we need sufficient and high quality day
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care so that somebody, somewhere who is reasonably qualified iswatching out for some of these kids when they're very young.
Like Major Derico, I would also add that I think we've got tohave some kind of serious and halfway adult attempt to controlsome of those heavy weapons ti cat are flooding the streets.
I don't think we lack for things to do that are useful. I don'tthink we lack for good models. What I think we lack is will andcommitment. I ti ink that may be changing. I hope so. Mr. Millerpointed out that the political movement is shifting. I hope it is. Ithink we need to push it.
Shortly before I was asked to come to this hearing, I spent thebetter part of an afternoon hanging out with a 15 year old crackdealer. He was behind bars for having beaten a man nerrly tcdeath over an $8.00 drug misunderstanding. Over and over againhe kept repeating that where he lived, in his neighborhood, "onlythe strong survive." I kept thinking about that and I kept thinking,yes, the problem is that he's rightor at least he's right enough.

I've been hearing those words over and over again since he spokethem.
The bottom line, I think, in understanding the current crisis ofyouth violence is that we've created a society in which at thebottom it takes strength or cunning or sometimaa sheer good hick

to survive, at least with a measure of dignity and self-esteem. Butin a society, as ours is increasingly becoming, where the legitimatemeans of exercising that strength are few and may be shrinking,and where the consequences of weakening in that struggle or fall-ing behind are so bleak and so severe for kids today, being strongand surviving is likely to mean being willing to maim or kill some-body over eight bucks, or .arning to use an Uzi, learning to use a12-gauge sawed off shotgun, learning to use a grenade launcher.
That's about all I've got to say. Thanks a lot.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Elliott Currie follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ELLIOTT CURRIE, CRIMINOLOGIST, CENTER FOR THE

STUDY OF LAW AND SOCIETY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CA

I'm delighted that the Committee has chosen to hold these

hearings on youth violence. The timing could hardly be more

appropriate, or the urgency greater.

I've been studying youth violence for twenty years. It's

never been a happy task. Throughout that time our levels of

youth violence have been strikingly higher than those of any

other Western industrial society. But today I have to say in

all candor that I'm more troubled than ev..: before by what I'm

seeing.

During the past year I've been engaged in a study of the roots

of violence, hard-drug abuse and self-destructive behavior

among kids in one American urban community. I've been talking

in depth with several dozen young people, many of them

locked up in juvenile institutions. They ,re Black, white,

and Hispanic, male and female; what they have in common is

serious trouble--and the fact that most of them are products of

some very destructive social and economic forces which have

now been underway for some time.

Most of the young people I've been working with are, first and

foremost, the children of the economic disaster that's

afflicted the poorest 25 or 30 percent of the American

praulation over the past fifteen years. They were born just

about the time when the fortunes of the lower-income family- -

never very promising-- began to shift downward. We don't have

time for a lot of statistics, and in any case this Committee

has itself produced some very good ones describing these

1
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trends. But let me lust remind you of the extent of the
disasater that's affected many of these families in recent

years. Since 1974, about the time the youngest of the kids I've

talked with were born, the share of income going to the poorest

fifth of the populatim. has fallen by about twenty percent. In

real dollars, the income of poor families wi_h young children

has fallen by 25 per cent in the past decade. There 1:ere two

and a half million more poor kids under 18 in 1985 than just

six years earlier.

All of these Lumbers get pretty abstract, to the point -' 'e we

are numbed by them after awhile. But they come alive, believe

me, when you talk to troubled and violent kids in the flesh.

These are kids whose parents have lost good jobs, or never had

them- in the wake of the de-industrialization that's ravaged

the labor markets of the cities since the early seventies. Some

of them are parents who have never worked and who, perhaps,

never will. Others, casualties of the same economic trends,

may be working two or even three low wage jobs ih order to put

together an income sufficient to keep them from being evicted

and to buy their kids enough
decent clothes so they won't feel

humiliated at school.

But t.e economic disaster that's hit so man': of these families

isn't just a matter of not having enough dollars. Perhaps even

more importantly, it has accelerated the breakup of the social

supports that might help these families bring up their kids in
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humane and compassionate ways. The families of these kids are

always moving--nobody ever seems to live in the same place for

long. A startling number of my kids were born scmewhere else

than where they're living--in a different state, different

city, different neighborhood. So the family is constantly

uprooted, losing friends, extended kin, other stable and

respected adults to help care for the children, provide role

models, and generally ease the burdens of work and

childrearing. They move to find a better

find cheaper housing because they've lost a

has gone up beyond what they can afford.

strain these families suffer is added, all

and perhaps even more destructive social

isolation.

Face,. .ith this, many families manage to do surprisingly well.

But others--perhaps those more vulnerable to begin with--simply

collapse; collapse into passivity and disability, into

alcohol and hard-drug abuse, into routine violence against

their children. The level of drug use among some of the parents

of the kids I've talked with, in particular, is simply

astonishing. They may start by using drugs to get through the

day, especially if they're working two or more jobs. But

sometimes the drugs gain control; the parent pretty much ceases

to function altogether, and the child winds up paying the bills

and doing the grocery shopping--if it's done at all.

The isolation and social and economic impoverishment among

job--or any job; to

job and/or the rent

So to the economic

too often, a deeper

impoverishment and

9/
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these families is compounded by the weakening of the public

agencies of support and care. Again, there are plenty of
figures charting the extent of cutbacks in public social

services;in Medicaid, in community mental health services, in

drug treatment. But when you see the reality at close range
it's startling. I often ask kids a question that goes

something like this; when you had a problem or got in trouble.

or your mom started to smoke rock cocaine, or you were getting

beat up at home, was there anybody to help? Usually the answer

is no. For the families of these children there are shockingly

few public services that they can afford, or that have the

resources to make any effort at outreach to families in need of

help. Paradoxically and tragically, families that are more

"together" or have more resources can generally find decent
family support services, psychological help, adequate drug
treatment; the families that most need them cannot.

That same tragic process--in which the young who are favored
with more resources can get still more while those less favored

are left to flounder and sink-- also infects the public
schools. In talking with troubled kids I've heard of some

very good experiences with school, some effective and caring

teachers. But more often the school, in the "sink or swim"
society these kids increasingly face, is a place of
humiliation, defeat, and festering resentment. All too often,

the schools--especially those with a high proportion of low-

8
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income kids--are institutions that are less devoted to teaching

the young than, in a sense, to validating, or ranking, them

according to the pre-existing abilities they bring to the

school. If they have the familial or intellectual resources

already, the public schools may serve them very well indeed.

But he-ven help the kid, in many public schools today, who

enters with a learning disability or a behavior problem. I

can't tell you how many of the young people I've talked with

began their journey to the juvenile justice s-.."-am this way- -

with a school problem that caused them to slip out of school

virtually unnoticed, or get thrown out. But the result is

catastrorhic for a kid today, for in the last quarter of the

twentieth century in the United States there is virtually

nothing respectable--or legal--for a xid of say, 16 to do all

day long outside of high school.

The erosion of the public sector means that there is

shockingly little constructive intervention in the lives of

most of the kids I've talked with. So emotional or medical

problems go untreated, family violence or parental addiction

un-noticed or, if noticed, inadequately addressed. For many of

these families and their children, the juvenile justice system

has increasingly become the social service agency of first

resort--the only way they can be assured of getting basic

services is by getting locked up. I've often seen concerned

police or probation workers incarcerate a kid just to ensure

that he or she gets a couple of nutritious meals every day,

99.1



asic medical services, and someone to keep them from hurting

themselves or damaging their brains with chemicals, at least

for the time being. But, of course, without some deeper

intervention, the underlying problems are left unresolved. The

result is that the juvenile justice system becomes a

revolving door; the same faces appear over and over from one

year to the next, and the kids are, for the most part, unafraid

of 't and increasingly contemptuous of it--and often bitterly

angry and resentful over the way it treats them. For some

kids, in fact, the tnreat of prison backfires; one 17 year old

crack dealer--female--told me that, after money, the second

main reason kids were attracted to dealing dope was the

respect others gave you knowing that yoq were courting hard

prison time.

It's terribly clear that the roots of youthful violence are

'many and tangled, and because 'e've left them alone - -or

aggravated them--for so long, have eepened. But there are a

number of things we can and must do, and the encouraging part

is that we know how to do them. In the time I have I can only

mention a few of the most crucial.

Ts.- areas are especially critical, and have been most under

siege in recent years; work and family. In stressing the

importance of work, I'm emphatically not saying that we need

more jobs for kids. There are already a lot of those; moat of

the kids I've been working with have been in and out of the



teenage labor market; they'll work at Taco Bell for awhile and

then quit, often alternating that with selling dt,pe. What they

do,not have in our current economy is the prospect of a more

challenging work role in the future, an adult livelihood,

that's worth looking forward to, that'ssufficiently compelling

to keep them in school in a serious way and off of the dope

track. When I ask kids what they'd really like to do in the

future they either say they don't know or they want to be

famous pro ballplayers or movie stars. What's deeply,

tragically missing in their view of the future is any concrete

vision of how they'd contribute to a recognizable adult

community and be respected for it. Without that vision I really

don't see an alternative, for many kids, to the pull of the

dope trade and its attt dant violence. The kids who are serious

drug dealers aren't afraid of whatever we might throw at them

by way of imprisonment, and they'll say, at least in public,

that they're not afraid of getting hurt or killed in the line

of business. "You're gonna die somedayTM, they'll tell your

"you're gonna die young or you gonna die oldTM. Meanwhile, if

you're brave and smart you can live very well indeed; as one

crack dealer I've gotten to know likes to say, "who have

heart, have moneyTM.

We also need serious and adequately funded family resource

programs. I don't need to remind this committee that we have

some encouraging models to work from, such as the Parent-Child

Development Centers of the 1970s. The families of violent kids
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need help in many intertwined ways, and most of all 1.-"qp in

raising their children without the use of violence. I've always

believed there was a connection between violent families and

violent kids. But I've still been amazed at what I've seen this

year. Almost without exception the volatile kids I've talked

with come from families where violence against the child was

the norm; Black, white, Hispanic, these kids talk with

bitterness and anger about "whuppin'", about the "belt". It's

hard to stop parents from hurting children without also working

to relieve the larger pressures the economy and the weakened

public sector have placed on them. But we can start. And we

know how.

There is much more. We need to replace the current rhetorical

war on drugs with real treatment, complete with aggressive

outreach and aftercare for the vast numbers of children--and

parents--who need it. We need to restore resources for

accessible health care, to ward off remediable damage from

untreated health problems or poor prenatal care. Serious

committment to addressing learning problems in the public

schools, in caring and humane ways. Of course, sufficient and

high-quality day care. And much more. We don't lack for things

to do or useful models. What we lack, so far, is will and

committment.

Shortly before I was asked to come to this hearing I spent the

better part of an afternoon with a fifteen year old crack
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dealer behind bars for having beaten a man nearly to death over

an eight dollar drug misunderstanding. Over and over again he

kept repeating that where he lived, "only the strong survive".

And I thought, yes he's right--at least, enough right to be

deeply troubling. The bottom line in understanding the current

tragedy of youth violence is that we've created a society in

which, at the bottom,it takes strength, or cunning, or sheer

good luck to survive, at least with a measure of dignity or

self-esteem. But in a society where there are fewer and fewer

legitimate options for the energetic, and me much help for

those who start out hobbled or who weaken or stumble along the

way, being strong may come to mean being willing to maim (or

to kill) someone for eight dollars. Ultimately this is a

challenge to our culture at its deepest levels. It's going to

take a long time to undo the damage; we'd better get started.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Calhoun?

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CALHOUN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,`NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CALHOUN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Jack Calhoun,Executive Director of the National Crime Prevention Council, for-merly Cominissioner of Youth Services in Massachusetts and U.S.Commissioneref the Administration for Children, Youth and Fami-liea here inWashington.
I commend you on this hearing and tackling these tough issues. Iwon't, gointo the,,numbersthey're there. Perhaps it's the plateauof, acceptance that's tough to accept: The Assistant DA In Oaklandsaying., that, "--7in 1955 we had eight homicides. Today, if we stayunder 145, we're doing pretty well."
As Dr. Currie has pointed out, the question is not really howmany, but why, why the acceptable retort is not, "I disagree," but"I will 'get you." Why, that,

acceptable
don't like you," is replaced with,"Now that you're dead, I don't have to deal with you." It's com-plex, as it's been laid, andit suggests a variety of solutions.But I think we have to remember two things. Most kids aren'tviolent. .Second, the kids, that resort to it, it works. It gat. themwhat they want. We have been involved for years in prevention,mainly self and situations in neighborhoods. Preventing violence,we've just begun to tackle. It is much more challenging.We all wrestle with this from our different perspectives. The Jef-fersonians among us would quicken a civic response, the Hamilto-nians would urge more government intervention. To us, it is a com-bination. And -I think Shawn himself said it this morning, there'sthis curious axis, this dual axisas a 1i-tatter of fact, Dr. Curriesaid it tooof the economic as well as the family and community.The drug dealer may earn $500 a day versus flipping hamburgersfor $3.50 an hour. Yes, we need an aggressive jobs policy. But whatif an individual is making $1,000 a day or $1,000 a week? Does thegovernment match that? The government role is compelling, butonly to a point.

Thus we've got to engage the thornier questions of values, socialnorms, why some individuals begin and why some don't. So, to us itis definitely government and the peopleit is a combination.To us, the underlying problems are several. Where communityinstitutions are not there, there's going to be trouble: Work, family,religious and civic associations, a local economy capable of generat-ing stable livelihoods and neighborhood cohesion are needed Ifthose aren't there, as researchers have pointed out throughout ourhistory, it's not going to work. The sturdiness of the community'sinstitutions relate directly to its ability to resist crime and vio-lence.
Economic health, studies of employment and crime consistentlyshow that low:paying, unstable jobs are frail counterweights to thetemptations of a fast, illegal buck.
Control issues, weak parental and community controls overyouths give rise to a peer-control system that supports co-offending.Absence of role and recognition which the kids spoke to thismorning play an enormous part. Picture the poignant symbol of a

,
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kid at a dance holding up a sign, waiting for ,hours for the DJ-just
to recognise him. Rollo, May, the famous psychiatrist said: "Deeds
of violence are performed largely by thOfie trying to establish their
self-esteem and self-image tci:demonstrate that they too are signifi-
cant "

Disconnection. "Teens are :by, defmition changing: Their self-image
icloided, self-esteem is fragile,but the equal truth is; and I don't
think we realize this as a society, that teens have tremendous
energy and, great idealism. But today they exist in increasingly
frail; tenuous situations: less decent wages, lack of stable extended
families and community supports, increasingly isolated.and- relying
upon peers. They are not bonded. When they-become unbonded or
"di/cc:emoted" from family, school, work, community and future,
there's trouble:

recently returned from Detroit. W'i're setting up a project there
with 'the schools. I thought I was quite a veteran of youth work
having been in the field for almost 25 years; but I came back
frightened, not for my safety, although perhaps if I were wiser I
may have been,butsit was talking with kids. I sensed an absolutely
colossal alonenesi on the part of every one of these children, the
uncertain* ty, end a lack of beholden-ness, a lack of connection, a
lack of stake, if you:will. You could imagine the eventual disregard
as they got older.

Where do we start? Our starting point is to create a sense of
stake. We do not pay much attention to teens, until they get into
trouble, until they cross a pathological linesuicide attempts, preg-
nancy, delinquency, psychiatric distress. We have got to forge a
new policy which just doesn't "fix" kids, if you will, but starts to
"claim" them as partners with us. This is being talked about by
Urie Bronfenbrenner at Cornell, Ernie Boyer at the Carnegie En-
dowment and others.

We're running some programs now, one in three cities in Indiana
and the other in Boston that Dr. Stith and I helped put together
called "Youth As Resources." The essential thesis is that kids can
make a difference. We are seeing them design and administer pro-
grams that are remarkable. We feel we've tapped a gusher which
could fuel thousands of communities, help thousands of teens while
tackling community problems.

Teens with such a sense of stake do not have a reason to resort
to violence; as Marianne pointed out.

There are "things the federal government can and should do such
as early childhood educationHead Start works. It's our best pre.
ventive program. Expand it.

Child" support; having a child necessitates lifelong responsibil-
ities.

AFCD and WIC should contain training and work provisions for
it's simple decency to treat and help our clients act as comp tent
citizens rather than as inferiors. And, as Dr. Currie points out, we
Yaeedstrong family and community Perspectives and policies.

CkiM abuse and neglect initiatives must continue. As Commis-
ieser of Yo Services in Massachusetts, it was not very difficult

to too- Oat wilt delinquent kids poured out of violent and torn
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Research and information dissemination is a key role the govern-ment. must. play..
Economic policies: a stable but growing economy is required. Butjin addition, job training and retraining.programs are needed.I've only enumerated a few of the federal efforts. The govern-ment can encourage policies in HUD which can give more author-ity to tenants. Arid supporting tenant authority can help stabilizepotentially volatile communities. The Juvenile Justice Act and theJustice Assistance Act have helped.with crime and deliquency pre-vention efforts.-They,need your support: -But there is an array of non-federal!strategies available. Schools,the one portal thrOugh which all kids pass at some time or other. Ithink of the Oasis program in Pittsburgh: one hundred of the mostdifficult kids, 7th graders, are taken every year, 50 percent of the:time in education, 50 percent in service to the community. In 8thgrade, 38 percent, it was reported by Pennsylvania's Assistant Sec-retary of. Education, whom I met last week, were on the honor roll.Principals make a difference. Schools linked with businessesmake a difference. Violence reduction curricula give me greathope, such 93 Deborah Stith's program. We have a program win-ning in 19 cities, 300 high schools, servicing about 20,000 students.These are tough schools and our program is called Teens, Crimeand the Community. It has a dual thesis: reduction of teen victim-ization through a very interactive curriculum, and the drivingpiece which says, in essence,. "Okay, kids, what can you do to makeyour schools not only safer, but better." A rich array of teen-spon-sored, teen-run projects have grown up such as peer counselling,students courts, cross-age tutoring, drug abuse prevention. Oneschool administrator testified that this program is so successful be-cause it believes in the power of kids to change the community.We're optimistic about reducing teen victimization and delinquen-cy.

Local service providers should continue to deliver services, butwould it not be possible to ask something in returnfor the delin-quent youth to give something back to the victim or, by extension,to the community? For the pregnant teen whose child we're wor-ried about and whose GED we're worried about to talk to 4th and5th graders about what it means to be a teen mother. Again, weargue for dignity in the exchange. "We need you," is the implicitmessage that these kids are not getting.
Churches can play a role. Were involved in a project now calledFamily Mentoring which is analogous to Big Brothers/Big Sisters,to assign an adult volunteer mentor to help families about to blowup. And than there is Father Clement's "One Church, One Childinitiaz,ive." There are many things churches can do.Community empowerment, which relates to a sense of control.Doctor Paul Lavrakas of Northwestern says, "We can't focus onspecific anti-crime strategies without also recreating the broaderprocess of developing communities."
Control issues around tenant authorities; civic groups, the Urbane, for instance, which believes in a strong government incombating racism and assisting with jobs. But John Jacob, Presi-dent of the Urban League said, and I quote, "Black institutionsmust marshal volunteer resources. Blacks must accept responsibil-
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ity for themselves, preserving the family values that helped us sur-
vive."

Drug abuse prevention is a skirmish. There are three legs, the
interdiction, demand reduction, and treatment. The symbol
Mc Gruff is astoundingly recognized by kids, 97 percent. We are
using that now with kids, concentrating on drug abuse for the
younger age. Drug abuse is not cool. It's wrong. It hurts.

Parent and family issues, especially concentrating on teen preg-
nancy, which is a cauldron, of trouble as we all know. I agree with
Doctor Marion Wright Edelman, who says it's really a self-esteem
issue, and I think family life education must be taught. I mean,
they worry in Massachusetts about driver's ed. They teach drivers
ed, although if you've driven there you'd think nobody passed. But,
they don't teach parenting, and I think it's absolutely critical.

At root we must acknowledge that isolation is a killer. When one
examines the literature on child abuse, spouse abuse, violence,
homicide, one discovers a motif of isolation. The abusing mother
may be poor, but she is also alone, unsupported, trapped in her
misery and tension.

Crime and violence arise out of a disbelief that the community's
social contract applies, that there's no relief for rage, out of an in-
trinsic sense that there's no constructive alternative.

With the concept of stake as our fundamental starting point, I
have proffered some suggestions that are the province of govern-
ment, and ethers which are communitarian: local in nature, the
province of families, schools, individuals, and communities.

I would leave you with this image. I started my work with kids
in the early '60s in the streets of North Philadelphia. I remember
most vividly a Mrs. Thomas and a Mr. Collins. Mr. Collins, sitting
in his lawn chair on the sidewalk with a whistle, was the turnstile
for all kids. You didn't get out of your house or you didn't get back
in without hearing "Where are your books," why this, why that.
And a Mrs. Thomas who, when there was trouble with family, with
sibling with teacher, was there. The kids went to her.

Where would they be today? Would they be hounded out of com-
munities, scorned, shot, or would they be woven into its fabric? The
government must provide tools that enable its citizens to be fully
functioning, but the government cannot create citizens. The com-
munity through its Mr. Collins and Mrs. Thomas must do that.
Every one of us must do that, take a step.

Unless we help our young people develop a sense of stake in
their communities and their futures, there may be neither commu-
nities or a future.

I thank you.
[Prepared statement and attachments of John A. Calhoun

follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN A. CALHOUN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CRIME
PREVENTION COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC

I am John A. Calhoun,
Executive Director of the National

Crime Prevention Council. NCPC, a non-pkofit organization, is
the nation's focal point for community crime prevention. Before
coming to NCPC, X served

as Commissioner of Youth Services for
Massachusetts, and as the United States Commissioner of the
Administration for Children, Youth and Families.

To Ali of you who serve on this Committee I extend my
deepest appreciation. The existence of this Committee, your
dedication, and your energy provide a crucial focus for the prob-
lems and needs of America's

children and youth and their fami-
lies. I am honored to be asked to share my thoughts with you.

The Preolem and Challenge

What is the issue? It is a conviction shared
by those who

care for young people and their families that violence among the
young has reached intolerable

levels, and that a response is
demanded.

The current level of violence is intolerable: Detroit,
averaging a teen a week murdered; a classroom for Washington,
D.C.'s gifted elementary

students in which seven of ten knew

someone who had met handgun death; San Francisco, wh 'bus
drivers are viewed as mobile targets.

iiiimmi.im:-.
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The October 27th Wall Street Journal chronicled three months

in the life of eleven-year-old
Lafayette Walton -- almost daily

gun battles in his Chicago housing project, beatings of relatives

and friends, rapes, gang
recruiting, cocaine running by a nine-

year-old female cousin, and several murders.

Violence has touched our young people in its most vicious

and brutal forms, including kids killing kids.

The homicide statistics are chilling. In 1986, the last

yeitr for which we have reliable national
data, four to five

padple under 18 were murdered per day, 10% more than in 1985.

Squally chilling, three to four people under 18 were arrested for

murder every day, a 7% increase over 1985.

But as tragic as murder is, and as appalling as violenco

among the young is, the story doesn't stop there -- and it isn't

new. -

The violence which engulfs young people goes beyond homi-

cide. Although teens commit crimes in disproportion to their

numbers, they are twice as likely as adults to be victims of

violent crime, and ten times more likely than the elderly. In a

violent crime, a teen is more likely to be actually attacked

physically.

According to AnA, mortality and morbidity rate: for all age

groups are decreasing, except
those for teens which are an

appalling 11% higher than 20 years ago.

Violent crime against teens doesn't come frqm total

strangers. About 45% of teen victims at least recognized the

offender. And the violence is predominently intra-racial: 83%

X09
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of black teen victims report black assailants; 76% of white teen

victims report white assailants.

And teens present a special problem, because they're far

less likely to report crime than adults. only one in three teen

victims ages 12-15 told police about the crime; four in ten older

teen victims (16-19) did so, compared with fully half of all

adults.

Reports of child abuse document the fact that teens comprise

as many as half the 1.5 million abuse victims in any given year

-- that's 750,000 teens hit by the physical and emotional conse-

quences of abuse.

The statistical picture is appalling. But we must be wary

of numbers in talking about violence. Do we want to decide that

"only 14 homicides" represents a good year, as one chief in a

wealthy-suburb put it? Or, as Oakland, California's Assistant

District Attorney, Robert Platt, said: "In 1955 we had eight

murders in Oakland. Today, if we stay under 145 annually, we

think we've done pretty well." Is there an acceptable level, a

tolerable amount of violence against and among young people?

Clearly, no. The numbers help describe what we face. They do

not help meet the threat.

The key question is not "how many?". The question is why a

fourteen-year-old thinks robbery is a good way to gain a radio or

jacket; why a twelve-year-old sees assaulting someone as a rite

of passage; why the acceptable retort is not "I disagree," but "I

will get you...;" and why "I don't like you" has been replaced
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with "now that you're dead, I don't have to deal with you any-

more."

The challenge before us is to confront squarely the causes

of violence. We must treat the symptoms -- the manifestations of

violence. But we will have failed,
tragically for us all, if we

do not simultaneously treat the disease.; which underlie the symp-

toms.

Violence among young people is a complex problem. Prevent-

ing violence, like other forms of crime prevention, requires a

variety of solutions. We need to explore some causes of vio-

lence, examine approaches to solving
the problems, and look at

some specific programs which offer hope.

Two facets of the issue need to be kept in mind:

o Most kids aren't violent, and, given a choice, don't want

tb be around olence.

o But for many of the young people who resort to it,

violence works, at least in the short term. It gets them

what they want -- adult attention, a pair of sneakers,

respect, a boom box radio, peer approval.

Prevention is Possible

The National Citizens' Crime Prevention Campaign, for which

NCPC provides day-to-day management,
has proved in its eight

years that Americans can be educated to tak.e effective action to

prevent both personal and property crimes. Our report, "Success

of Community Crime
Prevention," provides a multitude of examples.
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Preventing violence is a more challenging task -- one we have

already begun to tackle.

Who Does The Job?

We wrestle and struggle with this question throughout our

national policy process. Some would cluster the answers around

strengthened religious and civic impulses. To others, the road

to solution is paved by government action.

Our solutions to major social problems tend to reflect our

belief in the proper role of government. Suspicious of the power

of government, Jefferson said "I am not a friend of very ener-

getic government...it is always oppressive."

Counterpoised to Jefferson is the approach advocated by

Alexander-Hamilton, who believed in the existence of certain

common problems which had to be addressed by government: "unless

common resources are mobilized to meet [problems), the national

experiment with independence may succumb..."

One hard example: the fifteen-year-old confronted with two

opportunities -- $500 a week fo. ?art -time drug-dealing, or $3.50

an hour for part-time fast food work.

The solution? An aggressive job policy which would train

and provide employment. Does the government match it dollar for

dollar? What if the drug-involved occupation nets $1,000 per

week? Do ye match that? A government role is compelling, but

only to a point. We must engage thornier questions: of personal

values, of social norms, of why some individuals begin, and why

those in similar situations do not.
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Dges.the responsibility rest with "the people" or with "the

government" to tackle this problem?

The answer is government and community -- parents, schools,

police, business owners, churches, social workers. We do the job

together because none ofus can do it separately.

The answer is, both must do the job. Communities will not

restore and renew theiselves by executive fiat; but some govern-

ment role -- federal, state, local -- is critical, for only

government can assemble certain types of resources and exert cer-

tain moral and legal authority.

The Underlying Problems

Vi'Nlence is ono manifestation of crime and like crime, it

arises in specific communities in reaction to conditions in those

communities. Crime can be prevented where there is trust and

mutual support, even if the neighborhood is disadvantaged. But

if the links trust do not exist, anyone seeking to develop

crime prevention must build them, as NCPC points out in its book

Preventing Crime in Urban Communities.

Community Structure and Institutions

Communities thrive or fail to thrive, become healthy or

diseased as a result of the strength or weakness of the bonds

woven by and among community institutions -- work, family and

.kin, religious and civic associations, a local economy capable of

generating stable livelihoods, and good schools.
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Many studies reveal that increases in crime and violence are

signals that the front fine institutions -- family, school,

church and civic groups -- have failed to hold.

In 1928, the WiikerSham Commission identified neighborhood

stability as a key to preventing crime. Current research docu-

ments that the community's health has much to do with people's

perceptions of their power to control and change their lives.

Stability and a sense of ability to control help communities.

And the reverse is true.

Many researchers (Burgess, Shaw, McKay among others) indi-

-cate that neighborhoods in which crime and violence are high "are

associated with the diminished capacity of local institutions and

organizations to control the behavior of sidents -- a condition

often termed 'social disorganization.'"

Albert Reiss, Professor of Sociology at Yale asserts that

"deviance or criminality results both from the failure of per-

sonal controls...and failure of formal and informal social con-

trols...certain kinds of community structure either weaken forms

of social control that induce conformity to law-abiding norms or

generate controls that inhibit conformity."

In other words, the community's structures and institutions

can either'reinforce and renew its agreed-upon rules, or can be

neutral, or can at worst push large numbers away from abiding by

the community's understood rules.

Robert Sampson, sociologist with the VniverNity of Illinois,

has pointed out that "high-crime communities lack a larger net-

work of parental or family control..." That type of network lies
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at the very heart of community. Sampson also points out that

many minority communities were once vertically integrated.

Positive role models were part of the daily landscape -- people

saw not only the prostitutes and pushers, but the clergymen and

the business owner. Now there is conformity: of 28,000 families

in public housing in Chicago, 9 of 10 are single parents; 50% of

poor blacks live in all -poor areas, whereas only 7% of poor

whites live in all-poor areas. It is not just family disruption

but a neighborhood of disrupted families.

The sturdiness of a community's institutions relates direct-

ly to its ability to resist crime and violence.

Economic Health

Studies of employment and crime consistently show that the

kinds of low-paying, unstable jobs often available offer young

people no solid stake in their communities, little reliable hope

for the future and a frail counterweight to the temptations of a

fast, illegal buck.

Compounding this aspect of the problem is the burden gener-

ated by economic dislocations.

Elliott Currie suggests that such dislocations can "cut off

individuals and families from the community ties and networks of

social support and informal social control. The resulting social

isolation brings increasing pressures on families and individuals

that are often aggravated by a lack of social scrvices... That

kind of 'social impoverishment' is frequently linked to child

abuse and other forms of domestic violence."
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If we want to create a social system to maximize internal

strife, we should build longterm structural unemployment in a

context that makes selfesteem a function of affluence, and an

economic system which closes down entire towns, dealing savage

blows to communities and the children, youth and families who

live there.

Loss of Control

Weak parental and community controls over youths give rise

to a peercontrol system that supports cooffending, and to net

works that simplify the search for accomplices. Hence, crime and

a predisposition toward violence learned, perhaps, from domes

tic example.

Our current national obsession with the issue of violence

may actually rise from a more basic source of anxiety: what

worries so many people is a sense of loss of control and authori

ty of social institutions -- the home, the courts, the church,

the school. There is much literature about people's need to feel

"in control" of their daily lives. We need to look harder at how

absence of that sense of control can (and probably does) lead

toward violence.

Absence of Role and Recognition

Psychologist Rollo May notes the connection between crime

and powerlessneis: "...deeds of violence in our'society are.

performed largely by those trying to establish their selfesteem,
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to defend their self-image and to demonstrate that they, too, are

significant."

We observe the agonized symbol of a teen at a dance holding

up his name on a sign for hours on end waiting, just waiting for

his name to be called by the disc jockey, a poignant cry for

recognition.

Dr. Alvin Poussaint, a Harvard psychology professor and

leading expert on black-on-black violence, believes that poor

black teenagers with little education and low self-esteem resort

to macho displays of violence to preserve a "twisted sense of

dignity." It's not the content of the argument that turns a

minor dispute into a murder," he maintains. "These kids will

kill to save face..."

Disconnection

Arising from and along with these disruptive forces on the

community are a series of problems centered more proximately

around adolescence.

Teens are by definition in transition. They are undergoing

the radimi change into physical, intellectual, emotional and

economic maturity. Their self-images may be clouded; their self-

esteem is often fragile. These are eternal truths of adoles-

cence.

But an equal truth is that teens bring to adolescence an

energy, a freshness, a vigor and an undaunted spirit. By cap-

turing these assets for the community, we can shape up self-image

and self-esteem and help the community meet vital needs. Teens



are eager to explore their community, emerging from the family

cocoon (huwever frayed) to test their growing skills and abili

ties in the adult world. They need Ca interact with adults in

the community to mature.

Adolescents today find themselves in expeciany tenuous

situations: not generally employable at a decent wage, lacking

in stable extended family and community supports, snd increas

ingly isolated and reliant on peers. Teens 1.:1 tvcrbled or

distressed communities are apt to face all these negative forces

magnified.

Missing is a sense of place in the community, and of stake

in that community as well as a useful and responsible role in it.

The absence of such bonding strikes at the very heart of our

political structure, for if teens do not view themselves as being

subscriburs ttl the social contract to which the rest of us sub

scribe, they will see no sense in following it. Teens in

troubled or distressed communities are apt to face all these

negative forces magnified.

The result of these conditions and developments is an enor

mous pressure on teens -- and a tendency to disconnect.

Teens are likely to disconnect from one or more of five

*anchors. They can become:

disconnected from family

disconnected from school

disconnected from work

disconnected from community

disconnected from future
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Is this disconnection just theory? No. It is frighteningly

real.

I returned from a recent working visit to Detroit, more

frightened than after any place I have visited and worked in over

25 years and I have spoken and visited programs in almost all

of our SO states.

It was not personal danger that worried me, but a terrible

aloneness on the part of children. I spoke with many of them at

one of the few downtown institutions left standing to serve chil

dren -- a Boys and Girls Club which does a valiant job against

great odds. Many of these children were not certain who would

pick them up that night. When I showed the slightest attention,

sitting down merely to discuss the construction of a model plane,

a dozen kids clustered, waiting thelr turn just to talk.

These kids are already alone at age six or eight. They are

not bonded to school, to community, sometimes not to family or

not even to themselves or each other. And being unbeholden,

"disconnected," they can easily as teens shoot and kill over a

girl friend, a bump in the hall, or a jacket. Without investment

in self, family or community, they have nothing to lose. Or, in

seeking any connection, any sense of place and belonging, they

might joint a gang.
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What's the Answer?

To state the obvious, there is no single answer to violence

among youth. There are many avenues we must pursue.

A sense of stake. My thesis is that acts of violence stem

from the extreme disconnectedness of youth, and that answers, in

part, lie in helping to make them partners in the social con-

tract, in preventing that crucial disconnection from community.

Society seldom pays attention to teens until they cross the

line into pathology -- crime, pregnancy, psychiatric distress,

running away, suicide. Then various "systems" intervene to fix

or control. Little attention is paid to teens' thirt,t for com-

mitment, high idealism, and inexhaustible energy.

We must forge a new policy toward our nation's teens. Our

suggested approach involves both program and process. The pro-

gram focuses on providing teens with opportunities for respons-

ible contribution; the process focuses on "dignity of exchange"

in which the ability of the individual to contribute is acknowl-

edged at, an integral part of the individual's receipt of needed

services. We must help teens, but we must also start claiming

them as assets.

We are not speaking here of make-work or of one-shot acti-

vities. We have documented, in our book Making A Difference:

Young People in Community Crime Prevention (sponsored by the Ford

Foundation) that teens can prevent crime and improve schools.and
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communities, doing the same tasks adults do for their community.

And we have successfully pressed that concept to other community

needs.

A number of national leaders (such as Urie Bronfenbrenner at

Cornell and Ernest Boyer at the Carnegie Endowment) have urged

creation of opportunities for youth to serve. We have termed the

concept "youth as resources," to focus more emphatically on the

positive engagement of teens' abilities and skills.

Hundreds of examples of small student-run projects are

popping up all over the country -- high school students tutoring

troubled second and third graders, youth from a half-way house

cleaning parks and escorting the elderly, teens caring for chil-

dren of battered spouses while they are cared for in shelters.

Youth As Resources

Building on our experience with teen competence and energy,

NCPC designed a project for the Lilly Endowment to emplace this

concept in three cities -- Evansville, Ft. Wayne, and Indian-

apolis, Indiana. Local boards, broadly respresentative of people

interested in youth, make small grants to aid projects which

teens take responsible roles in managing and which meet real

community needs. The success of the initial pilot which NCPC

helped design, Youth as Aesources in Boston, and the momentum

among teens and adults in Boston and in each Indiana city con-

vince us that we have tapped a gusher which could fuel thousands

of communities and help scores of thousands of teens while

tackling hundreds of school and community problems.
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Claiming and valuing teens, both in general program oppor-

tunities and in social service exchanges, can enhance self-

esteem, and develop that vital sense of st-ke, even overt in-

vestment, in the coasunity and the future. Teens with such a

stake not only have no reason to resort to violence; they have

every reason to avoid and deflect violence, and to help dri4 it

from their environment.

The creation of "stake" undergirds all that follows.

Federal Strategies

Early Childhood Education

There are hopeful signs for children. The earlier the

effort begins, the better, preferably with Heed-Start-like day

care in-which parents are totally involved.

The numbers speak for themselves: two-thirds of the Head

Start kids finished college compared to one-half of the controls;

twice as many went to college or job training, and by age 19 were

dramatically more law-abiding and self-supporting than the con-

trol group kids, who were twice as likely to have illegitimate

children and be on welfare.

We have an endorsement of this program from a remarkable

source, FOrtune Magazine. Its May 11, 1987 issue said:

"It makes sense to proliferate programs like this,

and states that require workfare for mothe.s with chil-.

dren over three should use these programs as a day-care

02
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component. Though the programs are costly, the High,/

Scope Foundation calculates that every dollar it spent

on its target group saved society $7.00 in subsequent

welfare, crime, lost taxes, unemployment compensation,

and mediation." (p. 146)

Head Start works. Irrefutably eloquent testimony exists

indicating that well developed day care programs produce dramatic

results. It should be expanded to enroll all eligible children.

Child Support

Governments -- state and federal -- must use every oppor

tunity to emphasize the responsibility of parents for the

children they have created. Child support needs to be seen as a

fundamental obligation. Divorce or 1p of marriage should not

obliterate the relationship between child and either parent. The

issue is both support and inculcation of a value: having a child

necessitates lifelong responsibilities.

AFDC and WIC

The programs should include "dignity of exchange" in the way

they deliver benefits. Again, it is a question of establishing

basic life supports -- training, maternal and child care, re

quisite finances and food, and value. According to Lawrence M.

Mead, a New York University political scientist, in Beyond

Excellences
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"We talk politically only about rights, but obli-

gations are just as important...the public has always

expected people

children."

We return again

is simple-decency to

tent citizens rather

cannot be expected.

to earn a living and support their

to the issue of dignity and stake because it

treat and help welfare clients act as compe-

than as inferiors from whom normal behavior

Family and Community Perspective in Policies

When government policies (and relulations) are considered,

every effort must be made to insure that families are supported

to the greatest degree possible. For example, social policies

must work with the child in the context of family and kin, and

where that cannot work, develop as close an alternative as

possible.

Child Abuse and Neglect/Family Violence

Many children who experience violence done to them at an

early age use violence as a behavioral norm later and more often

than children raised in non-abusive households. Federal support

for research, information and testing new and promising

approaches must continue. At the same time, state and local

enforcement, human services agencies and public education are

critical to breaking this cycle of violence. AO community sup-

port to heal these families is essential.

12 4
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"Often these are children who have irown up under

great stress and difficulty," said Dr. Carolyn

Newberger, a child psychologist at Boston's Children's

Hospital. "Often [they] come from very desperate back

grounds where there may be family violence..."

The current federal role, supporting a national minimum

standard of child protective services, is an excellent example of

a common problem addressed through common resources.

Research and Information Dissemination

An invaluable role the government can and must play is in

the finding, touting and spreading of information and effective

strategies that would combat the symptoms and causes of youth

violence. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, which provides

such critical services as shortterm shelter and counseling, has

also established a national toll free Hotline for runaways and

their families, as one example. The National Crime Prevention

Council presses local communities to action by providing tools

and contacts.

Economic Policies

A relatively stable but growing economy is obviously re

quired if new job market entrants are to be absorbed. The type

of inflation which sharply erodes the status of those onlixed

incomes can add fuel to the fires of tension.
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A frightening one of four American children under six is

poor. Poverty combined with separations, neglect, abuse, in-

consistent discipline and poor achievement in school can create

children who are at risk of becoming serious delinquents and

chronic adult offenders.

More explicitly, jobs and job training have to be matched as

far as possible with the demands and pressures of the market-

place. This means training for all kinds of people -- those

starting, changing, or restarting careers. Pre Trams such as the

Job Training Partnership Act, which should be strengthened to

target severely disadvantaged youth, are extremely important.

Economic development must be linked to regional capacity to

provide the social and community services necessary to support an

influx of new families.

have enumerated only some of the federal efforts which are

amenable to this approach. For example, HUD, by supporting in-

creased tenant authority, can help stabilize potentially volatile

communities.

Both the Juvenile Justice Act and the Justice AssistanCe

Act, which deserve your support, have provided opportunities for

the federal government to help states and communities fine. ways

of addressing the core issue: violence, crime and its preven-

tion.
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NonFederal Strategies" -

Schools, at their best, are a hybrid of parent

support, community commitment and government resources. They are

also the common denominator through which we can hope to in

fluence, support, and assist the substantial majority of young

people.

Schools can and must help youth develop stake and invest

ment. The Oasis program in Pittsburgh takes 100 of the most

difficult youth in the 7th grade, educates them 50% of the time

in vocationally oriented courses, and involves them 50% of the

time in,community service projects. By 8th-grade 38% of the

youth were- on the honor roll.

NCPC, thanks to a grant from the Florence V. Burden

Foundation, is writing a book to help principals, teachers, edu

cation policymakers and parents develop and sustain schoolbased

programs in which young people are resources for the community.

'Educators by their personal motivation and commitment-can

make a difference. Marva Collins, Principal at Chicago's pre

dominantly black Westside Preparatory School inculcates the les

sons of responsibility, that "if you don't work you don't eat,"

communicates the highest of educational standards, produces

threeyearolds reading at first grade levels and sends almost

all of her graduates to college.

Schools can link students to work and real .prospects of. jobs

via programs such as AdoptASchool, or the Boston Compact (which

in exchange for improved education and lowered drop out rates,
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promises jobs for all high school graduates), and groups of bust -

ner.a leaders all over the country working with educators to make

curricula relevant to industry's needs in the 21st century.

Violefice reduction curricula, specifically that designed and

taught by Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Stith, give me great hope. T ore

are specific life skills, such as mediation and decision-making

which can and should be a part of everyone's education.

Teens Learn, Serve and Invest

NCPC has developed, together with the National Institute for

Citizen Education in the Law, a curriculum which is now reaching

more than 15,000 students in almost 300 high schools in 19 major

cities. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-

tion has funded development of this landmark effort, with local

and private foundation funds supporting many sites.

Our curriculum, Teens, Crime and the Community, has dual

thrusts: education -- how to reduce chances of becoming a vic-

tim,'and lction -- harnessing the tremendous energy of teens to

help make schools both safer and better. The results have been

striking:

o A rich array of teen-led projects has sprouted including

cross-age tutoring, drug abuse prevention projects, school

watch, peer counseling.

o After only a ten-week test the curriculum was made part of

a required course in the Phoenix (Arizona) Union School

District.
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o The Cleveland school system has contributed money to in-

-sure the program's continuation.

o Both.Knoxville and Dallas have developed city-wide youth

organizations which address crime prevention and teen-

involvement activities.

o One school administrator testified: "The program is so

successful because it believes in the power of the kids to

change the community. We are optimistic about reducing

teen victimization and delinquency and using the con-

siderable energy of teens to make schools safer and

better."

Local Service Providers

Those who deliver services to youth on the local level can

and should request something in return. Most of those entering

our social service systems are indeed victims, sometimes brutally

victimized. Yet we rarely move beyond the pathological; our

desire to "fix," which is vital, sometimes makes us forget to

"claim." But the most fundamental of human needs is to be

needed, to feel of worth to someone. Would it not be possible,

for example, to ask the delinquent to return something to victim

or community; to ask of the teen mother whose new baby we assist

and whom we are helping with her high school equivalency diploma,

to speak to 4th and 5th graders about what it really is -tike to

be a teen mother? Again, dignity in the exchange.

.IIIIMIF
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Churches

Reverend Richard Neuhaus, minister in the depressed Bedford

Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, agrees with black leaders who

focus on the need to start at the grass roots. He argues that

those in.the core city have lost control of their lives because

of the decline and disappearance of the mediating structures that

once gave them personal and community control, structures which

include the family, schools, churches.

NCPC's newest project, "Congregations and Support for

Families," will work with six parishes, two each in Washington,

New York and Hartford, to link frail families with "parent men=

tors," church volunteers who are willing to spend time doing

whatever needs to be done with a family in great distress.

Father Clement's "One Church, One Child" project is making a

major dent in Illinois' foster care system.

In the Bridge Street AME Church in Brooklyn, teens who need

tutoring receive it. They, in turn, tutor elementary school

childien, and, in the presence of their parents, are paid for

their work.

Community Empowe ralent

The Citizens' Committee for New York City operates from the

belief that citizens and government officials, working together,

can invoke and manage extraordinary change -- ranging frbi block

parent groups to wars against drug dealing to unsnarling traffic

tie-ups. The Committee successfully sponsors a problem - solving

'447898 5
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process which any concerned community group can use in tackling

problems. Their successes vouch for the effectiveness of the

process.

The Neighborhood Councils in Independence, Missouri, are

thriving and strongly led organizations of neighbors, supported

only by a small city-sponsored office. The Councils inform,

educate, mediate, innovate, maintain, and meet needs of all

types. They exemplify what concerned community groups can do --

nearly anything!

Professor Paul Lavrakas at Northwestern University explains

that successful crime prevention is integrally entwined with

community dynamics in regaining control of neighborhoods. "We

cannot focus on specific anti-crime strategies without also re-

creating the broader process of developing communities."

Tenant Authority

Mousing projects are often seen as hotbeds of crime --

assaults, drug dealing, robberies. It doesn't have to be that

way.

Tenant management of housing projects can change community

mores. As a tenant confronted with high crime, drug abuse,

hostile law enforcement, Mimi Gray, a welfare mother of five, was

elected head of residents' council at Kenilworth-Yarkside in

Washington, D.C.. Under her leadership, crime is down *85-90%,"

neighborhood participation in the PTA has risen,., test scores. of

children have gone up and some have gone to college. In 1972

nearly 85% of Kenilworth's families were on welfare; only 20% are
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today. "It works," says Cicero Wilson of the American Enterprise

Institute, "if people are required by their peers to be better."

Civic Groups

John E. Jacob, President, National Urban League, asserts

Ahat though government must combat racism and assist with jobs,

"black institutions must marshal volunteer resources, =Id indi-

vidual black people must accept responsibility for themselves for

preserving the family values that helped us survive..." The

Urban:League sponsors a "male responsibility" program that

teaches black teens it is wrong to make a baby if they are un-

willing to be fathers in more important ways.

Business

Businesses - large and small - have the expertise to help in

many ways. Their in-kind assistance can be a major support to

many community efforts.

'But businesses also have the direct opportunity to help

young people develop that vital sense of stake in the community.

Our own three-city employment project trained higt.-risk

youth for careers in the security industry. One of the sites,

the Harbor City Learning Center in Baltimore, an alternative

school for the "troubled" kids in the system saw all program

participants completed the program successfully: finished high

school; most assumed jobs or entered the military or moved on to

college.
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The program's success was not due simply to the availability

of a job, but tke fact that businessmen and wonen volunteered

their time to teach these kids -- and in a surprising number of

cases, became true mentors. The kids got the nessage that

someonecarcd. And the local governing board included a cross-

-section of.education, employment, and business and crime preven-

tion professionals.

Drug Abuse Prevention

Like other types of crime prevention, both short and long-

term actions are vital to prevent drug abuse. Moves against

supply -- ranging from interdiction oversees or at our borders to

stepped-up arrests - are critical and in most instances remain

the province of government.

Demand reduction, however, is chiefly a process of education

-- teaching current and potential abusers what's wrong, why it's

wrong, how to stop, and the consequences of starting or not

stopping. It requires teaching how to say no, not just ex-

horting.

Says Melba Chaves, executive director of La Trontera Center,

Inc., is Tucson, Arizona: "The earlier we get the nessage accoss

to young people and begin to intervene, the higher our successes

will be....early intervention is not as expensive as treatment

later on....'

And that task tells as much - or more - onlarents,

chsrekes, schools, yomtk groups, and other key elements of the

community. In many gays, it's similar to the task of educating
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teens on their risk of crime
victimization, their value to the

community, and the value of their skills.

NCPC and the 118-organization Crime Prevention Coalition

have brought to this issue a major national asset. McGruff the

Crime Dog is recognized by 99% of children ages 6 to 12,

according to market studies. With the help of the Advertising

Council, Inc., we have developed public service messages and

support materials which emphasize to this impressionable age

group that refusing to use drugs is not just "OK" -- it's cool --
and more fun. Will it work? We know that an astonishing 97% of

the kids who know McGruff
said they would try to do what he tells

them. And he is telling them not to use drugs.

Parents and Family

Patents' involvement is obviously critical in many aspects

of the prevention of violence. They can contribute in many ways
-- spend more time with children; become

involved with schools;

set :lore sensible limits; try not to bear a child until they can
care for one.

Aggressive programs to combat teen pregnancy must be insti-

tuted locally, for as we all know, teen pregnancy is a cauldron
of trouble. Teen pregnancy probably is rooted in the most ele-

mental of cries to acknowledge existence: "I reproduce, there-

fore I am." As Marion Wright Edelman has so accurately stated,

"Self-esteem is the best contraceptive."

No parenting assistance program, no matter how community-

grounded, can survive the continuing onslaught of stressed
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families in which children are parenting children. The cycle

must be broken before the family is broken.

Dr. Emmett Burns, regional director of the NAACr, said:

'You have children rearing children, with no sense

of what parenting is all about."

That "sense of what parenting is all about* is an acquired

sense, not en inherited talent. It can and should be taught.

At the Root: Interconnection

Isolation is a killer. when ono examines the literature on

child abuse, on spouse abuse, on murderers, one discovers, for

the most part, profound social isolation: the abusing mother may

be poor, but she is also alone, unsupported, trapped in her

misery and tension; the same holds true for violent families.

According to psychiatrists, those driven to violence are often

loners -- mistrustful, secretive, and unable to modulate anger.

We must encourage opportunities for the development of parent

support networks where parents and their children can solve pr)b-

lems together and where professional help, including family re,

conciliation services are available.

Crime and violence arise out of a disbelief that the com-

munity's social ccntract applies, that there is no relief for

rage, out of an intrinsic sense that there is no constructive

alternative.

We must anchor all children with people whp care, give them

responsibilities for others, harness their energies to help grave

_
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community problems, and communicate to them that they are needed,

desperately needed and valued. Every one of them.

with the concept of stake as a fundamental starting point, I

have proffered some suggested solutions to the problem of vio-

lence by and to young people, both solutions which are govern-

ment-based and those preeminently communitarian, local,

strategies more properly the domain of families, schools, indi-

viduals and communities.

Ore current state leaves mucl. to be desired. Let me illus-

trate with a personal example.

In theeearly 1960s, I worked with youth in an extremely

impoverished section of Philadelphia. One block stood out as a

beacon, mainly because of Mrs. Thomas and Mr. Collins. They

cherished, admonished, worried over and knew every child on their

block. Mr. Collins would statics himself in a lawn chair on tho

sidewalk with a whistle hung around his neck to get the kids'

attention. Mrs. Thomas, though quieter, was the sage advisor and

no less determined to find out how each child was, how school

work was going, and what had happeried that day. Together, they

formed a turnstile of support, attention and affection which

nurtured every child who passed through it.

What would happen if Mr. Collins and Mrs. Thomas showed up

today? Would they be welcomed or scorned? Shot or applauded?

Chased out of the neighborhood or woven into its fabric?

The government must provide certain tools to%enable its.

people to be fully functioning citizens. But the government
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canaot create citisens. The community, through its Mr. Collinses

and Mrs. Thomases, must do that. The burden is on each of us.

Unless e kelp our young people develop a sense of stake in

their communities and their futures, there may be neither com-

munities nor Suture.

APPENDICES FOR THE HEARING RECORD

"Success of Community Crime Prevention"
"Teens: Crime's Most Frequent Targets"
"Teenage Victimization", a National Crime Survey Report, from

U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, NCJ-
103138, dated Nov..imber 1986, is retained in committee files.

1 3. 7 1.
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... a series of timely reports
to meet. the needs of
people working to build
safer communities ...

National
Crime
Prevention
Council

In partnership
with the

Bureau of
Justice

Assistance

Introduction
Crime prevention works, and it
works because ofa two-track
apProachl.reducing opportunities
for crime and building neighbor-
hood and community cohesion.

It recognizes the need to reduce
criminals'opportunities to commit
crime, through techniques such as
block watch, target hudening or
more careful behavi An array of
evaluations provides evidence
that reducing opportunities for
crime reduces crime, lessens the
fear of crime, and builds stronger
neighborhoods, among other
benefits. Other evaluations and
studies focus on how Interwoven
crime prevention is with stability
az.d quality-of-life issues In our
communities.

Experience sends a powerful
message that this kind of crime
prevention works, both to reduce
crime and restore communities'
health The effects of community
projects which aim at correcting
causes of crime are less widely
touted in the crime prevention
community. These projects try to
meet such needs as better hous-
ing, employment opportunities,
improved education, better social
services. But formal evaluations
as well as ancedotes provide clear
evidence that citizen action to
solve community problems and
meet neighborhood needs can
prevent or reduce crime as well.

For many neighborhoods, decay
comes first. Crime comes on th e
scene in its wake, pushing decaying
communities deeper Into the spiral
ofself-destruction. But the upward
path Is open as well. Community
improvement and crime preven-
tion go hand In hand, and may be
inseparable.

The Success of
Community Crime Prevention

"The first thing to understand
Is that the public peace... isnot
kept primarily by the pollee,
necessary as pollee are. It is kept
primarily by an intricate, almost
unconscious, network of volun-
tary controls and standards
among the ptmie themselves....
No amount of police can enforce
civilization where the normal,
casual enforcement of It has
broken down."

Jane Jacobs, Death and
Life earat Amerium

Cries

What Do We Mean By
Successfill?
We measure the success of crime
prevention efforts through a vari-
ety of cnteria:

Is crimereducoi?Are there
fewer robberies, assaults, vandal-
isms, burglaries than last month?
Than this time last year?

Isfearqfcrimereduced?Do
residents see crime as being re-
duced? Do they act in ways which
show they are less afraid to move
about their neighborhoods?

ti Areattituttes dianged?Do citi-
zens have more confidence In
their community and its institu-
tions? Are they more convinced
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that their actions can improve the
community? Are they more in-
volved in civic activity?

Are the needs of the community
and its residents niet?Are teen-
agers finding positive recreation,
employment, leadership oppor-
tunities? Do children have access
to crime prevention and child
protection instruction, reliable
adults with whom to speak if
scared or threatened? Can people
and businesses function free from
intimidation? Are senior citizens
comfortable walking and driving
in their community? Are all citi-
zens provided with the chance to
lend their skills to community
betterment?

There are ter.ay ways to reduce
crime :loci improve communities.
While the reduction of opportuni-
ties for crime is vital, many
communities need to movebeyond
immediate aline concerns to
strengthen their abihty to deal
with the problems that underlie
the crime issue.

Why Citizen-Based Crime
Prevention?
It's a fair questionwhy is there
an emphasis on citizens in crime
prevention efforts? After all, a
large and costly criminaljustice
system has been put in place to
handle the crime problem. What
evidence exists that indicates that
citizen involvement is necessary
or even useful?

The very structure of the crintl-
naljustice systemfrom crime
reporting through investigation
and testimonyrelies heavily on
active participation by individual
citizens.
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The criminal justice system has
acknowledged the need for citizen
involvement William Webster, for-
mer Director of the Federal flu=
reau of Investigation, stated, "lf
we are toSucceed In making some
impact on crime, then the Anted:-
can publieintatjoin hands with
the criminal justice 'community
and focus attention on this social

In 1967, the President's Com-
mission on law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice put the
problem bluntlyeTtime is a
human behavior, controlling it
means changing tbe minds and
hearts of men. Controllingcrime
is the business of every American
institution. Controlling crime is
the business ofevery American."

And by 1973, there was ac-
latowleigment that citizens' roles
were broadtr 'Ilan personal pro-
tection. The National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals said-the
term conun unity crime prevention
can mean citizens patrolling their
neighborhoods or conducdng cam-
paigns to improve street lighting
and reduce auto thefts. The term
also can mean the renovation of
slums, the improvement of schools,
jobs for the unemployed, and the
counseling of troubled young
people."

Many see the community em-
phasis as continuing or growing.
John NalsbittinMegatrends
observes that-Self-help has
always been part of American life.
In the 1970s it again became a
movement that cut across institu-
tions, disciplines, geographic
areas, and political ideologies. Self-
help means community groups
acting to prevent crime, to
strengthen neighborhoods ... to
rebuild homes..." In Crime
Warps: Vie Ilititm ofCrime in
Anterior, Georgette Bennett
predicts that-Decreases in public
services and an emphasis on
volunteerism will lead to an
increase In neighborhood patrols
and other community crime
prevention programs...."

People dontg ft say it ors.
While they may not be irecise
as researchers, large -vs of
practitioners and db. firmly
state that their work has made a
difference. A recent Department
ofJustiee-funded study,
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"Improving The Effectiveness and
Utilization of Neighborhood Watch
Programs (DraftFinal Report),"
found that 72% of the Neighbor-
hood Watch participants inter-
viewed in this nationwide study
perceived the rate of crime in their
neighborhoods to be lower than in
adjacent communities. The
National Crime Prevention Coun-
cil's Computerized Information
Center records over 3,000 pro:
graMs that rated themselves as
having caused or helped cause a
reduction in crime or fear of crime.
Conununity aime prevention does
work, at least in the view of these
observers. And there is a growing
body of objective evidence to affirm
that view.

Individual Action
Necessary but Not
Ste/Intent
Individuals can take immediate,
often relatively inexpensive meas-
ures to protect themselves and
their belongings. Many of these
aim at making the potential crime
targetperson or propertyless
accessible to, or less attractive to
crime.

These actions, sometimes =Red
target hardening, are basic build-
ing blocks of crime prevention.
Many have been independently
vented as effective. Simply install-
ing appropriate locks for homes
in four Seattle communities
reduced burglaries between 37%
and 77% Just Installing doors which
are less susceptible to break-in
can reduce burglaries, as a Chi-
cago neighborhood documented.

Knowledge of effeetive tech-
niques to reduce individual risks
of crimesuch as"tips"must be
part of an ongoing education ef-
fort that reattes all segments of
the commur. ity. These basics,
like fundamentals in any other
endeavor, are essential. But they
cannot carry the day by them-
selves. They must be folded into
an ongoing comprehensive com-
mtatity crime prevention effort to
have maximum impact.

Meeting The Needs ofThe
Whole Conununitg
Crime prevention, to succeed in
the long term, requires bulking
caring as well as safe communt
ties, meeting needs and solving
Problems before they lead to or
attract Neighborhood Watch

and other crime prevention pro-
grams are often the foundation for
addressing abroad army ofaddi-
tional community concerns.

Examples abound:Operation
SafeStreet in St. Louis provides
community clean-ups, operates
youth employment projects, int-
proves street lighting, and enforces
building codes. The Salt Lake City
Crime Prevention Program deals
with graffiti, flood relief, a senior
citizens hotline and snow emer-
gency projects. The Crime Pre-
vention Unit of the Washington
Township PoliceDepartment in
New Jersey operates a drunk
driving prevention program for
teens and coordinates emergency
medical information for senior
citizens. The Orange County, Flo:-
Ida, Sheriffs Crime Prevention
Program helps in neighborhood
supervision of minor offenders
sentenced to perform community
service, operates an abandoned
vehicle watch, and addresses safety
issues like improvements for rail-
road crossings.

A classic partnership arose in
Philadelphia, where many chi.
zens were concerned over the
plight of crime victims. Block
watch participants organized and
trained their members as volun-
teers to offer vital neighborhood-
based help to those atmck by
crime. - - -

Younger citizens can learn to
make themselves safer as welL A
McG ruff curriculum teaching chil-
dren selPprotection forgrarles K-6
is in place in more than 30,000
classrooms across the nation. Over
15,000 teens in a dozen cities
have learned how to make them-
selves, their families and their
friends safer through NCPC's
Thens, Crime and the Community
program. They've also learned
how they can become positive
resources to, their communities
through suc t activities as teach-
ing younger children, counseling
peers, providing drug abuse pre-
vention education, and prevent-
ing vandalism and producing crime
prevention videos.

The Housewise/Streetwise child
safety program for third graders
was written by the Victim Assis-
tance staff of the Greenville (SC)
District Attorney's Office, the Le-
gal Auxiliary, and Duncan Chapel
Elementary SchooL It teaches



Critical safety dedsloirrnaldng,
abuse prevention, and coping

- skills. Its value is measured in
part by such accoladei as the
President's Child Safety Partner-
ship Award, by its growth (92
'School districts in South Carolina
and use hi 45 'Other States), and
by how It helps children. In one
year in just one county with"19

- elementary r.hools, bfi children
reported alase as a direct result
of the program's messages.

The Virginia Beach (Virginia)
Police Department devised a
fourth:grade crime preiention
currieultim that was eventually
incorporated throughciut the
school system. A formal evalua-
tion showed that student aware-

' ness arid knowledge increased

In&-easing numbers ofpolice
departments see clear benefits in
better conimunitylft !cages and
stronger citizen Inv° vement The
Community Orientec Police
.Enfoicement Unit (C.O.P.E.) in
Baltimore County, Maryland, has
substantially reduced crime and
fear in target areas by tackling and
helping solve problems commun-
ities face, instead of reacting
individually to repeated com-
plaints. The Problem Oriented
Policing conceptin Newport News,
Virginia, has cut downtown

robberies, parking lot thefts, and'
apartment burglaries, among other
crimes.

In both approaches, police draw
on a full range of community
agencies to help resolve issues, not
address symptoms. For example,
the C.O.P.E. team helped organize
a teen recreation program and
helped citizens find out how to
have a tavern's liquor license
revoked. Ina case in Newport
News, combined police/citizen ac-
tion ended a prostitution ringg.

Training citizen volunteers as
mediators has helped reduce ar-
gurnentsand tensions which could
otherwise have led to assault. The
Hawthorn Area Neighborhood Dis-
pute Service (HANDS) In Minne-
apolis, Minnesota, was so well
received in settlingneighborhood
and landlord-tenant disputes that
within three years it had to stop
hearingcases and reorganize to
handle the workload.

Student mediators of the Glen.
more Middle School in Racine,
Wisconsin managed 262 disputes
in a recent year. Teachers report
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that disruptions have been signifi-
cantly decreased, with gangs and
graffiti virtually eliminated.

The Community Boards media-
tion program in San Francisco has
trained adults-but has gone be-
yond into high schools and ele-
mentary schools, wherestudents
are trained as Conflict Managers
to help settle disputes arnong
classmates. Has it worked ?School
principals told a California Gen-
eral Assembly Conuriittei they
spent two-thirds less time settling
disputes. _

Mediation, community-oriented
policing, victim assistance, pro-
grams for chlldrezi and teens, and
community servic provided
through Neighborhood Watch pro-
grams arejust a few examples of
crime prevention moving to meet
broader needs of the community.
Many types of programs could be
cited. Their message citizens can
promote community stability and
improve the quality of neighbor.
hood life. In the opinion of many,
there is no greater proof of
success.

Neighborhood Watch
Neighborhood Watch programs,
have become fixtures on the
American landscape. Their very
pervasiveness testifies to their
success. These programs generally
include block watches, home se-
curity inspections, property mark-
ing (Operation Identification)
other forms ,of education and
target hardeningand community
improvement efforts. An estimated
nineteen million Americans take
part in Neighborhood Watch; seven
out of eight American police
departments help citizens set up
Neighborhood Watches to reduce
crime. One in four urban families
lives in a Neighborhood Vatch-
protected area. Four out of five
who don't have a Neighborhood
Watch in their area say they
would like to, according to a 1982
Gallup Poll.

Neighborhood Watch can serve
as the foundation for programs to
reduce burglary and robbery,
strengthen neighborhoods in tran-
sition, prevent arson and auto
theft, reduce fear of crime, im-
prove relations between police
and community, and make com-
munities more stable.

Some results of Neighborhood
Watch are difficult to quantify.
But there is no doubt that citizens
and Jazl law enforcement strongly
support and want to continue the
programs. In the final analysis,
that may be the most important
indication of its effectiveness.

Success stories about Neighbor-
hood Watch abound. A home
repairscam victimizing elderly
residents was uncovered by alert
neighbors in Albany:Georgia. In
Milford, Connecticut, 110 Neigh-
borhood Watches helped thidc
on elderly, handicapped and sick
residents afterHurricane Gloria
hit Eagle Scouts in St George,
Utah, organized a Neighborhood
Watch; observations from partici-
pants led to the apprehensio n of a
commercial burglar. A worldrig
mother in Detroit, fed up With
local drug dialing and disruptive
behavior on herstreet, was in-
strumental In organizing citizens
for action. Among the concrete
results-the confiscation of 15
firearms, a stash of cocaine, and
$25,000 in cash. Thlrtycases of
residential burglary were cleared
by a tip from a Neighborhood
Watch member in Orlando, Florida.

More StringentJudgment
Formal evaluations testify to the
success of Neighborhood Watch in
reducing crime and few oferime:

In Evaluation qf the Urban
Crime Prevention Program, re-
searchers termeA Neighborhood
Watch the most effective strategy
to involve citizens, strengthen
neighborhoods, and to build work-
ing partnerships.

People feel safer and perceive
their neighborhoods to be safer. In
a national survey, 72% of Neighbor-
hood Watch area residents
"perceived the rate of crime in their
Neighborhood Watch areas to be
lower than in adjacent neighbor-
hoods.-(-Improving the Effective-
ness and Utilization of Neighbor-
hood Watch Programs, Draft Final
RePon").

Min Community Crime Preven-
tion; Does It Work?Robert Yin, a
widely respected criminal justice
expert, concluded that "... the
evaluation results are positive
and encouraging -In most cases,
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the targeted crime was reduced
and the perceptions of dtizens
were changed in a desirable
direction-Furthermore, the eval-
uations used sound research teeth-
. ods and were done by experienced
research investigators, giving cre-
dertie to theresufts."

BiOadnatiOnal Surveil speak to
the widespread aoceptaram and
utility of the ioncept Statewide
studies have sinelarly endorsed ,
its effectiveness:

Arair' elitatiem itfthe California
Community Crime Resistance Pro-
grams reports that Neighborhood
Watch progranteare perceived
by both citizens-and law

as an effective means of
red udngOrime."Iri addition to
noting other posItiie benefits of
the programs, the report states
that burglary rates were reduced
in target cometteddes.

A telephone survey of Neigh-
borhood Watch programs by the
Florida Attorney General's office
discovered over 14,000 active
Neighborhood Watch programs
with 2.4 million dtizens involvect-
and a Into 64%reduction in
crime in programs which could
document effects.

But the stronirest evidence
comes from local programs.

Successful Neighborhood Watch
programs testify to property and
violent crimereduction, reduced
fear, improttcd police - community
relations, andfor positive changes
in residents' attitudes. Efforts to
improve community stability
through Neighborhood Watch are
so numerous that the quantity of
programs is In itself an indicator
ofsuccess. University research
teams or other qualified evaluators
have conducted formal evalua-
tions of most of the Neighborhood
Watch programs listed below.
These studies go far beyond
simple short-term comparisons of
crime data before and after the
P m.rogra

These studies arejust a repre-
sentative sample of results:

The Pennsylvania Commission
on Crime and Delinquency's com-
prehensive program, implemented
in Warminster Tovmshlp, reduced
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property and personal crime 19%.
Ina second city, Easton, reported
crime fell by 29%.

Burglary rates in Seattle, Wash-
ington, target areas were cut
roughly in lillibximplementing a
strong Neighborhood Watch pro-
gram, cited by the Department of
Justice exemplary project.
Citizens repOrted crime to police
more frequently, and calls to
report burglaries in progress
increased.

Reducing fear
Fear Of crime can cripple a
conenzAty. It can have sweater
Impact than crime 'tacit
Research shows that where
residents feel more responsi-
bility and control ores disturbing
sidsations and events, fear Is
reduced. Evalaationa of pro-
grams riesigwedaa reds re fear of
mime dessonstrate that such
efforts not only achieve their
purpose, bat hdp stabilize
commanItles /towel].

An exhaustive staeo by The
Police Foundation of programs
In Hoaston,11:xas, and Newark,
NewJerrey, demonstrated that
'there are relatively simple,
Inexpensive yet effective ways
that ponce, working with cid
-atm, can interrupt the cycle of
fear and crime that bas been
destroying neighborhoods
Citizen 'Esrey. In both cities
documented that reduced fear of
crime was assodated directly
with percepdorrof a safer com-
rannIty.And there were more
concrete results as wellfor
Instance, rive businesses opened
fa a coordinated policing area
In Newark.

'The Crary-St. Mary's area of
Detroit, Michigan, in a 1977 infu-
sion of Neighborhood Watch ex-
perienced a 61% drop in reported
residential burglaries and a 58%
decrease in total measured crime,
including violentaime. Fear was
reduced as welL A comparison
area showed only a 12.6% reduc-
tion in burglary and a 10% reduc-
tion Mall measured crime. Detroit's
success with targeted Neighbor-
hood Watch has continued. In a
1987 report Detroit's East Side

neighborhoods showed a 22% re-
duction in overall crime three
years after Initiation of the tar-
geted Neighborhood Watch effort.

In Sidney and Shelby County,
Ohio, the Eyes and Ears program
recorded a 50% overall reduction
in crime in rural areas and a 12%
reduction in crime in parts of the
town. Residents also became more
trusting oftheirneighbors and more
satisfied with their neighborhoods.

In Fall, 1933, St Louis, Missouri,
introduced a city -wide neighbor-
hood crime prevention program,
Operation SafeStreet, which re-
sulted in substantial reductions in
both violent and property crimes.
Participants were enthusiastic-
75% rated Operation SafeStreet
either good or excellent; 78% felt
that the home security projects
deterred crime.

The Bromley-Heath (Boston,
Mamachusetts) housing project
suffered many of the traditional
ills of public housing units, includ-
ing crime, dilapidated hallways,
and broken windows. Tenants,
took over operations, repaired
and maintained the property and
started a community patrol. Rob-
beries were reduced by 77%.

Burglary fell 77% ht 15 neigh-
borhoods in Lakewood, Colorado,
after Neighborhood Watch pro-
grams were started.

estate agents in Cypress,
California, helped police organize
an area of 600 homes into Neigh-
borhood Watches to reduce bur-
glaries, thefts and vandalism.
Burglaries declined by 52%, theft
by 45%. There were virtually no
reports of vandalism. Evaluators
also noted an estimated savings of
579,000 because volunteers rather
than police did the organizing.

Sometimes, more reported crime
is a good sign. After all, reporting
crime Is one of the behaviors
Neighborhood Watch is supposed
to encourage. Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, neighborhoods showed a
21.6% reduction in residential
burglary, based on reports to
police. The evaluators concluded
'hat because of an increase in



reporting rates, the actual reduc-
tion In burglary was Is probably
closer to 34%.

Ina study of 37 Watch neigh-
borhoods in Baltimore County,

,Maryland, Watch members were
estimated to be only one-third as
likely to be victims of residential
burglary as non-members.

In the metropolitan area of
Bakersfield, California, almost 43%
of Neighborhood Watch partid-
pants alsci made improvements in
their own homes'security. An
overwhelming 97.9%felt that
Neighborhood Watch reduced the
crime rate; 40.4% felt that it
greatly reduced it.

Researchers studied fifteen
neighborhoods in Montgomery,
Alabama. While all but two had
experienced burglaries before
Neighborhood Watches were
established, twelve were without
burglaries after the programs were
in place.

The Youth Crime Watch Program
In Dade County, Florida, has insti-
tuted acrime reporting system,
anti-crime rallies,and emphasis on
student pride in the concept of
school and community. The pro-
gram has In effect transferred and
adaptedNeighborhood Watch con-
cepts teklunfor and senior high

BetWieit 1981-ind 1986
many crimes were reduced:
assaults on Staff declined by 26%,
robberies were reduced 34.5%,
sexual offenses went down 34%,
in Involving drugs plum-
meted 29.6%. These reductions
came while crime was generally
increasing in Dade County. One
school official termed the Intro-
ductien of the program "the best
year In our school's history."

Neighborboed Watch enlists
older citizens as well Sun City,
Arizona, has 200 fully trained
senior citizen volunteer members
of the Sheriffs Department.They
provide more than 70,000 hours
of iervice each year to the city's
45,800 resid enter Seniors patrol by
car and on foot, conduct vacation
watch programs, s -slat in search
and rescue, provide traflicoontrol,
and organize and maintain Neigh-
borhood Watch programs. Sun City
claims one of the lowest crime
rates In the United States.
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In Jacksonville, Florida, 24
senior volunteers have organized
95% of the approximately 500
Neighborhood Watches. Partid-
pants rate the programs as
exceptionally well organized and
professionally prepared.

In sum, Neighborhood Watch
evaluations document that com-
munity efforts resulted In fewer
crimes, reduced fear, increased
control by community members
over theirpersons and their
property, greater trust among

NCPC has made every effort to
report accurately on program

results and activities reported
to It, but has not independently
audited any program or study.
Mention °fa particular program
should nor be coastrued as
endorsement by NCPC or the US.
Department of Justice.

neighbors and more satisfaction
with the community. Partner-
ships w ere formed and the quality
of life improved.

The Inseparable
Partnership: Community
Improvement and Crime
Pravention-
One of the special challenges In
crime prevention is to see crime
as a community-wide prohlem. If
specific crimes are reduo 1, but
the circumstances that lead to
crime remain unresolved, there
will be little longtemi change.
The best block watch program
possible will only haves limited
impact lithe community is seen
as an undesirable place In which
to live and do business.

A variety of research provid
strong evidence that the quality of
community life is related to crime.
Selected examples include

min aBiennialReport of research
fUnded by the National Institute
of Justice, Investigators In Balti-
more, Maryland, found an associa-
tion between the appearance of a
neighborhood and fear of crime.
Symbolic barriers such as fences
were perceived as improving the

appearance of the neighborhood
and reducing theft. People felt
safer where the residents could
Identify the neighborhood, knew
their neighbors, and felt that they
had a stake in the community.

It The same report cites a Chi-
cago, Illinois, study finding that
deteriorating property or disrup-
tive neighbors affected the desira-
bility of a community as a place to
live. It recommends that commu-
nity crime prevention include the
goal of maintaining and develop-
ing wtighborhoods.

11 in Disorderand Community
Decline the authors found that
community disorder, including
crane, has been causally linked
'-ick to infrequent social interac-
on, little community solidarity,
nd lack of cooperation, according

to their study of 40 urban neigh-
borhoods. Other factors affecting
the level of dkorder Included fear
)f crime, problems with new
neighbors, and unresponsive
landlords.

itA chapter of Metropolitan Crime
Patternscites additional research
on links between crime and the
strength of community organiza-
tion-what services or opportuni-
ties the neighborhood has to offer.
Evaluation ofthe Urban Crime
PrevaaionPregmm speaks to
the need to strengthen neighbor-
hoods before serious decline takes
place.

SCommunities and Crime Illus-
trates the need to strengthen
neighborhoods. In a 26 year study
In Los Angeles County, California,
it concluded that neighborhood
decay preeed= the rise of crime.
Breakdown is then hastened by
an increase in crime.

The quality of schools, reel
estate sales practices, housing
rehabilitation, disinvestment prat:
tices are ann.:Islam-tore cited
throughout the literature that
affect quality of life and the level
of crime. Increased focus on
community Improventent Issues
by those seeking to prevent crime
is essential

A Good Combination
An excellent combination of com-
munity improvcraentand crime
control can be found In prqiects
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generally categorized as Crime
Prevention Through Environmen-
tal Design (CPTED). CPTED seeks
to alter the corinnunIty's physical
environment to reduce opportuni-
ties for crime and provid e more
natural opportunities for citizen
interaction. CPTED projects have
theirgreatest!mpact when they
are designed and Impleinented
with the active support of those
individualsCiiganizations and busi-
nesses who use the area Strate-
gies could Include physical changes
like redesigning streets, or Im-
proving the security of a home or
business, or beautification proj-
ects and repair projects, plus
efforts to help citizens take con-
trol of an area.

A successful CPTED project in
the Asylum Hill neighborhood of
Hartford, Connecticu t, started as
an experiment. The program in-
cluded street closings and design

remchangesreo
to make the neighborhood
siden dal, the-useof trees

and shrubs to make street entran-
ces and exits more attractive, the
organization Or strengthening of
community groups, and creation
of neighborhold police teams.
The evaluation,.Veiyleborhood
Crime, Fear ondSoefal Centro!,
showed that the combination of
strategies reduced burglary, rob-
bery, and fear of crime. A follow-up
study found that even when
crime returned to previous levels,
citizens had high confidence that
the neighborhood was safer, that
the neighborhood Was improving,
and that It would continue to
Improve.

In Dayton, Ohio, a CPTED effort
led to street closings in the
McPheriontown neighborhood.
The predominantly residential
community experienced a 65%
reduction in crime and a 37%
decrease in through traffic.

CPTEDprojects can enlist a
variety ofcommunIty resources,
especiallyyoung people. TheYouth
Council of the Whittier Alliance
(Minneapolis, Minnesota) coordi-
nated a clean-up campaign to
Improve a deteriorating commer-
cial area Businesses hired teens
to spruce up the area. Crime went
down. Business picked op. Teens
got paid and gained a sense of
involvement. Everybody won.
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The Dorchester, Massachusetts,
Youth Collaborative's TIES clubs
are tightly knit, highly structured
groups offering one or more high-
interest activities. One club does
break - dancing, for example, and
has received national recognition.
But:sch club is also a work crew
to hell: the community. Clubs have
collaboested in the rehabilitation
and renovation of two neighbor-
hoods as part of community wide
crime prevention projects and
have taught older residents
practical crime prevention tips.

CPTED can also be applied to
commercial strips. Neighborhood
business districts often serve asor
are seen as barometers of the
strength and attractiveness of
surrounding residential areas.
Dangerous or falling commercial
strips can have a detrimental
impact on community life.

Planners In Portland, Oregon,
revamped a"sUip" commercial
area-:maldr.g street repairs, plant-
ing trees, installing new bus
shelters and street lights, Improv-
ing th e security of businesses, and
developing a business association.
Results? Residents were more
positive about the future of the
area. Steady gains were made in
the area's economic vitality. Com-
mercial butcdary was significantly
reduced.

Communities Reach Out To
Young and Old
But communities don't have to
close streets and plant tres to
have a favorable impact on both
crime rates and quality of life. Any
crime prevention program is capa-
ble oaddressing both. One tarn-
munity group reached out to
address the problem of latchkey
children. In State College, Penn-
sylvania, a local chapter of Ameri-
can Association of University
Women started PhoneFriend, a
warmline (non-emergency help
line) for elementary students. The
evaluation indicates success
children do call when scared,
bored, or lonely. Youngerchildren
(up to age 9) feel better because
of PhoneFriend.

Crime prevention begins early
in Mistsuri. The Urban League's
Crime Prevention Center, (Kansas
City), uses puppets to help three-
to five-year-olds in inner-city,
extended-day-care facilities learn
safety and crime prevention. These
children will, as they get older,
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spend considerable time in self-
care. Puppets explain the concept
of an emergency, present police
officers as kindly and appropriate
"helpers," and define "a stranger."
Children are taught basicssuch
as their home address and how tr
use a key. Test results show tisat
even these very young chIldri.,
do learn self-protective measures.

Pasadena, California, volunteers,
in their early sixties, trained and
sponsored by the Fuller Theologi-
cal Seminary's Psychological Cen-
ter and the Pasadena police
department, are specialists in
victim assistance and crime pre-
vention. The National Council of
Christians and Jews and the
police developed the program in
1976 to meet needs of elderly crime
victims for emotional support,
help through the court system,
referrals to other agencies, and
professional psychological ser-
vices. The program fills these
needs for 60 to 76 people a
monthand gives multi-media
crime prevention shows, provides
home security checks, and installs
locks on request.

The Fairview Homes Crime
Prevention Program in Charlotte,
North Carolina, used a compre-
hensive approach to counter sev-
eral problems associated with
public housing projects. Everyone
got Involved. Physical security
was Improved; weekend police
patrols were increased; residents
were organized to report suspi-
cious activity. But the Fairview
Homes Crime Prevention Pro-
gram didn't stop there. Programs
to support and encourage resi-
dents were established: victim-
witness assistance, help with drug
and alcohol problems. job referral
for youth, dispute settlement,
community clean-ups, and a spe-
cial watch for seniors.

The program was primarily or-
ganized, operated and managed
by the residents. Burglary and
larceny dropped by 35%in Fairview
Homes at a time when such
offenses were Increasing by 20%
within the city of Charior.e. Bet-
te yet, the community took new
pride in Its ability to assist victims
and look after and utilize the
talents of both youngand old. It's
community development and
crime prevention at its bestand
it works.



Another type of community
that has a reputation for being
difficult to organize is a neigh-
borhoodof renters. Once again,
however, dedicated residents
showed that community crime
prevention can thrive in all kinds
of communities'.

The Midweiod Kings Highway
Development Corporation (MKDC)
in Brooklyn, New York, is a
comprehensive neighborhood re-
vitalization project. Seventy per-
cent ofthe community's population
live in rental apartments. Before
the program started, the area had
begun to deteriorate. Crime rates
were up; the maintenance of
'buildings and public areas had
declined. Longer-term residents
began to view their community as
an area In transition. Perhaps It
was time to call it quits. But
instead of leaving, residents got to
work.

MKDC's effort to ..estore its
neighborhood was engaged on
three fronts. First, residents were
enrolled In citizen car patrols,
Operation Identification, block
watchers, and other crime reduc-
tion programs. Second, MKDC
started a small "town hall" for
residents and businessmen, giving
the neighborhood a strong, clear
voice in regsteringcomplaints and
demanding services from city
officials. Third, the Corporation
won federal, state, and city finan-

cing for housing rehabilitation,
commercial revitalization, youth
recreation, education, and environ-
mental improvement.

Each of 235 block and tenant
associations had a block watch net-
work Over 1,500 citizens became
car patrol volunteers. Block Homes
to help children u ere started along
with youth recreation, housing,
commercial revitalization and
other projects. Police-community
relaEuns improved.

A community can be a to Am, a
neighborhood, an apartment build-
ing or a school. Elements of the
city and the school teamed up in
Paterson, New Jersey to virtually
eliminate by 1985 what had been.
just three years earlier rampant
drug dealing at one high school.
Higher school standards, tougher
enforcement of rules and a pm-
gram of positive interaction with
local police were key components
in the mix at Eastslde High.
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Within the school community
itselL the Greenway Middle School
in Phoenix, Arizona, reduced drug
related referrals to administrators
by 78%and cut discipline related
refer rals overall by 62%. How? Stu-
dents were taught what drugs
could do to them, helped with
ways to resist peer pressure, and
taught how to act as counselors to
fellow students.

Community Improvement can
result In self.improvement, too.
Boys and Girls Club members in
Port Hueneme, California conduct
anti-litter campaigns, build de-
vices for disabled persons, hold
peer discussions on troublesome
issues, take part in job programs,
and record publicservice an-
nouncements for the clubs. Crimi-
nal justice and business leaders
spoke to club members. The
community is better off, there's a
substantial positive change in
school performance by club mem-
bers, and of 144 teenagers who
had some pnor history with the
juvenilejustice system, only one
had another contact.

Committed, active citizens are
essential to creating an atmo-
sphere of security and develop-
ment. A report sponsored by the
Ford Foundation looked at the
role of block associations in New
York City in increasing a sense
of community and encouraging
development. The more active the
block association, the stronger the
social fabric and the higher the
level of collective anticrime activi-
ties. Residents of the organized
blocks were both more aware of
crime and less fearful than were
residents of unorganized blocks.

The study recommends that
block associations link up with
larger community development
programs and neighborhood so-
cial service agencies to increase
services to residents. It concludes
that "Strong durable block associa-
tionsparticularly if linked with
one another and with larger
organizationswill produce meas-
urable benefits for urban neigh-
borhoods, Including Increased
collective ability to combat crime "

The York Road Area in Balti-
more, Maryland, needed jobs and
a revived commercial area The
area's Planning Committee ob-
tained 536 million In private
investment, 400 new jobs, In-
creased pride, and a $25 million
annual increase for Baltimore's

tax base. They also obtained the
US. Department of Housing and
Urban Development's "Award for
National Excellence." Community
organizations in Philadelphia have
started activities for youth, educa-
tional projects, monitoring of real
estate practices, homes for the
retarded, day care centers, blood
banks, food co-ops, and a credit
union. Houston communities have
substantially reduced litterthey
recycled 11 million pounds of
paper, glass, steel and aluminum.

These arejust a few of the
,sands of examples of citizen

action to prevent crime and im-
prove the comm unity. Citizen
action works prevents crime,
makes communities more stable,
and improves the quality of our
lives.

Success and the Future
Crime preventionfrom locks to
jobs, from porchlights to hotlines,
from cleaning up a neighborhood
to tearing down deserted build-
ingsworks. It prevents crime
and curbs fear. It makes people
feel safer and more comfortable
where they live and work.

But crime prevention has its
greatest success where it is an
integral part of the community It
works best when the citizens
involved see it as an expected
part of community life.

For the future, this suggests
that community cnme prevention

a must contmue to demonstrate
its success;

II needs to identify and explore
ways to become more firmly em-
bedded incommunity snsatutions,

should be on the agenda of
every group concerned with the
quality of life in our communities,

can forge a wide range of
partnerships and appeal to a
remarkable diversity of audiences

That community crime preven-
tion works should not be In doubt
how to make it most effective.
reducing crime and fear of crime,
and in building the community's
strength should be the focus of
the future.
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falitt MOST Fla WIT Who's Most Frequently
Victimized?TWITcomparingGime Wells By Their Naos
And The Type of Crime Involved

Once every 19 seconds, a teen In the U.S. Is a
victim of crime.

1983, over 1.7 million crimes of violence and
3.6 million crimes of theft were committed against
teens.

One In four rape victims In 1983 was a teenage
*hone In five assault victims was a teenage boy.
But teenagers represent only about onetenth of
our population.

It's a fact. Teenagers (people 12.19 years old)
are more frequent targets of crime than any other
age group In the U.S.

What crimes? Robbery, assault, rape, larceny,
purse- snatching, pocket-picking... all the crimes
adults are victims of.

If you area teen, what are your chances? Out of a
gym filled with 2,000 teens, between 358 and 362
were probably victims of personal crimes in the
Past year. Fill that same gym with 2,000 parents
(ages 3564) and you'll probably find about 144
147 victims. Replace them with 2,000 grandpar-
ents people over 65 and expect 5458
victims. (Remember, though, that those over 65
are most In fear of crime and when victimized, are
soya .ely traumatized.)

Why don't the police do something? Because
tens don't tell them about it when they are vic-
timized. Teens report crimes of theft and violence
far less frequently than adults for some crimes,
less than half as often.

Where cro teenagers safe? Only Where they take
safety with them. Crime can and doesstrike
teens any*here: streets, paridng lots, schools.
hon-41, ,trtos.

Tarns can m4 'heir chances of baIng targets. by
fo"e ving corin on sane tips to prevent mime.
Use rg your hbao to keep your body eel of edine's
way is good advice for all ages!

Look out for
yourself,
your Mewls,
your coot ---,try,
and help me...

VLICA CUTSF

471141ilmetME

125
Crimes of Wax*

119 119
Cranes et Then

12.15 16-19 20-24 25-3. 35-49 50-64 65 &Owe

Age Grace In Yeas

Where Vielmit Crimea
Against Teens, Occur

(/"1 Vainizastyn.
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Chairman Mnizi. Thank you. Doctor Stith?

-STATEMENT,OF DEBORAH PROTHROW-STITH, M.D., COMMISSION-
ER, MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,

BOSTON, MA
Dr. Piovnizow z-Sirriir. Let me start by adding my thanks to you

for having this`hearing. This is an important area for which many
of us' have struggled for 'a while. It's good to have it receive this
kind of attention.

I am now the Commissioner of Public health for Massachusetts,
and I've been in that office since the first of October. As a result, I
am)trying to find out what it means as a State Department of
Public Health to view violence as a public health problem.

Prior to that, I worked at Boston City Hospital as an adolescent
physician,. teaching in' schools ,a curriculum on anger and violence.
This curriculum has been evaluated and is available for distribu-
tion at this point.

I alio speak to you as a parent. Parenting is one of the most diffi-
cult things I have done, and that includes going to medical school,
doing internship, and now being Commissioner of Public Health.
So, when you struggle with what it means to be a good parent and
how you can keep your teenager from being involved in the kinds
of activities we are is about, you know exactly the kind of
question we.need to raise.

And I'm also a resident of Roxbury, Boston's neighborhood that
has the lowest per capita income and the highest homicide rate.

The thrust of my presentation this morning is looking at violence
as a public health problem. While it seems a bit isolated in its
view, let me start by saying I would underscore the kinds of things
you've heard around social supports, social and economic needs
being met.

Looking at violence as a public health problem, however, brings
you to certain conclusions that I think tu=n out to be very helpful.
If you look at the United States, we have the fifth highest homicide
rate in the world. It's 10 times that of Great Britain, 25 times that
of Spain, and 50 times that of New Zealand. There are about 20,000
homicides a year in this country. Most of the victims are young
and most are men.

If you look at the gangs, however, they only account for one per-
cent of that total number of homicides. If you look at 15 to 24 year
olds, the gang activity still only accounts for 15 percent of the total
number of homicides.

Most often, over half of the time, two people who know each
other, who've been drinking alcohol, who have a handgun, get into
an argument is the usual homicide setting. More street lights, more
Police, stiffer sentences, won't keep two people who know each
other, who are drinking, who get into an argument, and who have
a handgun, from committing a homicide.

We now have to look at violence from a different perspective. We
have the wrong attitudes as a society, and we actively teach that to
children. We teach them that violence is glamorous, that it is en-
tertaining, that it is the hero's way to solve a problem, and they
learn it. There are aorae in this society, young male adolescents
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who are poor and, in an urban setting in particular, who are morevulnerable to those lessons.
I would-add that the absence of a male role model who is nonvio-lent in the-life of a young boy seems to be one of the factors that

makes him vulnerable to the television hero.
The President said, "Make my day." It's a quote from a movie

hero. It not only means, I will use violence, but it means, I want to,I'm going to enjoy it. Parents tell children, "Go back outside andfight. Don't let that so and so take advantage of you," or, "I'mgoing to beat you for getting beat up." Parents don't want a wimpfor a child.
We have television heroes and movie heros who time after time

use violence as a first choice. It is always successful. They arealways rewarded, and there is never any sorrow. That is a glamor-
ous, unrealistic view of violence. We, as a society, have become fas-
cinated with this. We fmd it glamorous.

The popularity of the vigilante response to crime is yet another
example of how we have an attitude that says, "If you have a noblecause, if you are on the side of right, there's no limit to the vio-lence that you can use." For adolescents, a noble cause is defending
your boys or your girls or your girlfriend or your boyfriend or yourschool pride or your little sister or your neighborhood. Those arevery noble causes for adolescents and they've learned that message.What can we do about it? What does a public health approach
mean? What does it bring to the table? The same things that wehave used to change your attitude and your behavior around smok-
ing are the things and the strategies that we want to use aroundviolence.,

I remember when smoking was glamorous, when the beautifulpeople smoked, when on television all, of the movie stars smoked,
and when I took my candy cigarette and imitated the movie starsbeing the beautiful person. I also remember somebody coming into
my elementary school and bringing a set of lungs, one that hadbeen charred, from years of smoking and one that was normal toshow us the difference.

We used health education. We said, "You can't advertise smok-
ing on television, and not only can't you advertise it on televisionand make it glamorous, we're going to say on television that it's
unhealthy." So, we used that as a way of saying, "Smoking is un-healthy." We labeled the product, writing on the pack of cigarettes.
We've used legislative initiatives making it illegal here and notthere. We have also used insurance incentives, a variety of strate-_gies, many of which are appropriate to violence.

We can do health education. The curriculum that I mentionedchanged attitudes, - changed knowledge, and in one school that,
the curriculum for three years the number of suspensions for Vio-
lence was reduced by two-thirds. What -have we learned? That it'sappropriate and it can be effective, but what we also knew wasthat kids went home.

I'll share'with you the story of one teacher who taught the cur-riculum. boy who had taken the class came back to hervery depressed and upset. They talked. It turned out a fight hadbeen brewing over time. He had masterfully avoided the fightusing some of the techniques in the class. He was depressed be-
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cause his friends did not think that had been a good idea, nor did
his parents think that that had been a good idea.

So, while effective to talk about a curriculum in the context
of the high school, we have to challenge our attitudes as a society.
As a result, we targeted two neighborhoods in Boston, Roxbury and
South Boston, one black, one white, both the poorest in the city,
both with the highest homicide rates. In those two neighborhoods,
we're:using the churches, the schools, the police athletic leagues,
the neighborhood health center, every way that we can get the
message of preventing violence out.

We are also. using the media. There's a 30 second spot called
"Friends for life don't let friends fight." It shows a girl in one and
a boy- in another lamenting their role in setting up a fight that
caused a-friend to be killed. They're lamenting overlooking a body.
The girl is saying, "I should have never tried to make you jealous."
The boy is saying, "I should never have told you to beat him up. I
didn't know he had a gun."

When we look at the kind of fightingand it's glamorous and it's
exciting to look at the gangs, but that begins to overwhelm us and
that begins to put us in the extreme categorywe miss what's hap-
pening to the normal kids and the amount of fighting that's going
en in the regular school system.

If you look at that fighting, most often people know each other.
Most often it gets choreographed over time. Teachers know it'e
happening. Kids know it's happening. They set the time and the
date, 3:00, in the back. There's a crowd of people there. It has a
real entertainment quality to it.

Those are all reflective of attitudes that we have shared actively
with these,kids: I suggest to you that just like our attitudes around
smoking have changed, we find it offensive and unhealthy now,
and our behavior has changed, smoking is down 30 percent in this
country, that while we have to work on those kids who are at most
risk for these messages, we also have to challenge the source of the
message and deride as a society that the he71 is the person who
figures out how t,o avoid violence and not the person who indulges
mviolenee.

In the classroom, you get kids to list what's good about fighting
and what's bad about fighting. It's a very interesting exercise.
They'll list what's good about fighting. They're not stupid. They get
something from fighting. And then, you list what's bad about fight-
ing. In every setting, the alternative setting, the setting where kids
are particularly violent, that list of what s bad about fighting or
what you can loose from fighting is always longer.

And you can, in students in the high schoolsand this high
school- that I mentioned was not Boston s bestit was one of Bos-
ton's worst. You can, in a high- school and I suggest to you in a
community, using the same strategies that we use to change atti-
tudes and behavior in this country, have an effect on our attitudes
around violence and on children's behavior.

So; I. would offer that as you make your recommendations I hope
they include the social and economic, supports as have been out-
linedthe need to support parents as only one in ten children live
in a household where there are two parents where the mother is
not working. So, we have acholls that open at 9:00 and close at 3:00
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and close for the summer. Nine thighs of our children go hom: to
families who happen sometimes not to have the resources to come
up with after school and summer camp and vacations.

So, while we live in a society where all of that has to be ad-
dressed, we also have to address our attitudes around violence.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Deborah Prothrow-Stith, M.D., follows:]



The United States has the fifth highest homicide rate

.,in the world'. Xexico,.Brazil, Peru and Thailand have

higher ratas, but these countries have recently been at war

or have experienced major economic and political upheavals.

Our hoiioide race is 10 times that of Great Britain, 25

times that of Spain and 50 times that of New Zealand.

Our rate of 10 homicides per 100,000 population

translates into about 20,000 homicides each year. Seventy

percent of the victims of these homicides are men and 50

percent are under age 35.. From the perspective of lost

productivity, homicide is the fourth leading cause of life

years lost. Moreover, it is the second leading cause of

death for teenagers and the leading cause of death for

young black men.

Forty-nine percent of the 20,000 homicides in the

United States each year occur in settings where the victim

and aesailant know each other. Thirty-three percent of the

time the assailant and the victim are friends cr

acquaintances, and 16 percent of the time they are even

members of the same family.
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In 47 percent of the cases an argument has been

established as the cause, whereas the commission of another

crime, such as robbery, accounts for only 15 percent. Half

the victims have been drinking prior to the assualt and

half the homicides are committed with handguns. Indeed,

the most usual homicide setting is two people who know each

other are drinking and arguing and one or both have a

handgun.

Homicide, though, is only the tip of the iceberg.

There are 100 assaults reported to the police for each

homicide, but four times the number of assaults reported to

the police are reported in the emergency room. The injury

prevention program at the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health found adolescent assault rates in 14

non-urban communities to be 1,600 per 100,000 population

for 16 to 18 year olds.

More street lights, more police on patrol and harder

sentences.-- even the death penalty -- won't have an effect

on two people who know each other. Violence is not just a

criminal justice problem. It is also a public health

problem. And over the past couple of years evidence has

strongly suggested that by employing the basic preventive
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strategies that have been successful with public health

problems whose causes are to a good extent behavioral, such

as heart disease and cancer, the incidence of violence too

can be reduced.

Important institutions and leaders of our society,

however, are sending unhealthy messages to our children

about the role of violence. Hollywood movies, now

ubiquitous with the advent of cable TV and VCR's, are the

biggAst culprits, presenting violence as a glamorous way to

solve a problem or make a point. But the media need not

take full blame. How many young boys have been admonished

by their fathers not to be bullied around but to fight

back? How many school principals and teachers have said,

"that kid deserves to be hit?" And the rhetoric of "The

Great Communicator," our President, includes the bellicose

milliner from Clint Eastwood's Dirty Harry, "Go ahead, make

ny day."

Notwithstanding this difficult environment in which to

teach against violence, I strongly believe that we can make

good progress, especially through formal education. In

fact, my former colleagues at Boston City Hospital and I

developed and tested a "violence" curriculum in several

greater Boston schools. The results of our work showed

that knowledge about vielence can be increased and violence
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reduced at the crucial stage of adolescence. One of the

principles We taught was that anger is normal, yet it need

not be expressed in violence, and that other societally

acceptable and more effective ways of channeling anger

'exist.

Certain psychological characteristics of adolescents

can be catalysts of violence. These became crucial in the

development and use of the violence curriculum. One such

characteristic is narcissism.

Narcissism helps the adolescent make the transition

from family to the outside world.. Yet this narcissism is

also responsible for the extreme self-consciousness of

adolescents, Which makes them vulnerable to embarrassment.

Adolescents feel that they are always in the limelight.

They are particularly sensitive to verbal attack, and it is

nearly impossible for them to minimize or ignore

embarrassments.

Another adolescent charactistic that predisposes them

to violence is the transient stage of extreme sexual

identify, or "macho." 4stablishing a healthy sexual

identity requires transient states of extreme femininity

for girls and macho for boys. Macho is often synonymous

with "violent." Indeed, the image of a coward is a deadly

one for a male adolescent at this stage.
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Pier pressure has been labeled the single most

imporf.ant determinant of adolescent behavior. This

vulnerability to peer pressure, a normal part of

adolescence, facilitates the accomplishment of several

developmental tasks. Yet it also is a characteristic of

adolescence that enhances the predisposition for violence.

If fighting is the expectation of peers, then an adolescent

is often unable to disregard those expectations.

There is also evidence of the existence of a societal

moratorium from responsibility during adolescence that

allows the requisite experimental behavior to occur without

compromising future options. The adolescent is able to

adopt a variety of roles. without making a commitment.

Although it is debatable whether this moratorium occurs at

all, most agree that for youths living in poverty, it

does. The poor adolescent struggles with developmental

tasks without the protection of a societal moratorium.

Black adolescents, and to a lesser extent other youths

"of color," are in a more difficult situation, as they must

develop a healthy racial identity in addition to these

developmental tasks. Contact with racism results in

anger,and that appears to contribute to the

over-representation of black youth in interpersonal

violence.
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Violence prevention programs that ere developmentally

appropriate for adolescents and have a realistic cultural

context can be effective. Develowaentally appropriate

programs utilize peers in education and counseling and

reflect an understanding of the stages of adolescent

development. They have a cultural context within which the

violence, racism and classisn that many such adolescents

experience is acknowledged.

Of course, successful educational interventions will

reduce, but not end, violence in our society. It is

obvious that the fundamental causes of violence in our

society lie in our social environment - an environment

whose poverty, inlustice, racism and indignity create what

social scientist Lewis Ramsey calls a "free floating anger"

that often explodes into violence. It is this unhealthy

environment that we must ultimately eliminate.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Kessehnan?

STATEMENT OF DOCTOR MARTIN KESSELMAN, M.D., DIRECTOR OF
CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY, _KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER,
AND PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY, STATE UNIVERSI-
TY OF NEW YORK, HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER, BROOKLYN, NY

Dr. KEssimmAN Like the other speakers, I would like to thank
the Select Committee and the Chairman for having convened this
hearing, and also for having invited a psychiatrist.

Psychiatry sees the problem of violence in the youthful patient
from a very specific, perspective. It's a partial perspective. We see
only a small group of patients who come in with violence, but we're
seeing an increasing number of them. We think that because we
look at them from our own particular point of view, we may have
something to offer to supplement, not to replace, some of the ::om-
ments that were made by other speakers.

In fact, our .problems of violence on our wards and in our emer-
gency room has been so severe that recently we've had to take
what we felt was a rather unpleasant step of instituting metal de-
tection searches of people coming in for screening. The final straw
in that situation which made us decide we had to go ahead with
that was an 11 year old boy who was disarmed of a five inch knife
and was carrying a 30 inch sharpened metal rod under his pants
leg at the point where he was admitted.

Now, I.happened to hear about that. Well, he sounded like a hor-
rendous ogre, from the description of the emergency room person-
nel. I happened to see him the next morning because he had a sei-
zure in the unit. What I found when I got to the unit was a young-
ster, very very small, and not at all terribly frightening looking.

When I looked at the record and talked to him after he recovered
from his seizure, I found out that these lapses had been going on
for some months. The parentsactually, there was a single mother
and a succession of men in the househad neglected it. They them-
selves were overwhelmed and busy and failed to identify a serious
neurological problem that the youngster was suffering from. There
were other children, and there was a question of physical abuse in
the family.

From our point of view the episode highlighted something that I
think psychiatrists are concerned about and Dr. Stith certainly
mentioned, and that's the issue of vulnerability. We recognize that
violence is at. interactional issue. We recognize that the social
problems that have been amply delineated by other speakers are
going to focus on every individual in a community and in some
communities a culture of violence will emerge.

But, it's always going to be the most vulnerable and fragile
member of that society or that culture who may be more apt to
evince the kind of violence we see first. We feel that in concrete
terms a careful case finding, screening and ear'y intervention of
some of these individuals will pay amply if it's instituted and car-
ried through.

The kind of violence that a psychiatrist sees t-ends to be explo-
sive, impulsive, or the result of a major underlying mental disor-
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der. It's, not the kind of secondary violence that was described
before where samelxidi decides that in order to get a good business
deal or a rival, 'he plans to murder that person at a cer-
tain time and4:tertain place. That kind:of:violence, Which besets a
shockingly high proportion of our inner city kids, can only be un-
derstood in .thrras- of interactiorkletiveen vulnerability and social
;and fathiliaLeircrithatances.

I,Aght,to-e4 'that 've'ie-seeing a different ,kind of.patients in
pSyChiatric.hoSpitals.itoW, and, it's putting us under enormous pres-
sure and-may in fact be the :most, imPortentproblem confronting
state geVernment.T.We currentlyrno ,Ionger see the old ,Psychiatric

Oyer' thought we'd' be .fiostaliks for that-he patient
who cslue in with delusions, hallucinations, catatonia.

The tpatients we now see are sbnwing behavioral --changes.
They're More apt toiiree'ent us with long history of police and
correctional Contacts si`EL well as residential treatment as well as
previous psychiatric history. They,are more apt to experience aca-
demic and. vocational failure. They're very likely.,to have:ha&an
experience of a mixture of alcohol and polydrug abuse. I think alco-
hol has gotten scanted: in these hearings. I can't .,overeniphaSizethat it's' still, as far is I'm concerned, the most deadly drug of
abuse of them all, .

These patients' are apt to be referred by others rather than by
themselves, because Of impulsivity or threat of violence. These pa-
tients Lttadk staff-4 have more staff out on "cOmp time" year by
year than I ever used th have--7.end make the traditional kinds of
therapy 'almost impossible. They're noncomliliarat. They don't
follow through. What they do respond to, as several speakers have
already pointed out, is peer support and peer interaction, the Work-
ing with people who know their life and can understand them.

Now; it's difficult to determine whether our experience reflects
an absolute increase in the manifestations of violence in this popu-
lation, because the correctional sNjstem, the social work system, and
the psychiatric system trade-off patients. When the correctional
system doesn't have enough beds, patients who would otherwise
have been identified as criminal come into our system. They're
flooding into our system and I think they're overwhelming it.

Now, I'd like to comment briefly on three elements of this prob-
lem and even more briefly on what kind of responses might be ad-
dressed.

First, the alcohol and drug abuse. It's been emphasized again and
again. It's appearing very early. We're seeing nine and ten year old
kids who are heavy drinkers and who are beginning to abuse crack.
These kids are abusing everything that's on the street. They are
not selective. We don't quite see that even progression. We see
people who are grabbing at whatever they can get high on, and
they're grabbing at drugs which have as a direct toxic effect, hy-
peractivity and violence.

These irugs, cocaine, crack, amphetamines, produce paranoia.
When you come off them, they produce severe depression, every bit
as severe as the kind of depressions people suffer spontaneously.
They need treatment. Curer ttly, at least 50 percent of the patients
presently in our emergency room are alcohol or drug abusers, and
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a,third, of the patients in. our emergency room are on crack. So,
:we're a Microcosm of society.,

:SAindly; We're hecoining increasingly aware that many young-
itera;hroUgh, a. cchibination of perinatal birth damage, physical
tibuse,,inalnUtritiOn andlrequent-head injuries, are brain damaged.
TiOrothiOtno*Lewiaof-NYU has demonstrated very nicely that if
,yetiatoP4O-,eiraininethede cases one by one, you frequently find
treatable;, identifiable evidences- of neurological dysfunction, like in
Ihepsitientlitaiteetwith,=ibich 'cambe dealt with and treated.

I thizikAaCI 'WOulLP caution the 'committee against taking global
solutions' only. 'We need a. combination of the knowledge we cur-
Tently- haie- donibined with 'more-global and socially oriented solu-
tionS.

Many- of our kids are exposed to violence, as Dr. Stith
has mentioned. We see an awful lot of physical abuse, and in the
.City of Nevi York, the City simply cannot' folloW through on child
-abilse.casea.'We'Ve been hit over the last. Couple years by a succes-
sion of,scandals. IF don't think it is the city government that is at
fink 'Tlie incidence of child abuse in this country is shocking and
is tioniiinitted,,,ransgeneiationaliy and is going to spread geometri-
ciallY.

.

Now, what dol think can be done? Well obviously it's a complex
piohlenr,but from the point orView that I'm coming from I would
certainly; first suggest that our attention to drug and alcohol abuse
needi to be integrated with all other mental health efforts. Because
of funding streams, and local politics, at least in New York State,
the treatment drug and alcohol abuse is separated from the
treatment of mental health disorders. That means that both sys-
tems area free to refuse the very patient that we're talking about.

Secondly, we need to have early case finding, things like court-
referred projects, people who stay in the court room and pull out
kids who have a clearly psychiatric disorder, school screening pro-
grams for neurological dysfunctionlearning disability was men-
tioned by Dr. Currieand at residences we need to have outreach
teams. These programs can be funded via block grant mechanisms
for the states. We need to intervene early in child abuse programs
to identify cases.

I'd like to end by suggesting we need to know more along with
prescribing a cure. I think that NIMH and other governmental re-
search agencies might be given a mandate and some support for
helping us to understand more than we currently do about some of
the etiology and mechanisms of violence.

[Prepared statement of Martin S. Kesselman, M.D., follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTIN S. KEsSELMAN, M.D., DIRECTOR OF PSYCHIATRY,
KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER, AND PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY, STATE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER, BROOKLYN, NY

Psychiatry and the Problems of Youthful Violence

I am the Director of Psychiatry at a large city hospital in
Brooklyn, New York which serves the needs of a large inner city
population. When Mr.Gilligan asked me to address you, he referred
to a report from the "front lines". The military analogy is apt
for our resources, both financial and personnel, always scarce in
the public sector are increasingly beleaguered by changes in the
nature of the population which we treat. Patients are far less
apt to present with the classic pictures of psychiatric illnesses
in which symptoms were largely manifestea in terms of the
patients inner experience (depression, hallucinations or
delusions). Instead, we are seeing patients in whom these
symptoms are largely subordinated to behavioral changes. The
"new" psychiatric patient (as the N.Y.Til7FEYFaUbbed him) is
more apt to present with a long history of academic and
vocational failure and with an arrest record admixed with
numerous brief psychiatric contacts. He is likely to have begun
to abuse alcohol and drugs (generally a mixture of different
drugs) early in his teens. He is more apt to be referred by
others (rather than himself) ecause of episodes of impulsivity,
threat or violence. This th.eatening aspect persists in the
hospital where attacks on staff have risen dramatically. These
patients tend to be manipulative and distrustful of authority.
They fail to make treatment relationships, are difficult to
retain in treatment and are non-compliant with medication. They
respond poorly to treatment and their careers tend to vacillate
between brief contacts with correctional, psychiatric and socialagencies.

It is difficult to determine whether our experience reflects
an absolute increase in the manifestations of violence in thispopiarniC. Since they are difficult to maintain and manage, a
greater relative number may be referred into the psychiatric
system from jails and residences where we might otherwise have
been unaware of them. Of the broad spectrum of violent behavior,
psychiatric facilities tend to see patients whose violence is
impulsive, explosive or a manifestations of a radically altered
mental state such as are produced by substance abuse or psychotic
changes. Hence, our experience is relevant to a part of the
sphere of interest of this cvalmittee.

I should like to comment briefly on 3 elements of this
problem which are of current concern:

1. Alcohol and Drug abuse is a prime determinant of violent
behavior in this population and is appearing in successively
younger patients (9 or 10 years of age). Alcohol abuse alone issufficient to "dissc the superego" or prevent inner controls
from de 'loping. In the patients we see, polydrug abuse is the
rule -whatever is "on the streets". While heroin abuse leads to
"secondary" violence -the patient needs money for his habit- thestreet drugs our patients are now using elicit violent behavior
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as a direct effect. They inc.ude amphetamines, cocaine
(particularly "crack" which is endemic in the ghetto), PCP(
("angel dust.") and hallucinogens such as LSD. All of these are
commonly admixed with alcohol. At least 50% of the patients
brought to our Emergency Room have major drug abuse problems and

about a third are directly involved with crack. These drugs
produce intoxications manifeste%4 by hyperactivity, impulsivity
and paranoid thinking which makes the patient unable to test
reality and leads to highly dangerous behavior.

2. Through tte work of Dorothy Otnow Lewis of NYU and
others, we have become increasingly aware of the role of

neurological factors in our population. Lewis has noted that many

of these patients have a history of physical abuse, multiple head
injuries and frequent episodes of medical illness. This leads to

neurological dysfunction manifested by learning difficulties,
impulsivity, seizures and violent outbursts. The patient is
unable to discriminate social situations and to inhibit violence.

Many of our violent patients have low intellectual levels. Some
suffer from major psychotic disorders which themselves impair
intellectual functioning. Clearly these factors act directly to
increase violence and indirectly to impede social development and
to limi' the sense of esteem and achievement which might support
the you,,gsters' internalization of controls.

3. Finally, many of our patients are exposed to violence,
often family violence at an early age. We are increasingly aware
that physical or mental abuse is "propagated"
transgenerationally. Exposure to violence through TV has been
implicated as a factor in reducing the threshold for such
behavior; the evidence is mounting (e.g. Jerome Singer at Yale)

but far from completed. Certainly, the acceptance of the tenets
of a "culture of violence" in impoverished communities is common.

It is possible that neurological dysfunction, poor education and
dominant modes of communication which inhibit use of verbal
rather than action based modes of expression may also dispose

.wards violence.

Briefly, among the remedies to be considered are:
1. Efforts are control of substance abuse must be

intensified and tailored to the inner city setting. Psychiatric
and substance abuse programs must be integrated rather than
administered separately as is currently the case in New York

State.

2. Preventive health measures including early case finding

and treatment for ghetto youths with neurological dysfunction and
learning disabilities must be emphasized.

3. Identification and early intervention in cases of child

abuse must be a goal of well funded effective programs.

4. Research efforts (through NIMH) must be supported and
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targeted to these populations.

Martin S. vssselman M.D.
Director of Psychiatry
Kings County Hospital Center
606 Winthrop St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11203

Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
State University of New York
Health Science Center at Brooklyn
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Chairman Mat Thank you. Mr. Martin?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MARTIN, DIRECTOR, CHICAGO
INTERVENTION NETWORK, CHICAGO, IL

Mr. MAwrix. Let me briefly reiterate my appreciation to be
before this committee and to give a special thanks to you, Mr.
Miller, who is so diligently pursuing this issue regardless of if it's
appealing or not appealing. I also want to thank your staff, Tim
Gilligan, who is an example of your dedication, who has called us
at Chicago a number of times.

I represent the Chicago Intervention Network. That is an anti-
gang program, or a gang alternative program that is run by the
City of Chicago. It's a comprehensive approach to gang violence
and recruitment that was spearheaded by the late Mayor Washing-
ton. Presently, the Mayor, Eugene Sawyer, is very strong behind
the program. We're housed in the Department of Human Service,
Under the Commissioner, Judith Walker.

My statements basically are going to keep toward the ground
level of what we see on the street. The CIN has been in existence
three years in April. Basically, we have a number of staff persons
that are out aggressively on the street building one en one relation-
ships with youth. We have Chicago organized into nine areas
where we receive input from advisory councils, private citizens who
help us organize activities for youth.

We run an anti-graffiti program, pulling and drawing youth from
the gangs to repaint over graffiti in their area, knowing that graf-
fiti is a code and a symbol that charges gangs up toward each
other.

In addition to that, we work very closely in 40 different high
schools identified with having gang problems organizing parents
and community block clubs.

I would like to speak on this problem. What we see in Chicago,
which I think is a trend that has been echoed by a number of my
colleagues, particularly the youth and some of the professionals on
the first panel, is presently the continuing weakening of family
structure and family ties. This plays a tremendous role in young
gang violence. Many of the youth who join gangs join gangs be-
cause their emotional needs are not being met.

Many of the gangs today are performing tasks that the family
used to perform. The gangs provide the youth housing, income, and
support during stressful times. It is not uncommon to see a gang
respond to the anniversary of the death of one of its member's par.
ents. They will escort that member to the grave site and sit and
support the member's grieving.

In addition, we see additional loyalties that develop for the
gangs, and the youngsters are willing to commit any crime for the
sake of the gang. The gang provides youth with a separate lan-
guage, rank and attention. These are natural emotional needs for
adolescents who are between the ages of 12 and 17 years old. The
gang has organized itself into an ability to hook into these emotion-
al needs. Therefore, when one of the gang members are hurt, it is
extremely easy to convince a gang member to retaliate out of re-
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venge for the sake of their fallen comrade. It is as if someone has
hurt one of their family members.

A factor which influences this attitude of a willingness to commit
violent crime for the gang has to do with youngsters seeing adult
role modals commit violent crimes also in 'heir neighborhood.
Many of our youth see tremendous domestic violence all around
them and see adults settling disputes in the street with guns or
knives. This lends to the attitude that it is okay to steal, intimi
date, or mai kill for the gang.

The increased numbers of truant and dropout youth in our
school vstem contribute to the gang violence. There are a large
number of youth who are out on the street with minimum activity.
These youth tend to harass children who are going to school on a
regular basis. Inherent in these youth dropout and truancy rates is
the whole issue of what area grade school youth come from. The
youth who come from feeder schools to rival gang turfs are often-
times sent to high schools with opposite rival gang territory. These
youth are followed home. Once it can be determined that they
come from a rival gang area, they are immediately harassed. We
are talking about ninth graders. They don't even have to be part of
the gang, just the fact that the elementary grade school that they
came from is from a specific gang area. We see this playing tre-
mendously into the dropout rate and the truancy rate around the
schools.

In addition to the above-mentioned factors, we see an upsurge in
the homeless youth population. These are children who have been
abandoned by their parents and told to just get out of the house.
These children roam the street and become members of gangs and
often gravitate toward the goals and direction of the gangs. These
youth have no family support and very quickly form an allegiance
to the gang and are willing to do whatever gang leaders say.

Many youth join the gangs because of the money which can be
generated from drug sales. We have cases of young youth 19 years
old stating that they make $500 a week. We have had other youth
stating that they are able to make $5,000 a week from drug sales.

Young youth are recruited to become lookout posts for drug deal-
ers. These youth graduate to become connections for drug sales
with other youth, and then these youth graduate to becoming drug
sellers themselves niaking large amounts of money for themselves,
but also making large amounts of money ;or the gangs and setting
that money aside for the operation.

It is felt by the youth on the street that if they are caught they
will not do much time. Tkey will get some of the better lawyers
that exist in the city to defend them, because of the monies and
revenues brought in from drugs. If a youth does do time, then the
gang will pledge to support their family fmancially. So, according
to the youth, this is an unbeatable deal.

Anyone or any.^rganization which MOVPS in to threaten this eco-
nomic structure is dealt with quite clearly through violence. The
gang has a structure already laid out to sell drugs in its area and
will not tolerate interference from other gangs or other persons
without retaliating

Communities wl:.:11 have minimum opportunities to employ
youth and whose families are receiving minimum support to work
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through stressful situations such as unemployment, death, inad-
equate housing, medical cares poor academic standards in neighbor
hood schools, et cetera; these are the neighborhoods where gangs
seem to spring up and strengthen themselves by recruiting young-
sters and' providing for the youngsters' needs which cannot or will
not be met by the family or neighborhood.

However, a tread that is developing rapidly is the escalation of
gang, recruitment and gang violence in influential and well-to-do
communities. Gangs, again, are able to recruit youth successfully
because of the breakdown in the family and meet those youths'
emotional needs. We see clearly that the poverty and other factors
which are ,associated with low income communities are not the
only contributors-to gang violence.

Particularly in those communities which are affluent and have
an economic base, gangs are attracted to those communities be-
cause of an ability to sell drugs. The markets are there, and any-
where that the market is a gang will pursue.

We are beginning to see this in the colonization. of gangs which
was mentioned earlier, which I think is just a trena that no matter
Where you are at gangs are moving toward this. They will send one
of their leaders who has made contact with another gang member
in prison and that will take a large amount of money and go
out and start up a drug distribution network in another area. We
see this in Chicago as it relates to some of the subsurbs, but we are
beginning to see this happen in terms of traveling out of state. So, I
think this is just a consistent progression,

A serious factor which contributes to gang violence is how the
gang views the criminal system. When you talk to the youth on the
street, they are very quick to inform you that the newspapers will
carry a violent homicide on the front of the newspaper. When it
comes to the sentencing of the offenders, the newspaper does not
carry the sentencing of the offender.

Youth on the street believe that if you commit a homicide or a
murder, the chances of you getting caught are slim and if you do
get caught you will get a short sentence of three to five years and
you will be back on the street again.

The gang structure rewards gang members who commit homi-
cide, assassination, murder for the gang's benefit. Once they return
to the street from prison, they are given immediate higher rank.
Oftentimes, their families have been supported financially and
they have rubbed elbows with the hierarchy in the gang and have
more clout and power from their relationships with leaders in the
prison system.

In addition to this, the gang members view the conviction rate as
it relates to certain neighborhoods. We're beginning to get gang
members who are sophisticated enough to look at the percentage of
arrest and sentencing which is occurring in each area. When they
track that, they me that. a particular area is easier to commit a
homicide and a murder and their perception is that it is no an all-
out cost to go after them, that if they commit that murder down-
town that's a higher risk but if they commit that murder in some
other areas, that's a lower risk.

They are even computing that, if I can use that word, into their
calculations when you talk about retaliating. They see that in some
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neighborhoods violent crimes are given high priority at any cost,
and that in other neighborhoods violent crimes are not solved. This
gives & message that it is a better risk to commit homicide in cer-
tain areas of the city.

Because of this attitude by many gang members, their confidence
spills over into the community. Many community residents are un-
willing to stand up and testify because they believe what the gang
member&tell them in terms of the -intimidation on certain cases.

Youngsters on the street refer to prison as gladiator school It
simply provide& an opportunity to make the right contacts, to get
the kind of prestige and rank needed .to have other persons under
them infleir organization when they come back on the street.

This is played out by many youngsters because they have rela-
tives who 'are in the gang structure, or immediate family members
in the gang structure. We are beginning to see third generation
gang members where they have seen the scenario played out where
someone in their family has gone to prison and come out in three
years to have higher rank and the family was supported financial-
ly. So, prison really doesn't threaten them under these kind of
short circumstances, when you talk about two or three years.

Recommendaiions that I would talk about very briefly and just
some quick comments: the recommendations that we see, we feelthat its a long-term unemployment problem that has to be worked
on. Many of the youth do not start off in the gangs just simply for
money. The drugs play a very cohesive and kind of a glue factor inthe gangs. They allow gangs to do much more than they life re been
able to do.

Kids are attracted to the gangs because of their emotional needs.
It is that gang member who is spending the time. When we talked
about the school that had excluded some children and turned the
school around, we feel that you have to have strong standards in
schools, but what happens to those youngsters when they hit the
street? They are very very easily devoured by the gang and jointhat gang.

Long-term unemployment, a national policy that will look at that
not only for youth but for family. Alternative programs for youth,
which has continued to be articulated. I agree with my colleague
who sits to the left of me. It has to be a very comprehensive ap-
proach to elementary schools. We are seeing children recruited atthe ago of 18 years oldI'm sorry, 8 years old and under. Why?
Because, again, their father is in the gang, their uncle is in thegang.

So, the reasons on why to not join a gang, and what is beyond
that in the tolerance level for frustration of how you solve a prob-lem. Rather then king a hit on someone or throwing down, as
the kids would say, to be ..ble to work on that. So, I think a com-
prehensive preventative program in an elementary system musttake place.

One of the things that I did not go into that needs to be men-
tioned is the criminal justice system, looking at the whole issue of
how gangs control the prison system. Our feeling is that youcannot enter a prison without being stronger, without coming out
being more stronger in the gang structure. Because, you can't sur-vive in a prisonand even ifyou go in prison without a gang-relat-
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ed incident, you're going to join a gang before it's over just so you
can survive. So, this whole control of our prison system is an issue.

Tougher sentencing on those persons who really have bought
into the whole violent concept where life is cheap and really
Commit homicide and murder without a flinch. These persons must
:receive tougher sentencing, Baiically, the youth see them come
right-back on the street and this must be strengthened. In the Chi-
cago area, this has been strengthened and I think this makes a big

-difference.
In conclusion, we're looking atI was previously a U.S. proba-

tion officer" and had the pleasure of working with a number of fed-
evil officers who were workirig on a local and state level. But, what
We're begiiming to see as relates 'to the youth and citizens coming
faith, we really need more investigators who are trained in the lan-
,guage and CultUre of various communities. You cannot really
eigiect the kind of help that the community must give in order to
make this work unless we can get more investigators trained in
that area:

As we look _at gang crime across the country, the units that are
responsible for responding, many of those professionalsnot taking
anything away from themcannot come into a Hispanic area and
speak the language, cannot come into different areas and really
work with the community. This needs to me improved on and I
think this can be done.

Finally, the media being more responsive to sharing in the paper
what happens to someone who does commit a violent offense. If I
talk to ten kids on the street, I can say that nine of ten of them
really believe that they won't get caught, that nothing will happen
in the-area that they live in.

And finally, to be able to put more stringent enforcement on pro-
tecting the borders of the United States from drugs entering the
country: This is something that we really feel needs to be done.
The drugs are really affecting our youth and I echo what some
other persons are saying. We're seeing your "Nar and younger chil-
dren on drugs, and they cannot be reaches. They cannot even be
reached on a preventative level when they are on the drug at
eight, nine, and ten years old.

Thank you very much for me being able to :hare these brief
statements.

[Prepared statement of Robert Martin follows:]
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March 8. 1988

1Mr. George Miller
Chairman -Select Committee
on Children. Youth and Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Honorable George Miller:

I am please to participate in the Select Committee
on Children Youth and Families hearing on youth vio-
lence and the current trials

on Wednesday. March 9.1988 in Washington. D.C. You will find attached to
this letter a number of current factors and issues
which contributes to youth street crime and violence
in the Chicago area. I believe you will find that
Issues contained in this document articulating and
describing Chicago's problems to be relevant to
national trends which are taking place.

If I can be of any help in the future or contribute
in any way, feel free to contact Commissioner
Judith Walker. Department of Hunan Services in
Chicao for further information or comments. We
are extremely pleased to participate in the hearingsprovided by your committee.

Sincerely.

Robert E. Martin
Director
Chicago Intervention Network

CS: Cossissioner Judith Walker

EM /la
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT MARTIN, DIRECTOR, CHICAGO INTERVENTION
NErwoag, CHICAGO, IL

Reasons f)r Increase in Street Youth
Gang Violence and Crime in the Chicago Area

There are a number of reasons why youth crime and violcnce are

escalating in the streets. The following is a listing of reasons

and factors which play into increase street violence and crime

among youth.

Presently the continuing weakening of family structure and family

ties plays tremendously into youth gang violence. Many of the

youth who join gangs, join gangs because of their emotional needs

not being met. Many of the gangs today aye performing tasks that
the family used to performed. The gangs provides the youth housing,

income, and support during stressful times. It is not uncommon to

see a gang respond to the anniversary of the death of one of its members

parents. They will escort that member to the grave side and tit

and support the members griving. In addition we see additional
loyalties that develop for the gangs and the youngsters are willing

to commit any crime for the sake fo the gang. The gang provides

youth with a separate language and rank and attention. These

are natural emotional needs for adolescents who are between the

ages of twelve and seventeen years old. The gang has organized

itself into an ability to hook into these emotional needs. There-

fore, when one of the gang members are hurt it is extremely easy

to convince a gang member to retaliate out of revenge for the

sake of their falling comrade. It is as if someone has hurt one

of their family members. A factor which influences thin attitude

or willingness to commit violent crime for the gang has to do with

youngsters seeing adult role models commit violent crimes also is

their neighborhood. Many of our youth see trenendous domestic
violence all around them and see adults settleing disputes in the

street with guns or tither knives. This lends to the attitude that

it is ok to steal, intimidate or even kill for the gang.

The increased numbers of truant and drop out youth in our school

system contribute 1:o the gang violence. There are large number

of youth who are out on the street with minimum activity. These

youth tend to harrass children who are going to school on a regu-

lar basis. Each neighborhood must be able to develop more alter-

native activities or these youth will gravitate to the gangs. Being

part of the gang is the same syndrome of almost being a superstars

in a sport. Your are able to get the girls, everyone around you

gives you attention and looks up to you and It is a very call and attractive

organization to be part of from the viewpoint of toe youth on the

street. The higher the school drop out rrte and truancy rate

becomes the more youth will be recruited into the gangs and a

higher rate of violence will take place. Inherited in these youth drop

out and truancy rate is the whole issue of what area grade school

youth come from. Those youth who are in feeder schools who belong
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to rival gang turfs are often times sent to high schools which arein the opposite rival gang territory. These youth are followed
hone to see what areas they live in and if they live in the wrongarea they are attacked and harrassed ongoingly. The whole issueof tut- aad who controls what area is a factor which contributes
tremendously to gang violence.

In additiin to the above mentioned factors we see an upsergein the homeless youth population. These are children who havebeen abandoned by their parents and told to just get out of thehouse. These children roam the street and become members of agang and often gravitate toward vacant buildings and open apart-ments in housing complexes. These youth have no family support
and very quickly develop allegiance to the gang structure and ganggoals.

Because of the large number of children who are on the street
generated by the high drop out rate, truancy rate, homeless youthand children who have emotionally severed ties and have become
ungovernable or unsupervised, they are extremely attracted by the
alternative economic structure which the gangs have develop quitewell. Many youth join the gangs because of the money which canbe generated from drug sales. We have had cases of young youth
nineteen years old stating that they make $500.00 a week. We
have had other youth stating that they are able to naku $5,000.00
a week from drug sales. The drugs that ar,, generally sold on the
street as it relates to youth street gangs in the Chicago area is
cocaine, crack, marihuana, and white heroine. Young youth arerecruited to become look out posts for drug dealers. These youth
graduate to become connections for the drug dealers tc other youthuntil finally becoming drug sellers themselves making large amountscf money and setting aside of moneY for the gang operation. It isfelt by the youth on the stree, that if they are caught they will
not do much time and they w! get some of the better lawyers that
exist in the city to deffenu .n because of the monies and revenues
brought in from drugs. If a youth does do tine then the gang will
pledge to support their family financially, so according to theyouth this is an unbeateable deal. Anyone or any organization which
moves in to threaten this economic structure is dealt with quiteclearly through violence. The gang has a structure already layed outto sell drugs in its area and will not to'srate interference from
other gangs or other persons without retaliation.

17
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Communities which have minimum opportunities to employ youth and

whereby their families are receiving minimum support to work thru

stressful situations such as unemployment, death, inadecuate

housing, medical care, poor academic standards in neighborhood
school, etc.; these are the neighborhoods where gangs seems to
spring up and strengthen them elves by recruiting youngsters and

providing for the youngsters t .eds which cannot or will not be

met by the family or neighborhood.

However, a trend that is developing rapidly is the escalation of

gang recruitment and gang violence in influential and well to do

communities. A number of communities which wild be consider suburbs

of the Chicago area are beginning to experience gang problems. This

is taking place because the gangs again are able to recruit youth

sumessfully because of the breakdown in the family and meet those

youth emotional needs. We see clearly that poverty and other
factors which are associated with low income communities do contri-
bute to gang violence. In particular those communities tend to

have more drugs p, elems and more fight and rival powerplays over

drug sales. This can lead to extreme violence in those communities.
But. you also see a gtowiag trend which has existed for quite

some tine of youngsters in fluent neighborhoods purchasing drugs

also. The gangs have found a market all over and will utilize
that market whenever they can to sell drugs. Most recently this

can be seen in some street youth gangs whereby they are using

the monies from drug sales to colonized. Gang members are

given large sums of monies and are transported by plane to other
states and other areas in order to develop gang allegiance and a

new drug disbursement structure for that are-.

A serious factor which contributes to gang violence is how

the gang views the criminal Justice system. When you talk to Youth

on the street they are very quick to inform you that the newspapers
will carry a violent homicide on the front of the newspaper. When

it cones to sentencing of the offender the newspaper does not carry
that where everyone can regularly see it. Youth on the street believe

that if you commit a homicide or a murder the ,Nance of you getting
caught are slim and if you do get caught you will get a short

sentence of three to five years and you will be back on the street

again. The gang structure rewards gang members who commit homicide,

assasination, or murder for the gang's benefit. Once they return to

the street from prison they are given immediate higher rank', often

tines their families have been supported financially and they have

rubbed elbows with the hierarchy in the gang and have more clout and

power from their relationships with leaders in the prisons system.
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- In addition to this the gang members review the conviction
rate.as it relates certain neighborhoods. They seesome neighborhoods violent crimes are given high priority and
are solve at any cost in other neighborhoods violent crimes arenot solved. This gives a message that is a better risk to commit
-a homicide in certain areas of the city.

Because of this attitude displayed by many gang members their con-fidence overspills into the community. Many community residentsare unwilling to stand up and testify because they believe what
the gang members tell them in terms of intimidation on certain ca-ses. Youngsters on the streets refer to prison as gladiators school.
It simply provides an opportunity to make the right contacts, to
get the kind of prestige and rank needed to have other persons un-
der you for your organization in the gang when you cone out. Thisis played out by many youngsters because they have relatives who
are in the gang structure or family members in their immediatefamily who are in the gang structure who had done short time in
Prison. We are seeing a trend now where youngsters on the street
are third generation in terms of members of the same gang. They
have seen the scenario playedout and have no reason to doubt that
the gang cannot protect then and provide for U. i during any si-tuation.

Recommendations efforts which will support and develop a number of
alternative activities for youth in their various communities mustbe encouraged and facilitated. More monies must be allocated towards
employment of youth and supportive programs which will keep a familyintact and .ngether.

The criminal justice system must begin to move toward getting control
of the prisons where gangs are flourishing and provide tougher sen-tencing on those off, n who have committed violent crime. In
terms of qualified , tives and investigators in communities
which understand the i, guage and the culture this needs to be In-creased and improved upon. ill violent crime should be given toppriority not just some crime solved and others are not given top
priority in terms of resources and follow ups. The media must
become more responsible.and report on news even if they feel it will
not totally add to the selling of papers in a sensational way. Itis just as important to report on the committing of a homicide asit is the sentencing of an offender so that the youth and the commu-
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nity see that crime does not pay.

There must be a coLprehensive, educational, preventative gang
program implemented in the elementary school sytems. We must
get to youngsters while their values are still developing at
the ages eight years old t'ru thirteen years old. We are inter-
vening with youngsters at a point that the gang has pretty much
convinced them that it is worth it to commit their lives to the
gang structure. The issues around homeless youth and neglected
children must be addressed more seriously. If we do not addressed
these issues the gangs are prepared to recruit these children into
a structure which gives support from the children viewpoint.

We need to realize the important: that all the gang is, is an
alternative economic structure which has emerged because of the
lack of private business, government and community ..o addressed
effectively the need of our children in various communities.

It should also be mentioned that the battle against gang recruit-
ments and violence will be won only when an emphasis is placed on
improving longterm unemployment, provide more alternative activi-
ties for youth and establish stronger responses which prevent drugs
from entering the boarders of the United States.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Sister Fattah?

STATEMENT OF SISTER FALAKA FATTAH , DIRECTOR AND
FOUNDER, HOUSE OF UMOJA, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Sister FATTAH. Thank you very much for inviting me. I guesseverybody's almost ready to go to sleep now. I do have a few addi-tional remarks. I have no disagreement with any of the previous
panelists, iowever I do want to emphasize the problem of familyviolence in the form of battered wives, child abuse and parentabuse.

In America, there are an estimated 86 million families in which5,000 wives per day are beaten. Witnesses to and sometimes co-vic-tims are the children who therefore learn very early to accept vio-lence both individual and collective. Here is the training ground
for youth violence. The home is where youth !earn to use violenceto resolve conflicts. If we are to save them and us, we must changeour violent society, if necessary, family unit by family unit.In my home at the House of Umoja in Philadelphia, we are at-tempting to intervene in the lives of these high risk, violence proneyouth. We began this journey almost 20 years ago when my hus-band told me that one of my six sons was a gang leader. At thattime, in the late '60s, gang members killed each other in Philadel-phia at the rate of 40 to 45 a year. Philadelphia was the gang cap-ital of the country. Now, Los Angeles is.

As a desperate attempt to save my son's life, I invited his divi-
sion of the gang, 15 boys, to live in our home along with my hus-band and our sons. This invitation set us firmly on the path ofcaring for over 1,000 boys between the late '60s and 1988. We havehad over 73 different gangs represented within the House ofUmoja.

I have found, through this experience, that the devastating dif-ference between youth of the '60s, the '70s, and the '80s, is theavailability of cocaine and the increased availability of guns. Thestreet price of cocaine has fallen from $600 per gram in the early1980s to $70 or $100 per gram today. The increase in urban mur-ders across the country in the past two years has been attributed tothe rise in cocaine abuse.
This subculture of violence is creating a moral and spiritualcrisis in America today. To change things, we've got to find a wayto stop the flow of drugs, to unlearn criminal behavior, to dispelthe lingering tolerance for violence and deromanticize deviant be-havior.
I've shortened my remarks because I've asked Robert Allen tocome with me, because I've never been a gang member. I don't liketo talk about Indian problems when I'm not an Inuitn. So, RobertAllen is a former gang leader. He was a gang leader for ten yearsuntil I met him at a gang conference which he called. He was quitea problem, now he's part of the solution.
So, with your permission, I'd like to have him make a few re-marks.
Chairman MILLER. Sure.
Mr. Allen? You've demonstrated a great deal of patience today,Mr. Allen.
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Mr. ALLEN I'd just like to say I've heard a lot of stuff said here
today and I'd just like to comment on some of them.

A gang is a family, no doubt about it. Anybody who thinks they
can stop gangs is just wasting their time. The thing is not to stop
the gangs, it's to stop the negativity of the gangs. Gangs are a posi-
tive thing if they are doing it in a positive way. That's the great
unity that black people have is gangs. The only problem they have
is that they do violent harm against each other.

Now, I heard the brother talk about Chicago. If one lady in
Philadelphia could sit 500 gangs down and get them to come to
some kind of peace, that means that they can be saved. I've been to
Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, all the cities you have listed here.
I've worked with different gangs: the Savage Nomads, the Ching-a-
lings, the Black Stone Rangers, the Almighty, and we all have the
same problems.

Like the brother said from Oregon, that they are going to fight
the gangs, ye _3 cannot sit here and tell a gang that you are going to
try to battle them. You have to sit here and tell them you are
going to try to work with them and come up with some solutions.
You cannot ask any gangs to stop if you're not going to have a so-
lution. I know $3.35 is a little bit of money to make, but you still
have to teach them responsibilities.

In the schools, thG problem with the schools is you took the disci-
pline out, getting child abuse mixed up with discipline. You have to
discipline children. Now, any time a child knows that they cannot
be disciplined they're going to act up. They're going to do what
they want to do. So, you have to come up with some kind of solu-
tion where a child cannot tell a teacher, "If you hit me, I'm going
to put you on charges of child abuse."

Now, it's up to you to learn. The teacher cannot make you learn.
You have to learn yourself. I gang-warred for ten years. The teach-
ers told me I wouldn't live to be 18. I'm 34. So, every year I go back
to the high school and let them know I'm here another year, and
I'm going to college for five years. I know if I wouldn't have met
Sister Fattah in '72, I probably would be dead or in the penitentia-
ry for the rest of my life.

But, I'm saying nobody in any city or any state can fight any
gang. The best thing to do is try to work along with them. You
have to tell them not to be like you were, to be like you are now.
Every young gang member has somebody that was their idol from
the past and they're trying to be like that person. So, you have to
take your time and sit down and say, don't be like we were, be like
we are now.

You need, as far as cocaine and the gangs, cocaine used to be a
rich man's high and now it's a poor man's high. What public wel-
fare needs to do is start checking on these wbifare people who
trade these food stamps in for cocaine and spend their chocks on
cocaine instead of their children and paying their bills and stuff.

You should go around when they get their food stamps and check
the refrigerators and see whose refrigerators are filled and whose
are empty and you'll know whose on drugs. When young kids come
home with gold. on all their fingers and all over their neck, then
the parent in that house is condoning that because they have to
know what they're doing.
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Now, I hears a young guy say earlier that they should be lockedup. All young people shouldn't be locked up. A lot of them are mis-directed. So, what you should do is not allow them to go throughthe juvenile system 100 times. When they come there three times,then that's when you're going to have to put your foot down anddeal with them. If yeu let them go through there 100 times, ofcourse they're going to keep on doing it and think they can getover. Somebody is going to have to deal with them right then andthere. Not saying, "Lock them up," because if you lock some ofthem up, then they get institutionalized and then they use that.When I went to jail, one thing I found was that all the gangsthat we were fighting stuck together. If we were from West Philly,we stuck together. If we were from North Philly, we stuck togeth-er. If you were from South Philly, you stuck together. So, I said tomyself, "If I can do that in here, I m going back out on the streetarid do it."
Nobody ever told me what a human life meant. Until I metSister Fattah, I didn't care about shooting or killing anybody.Then, she told me only God's supposed to take a human life. Then,you've got to get tI.ese churches more in violence. When I wasyounger, the reverends would get out there on the street with Isand walk with us and talk with us and go to the police station v,us. They don't do that any more.
So, then you take five or ten years to deal with a problem. Youngpeople have to realize that there are people out there who aretrying to mak.) money off them. So, they want them to gang fight.They want them to kill. Then, you are giving a lot of programsmoney that are :iot working. You should have some young peoplesitting right up there with you making decisions for young people.Ask them which programs are working, which programs should getfunded.

At House of Umoja, we don't get paid. In all the years I've beenthere, 15 years, dealing with gang problems. Eve,y month, everyweek, we'ro dealing with a gang problem that other people are get-ting paid for. We have one thing they don't. A young life meansmore to us than a paycheck. That's what a lot of other people haveto start doing, stop thinking about that paycheck and getting paidand think about saving one of those kids lives. You save one out of100 and that's mere than a million dollars.
I wish that you would get some kind of a group together that ev-erybody could bring their resources together and just go to differ-ent cities and help each other out. That's all we could do. But,trying to get rid of the gangs, when gangs are fighting nothingmoves, drugs, numbers, nothing moves, and that's why people aremanipulating them to do the drugs, sell drugs.
So, you have to get on the parents and the young people. I justthank God that they sent Sister Fattah before I got killed or wentto jail for the rest or my life. She helped me go on to college forfive years. She showed me that I had leadership potential to use ina positive way, not a negative way. So, since I was part of the prob-
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lem, I'm going to always try to be
cause, there's going to always be
people.

So, that's all I have to say. Thank
[Prepared statement of Sister Fal

part of the solution now. Be-
young people killing young

you.
aka. Fattah follows..]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SISTER PALArA FATTAH, DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER, HOUSE OF
UMOJA, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Hr. Chalraan, I an grateful for .he opportunity sub3ect

of youth violence.

In defining the problem I
remember former Attorney Gene:al Ramsey Clark's

remarks on the root cause of the problem.

"In every major city in the United States ,,ou ufll fine that tva-thirds of

the arrests take place among
only about two per4ent of the population. Where

is that area in every city?
Well, its in the sane place yhert infant morta-

lity is four times higher than in the city as a whole; where the death rate is

25 percent higher; where life expectancy is ten years shorter; where common

communicable diseases with the potential of physical and mental damage are

six and eight and ten times
more frequent; where alcoholism and drug addiction

are prevalent to a degree far
transcending that of the rear of the city; where

education is poorest-the oldest
buildings, the moat crowded Ald turbulent

schoolrooms, the fewest certified
tc.:hers, the highest rate ol dropouts; where

the average formal s:nooling is four to six years less than for the city as a

whole."

Further causes would Include: family violence i.e. chili at le, battered
wives, etc.

In America there are an estimated 86 million families in ,inch 5,000 wives

per day are beaten. Witness to and sometimes
co-victims are the children who

therefore learn very clearly to tccept violence as a part of daily life.

This is your training ground
for youth violence both iedividval and col-

lective.

Youth use violence to resolve conflict.

If we are to save them and us, we must change our violent society.

Between 1820 and 1943 an killed another person every 86 seconds, today

a child kills another child every day: They haven't caught up with us yet, but

they are making the effort.
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Since violence is a learned trait, we must do as Michael Jackson says,

"Look at the an in the mirror".

At the House of Umoja Boystown we arc attempting to intervene in the

lives of these high risk, violence prone youth and re-direct them.

We began this journey twenty years ago when ' discovered that one of any

sons was a gang member.

Beyond reason I have always loved my son Robin. He is the second in a

family of six boys and was born when I was just twenty-one years old. The

night before his birth I had been watching a particularly brutal boxing match

on television. I have always found violence ree,lsive and my premature labor

pains started just as the losing fighter w ,ounted out. It was a prophetic

beginning.

My first husband, an army sargeant, stationed on base in another state,

was not at home. My mother, stepfather and three-year-old son were sleeping

in their bedtooms when I quietly left in . taxl-ab to go to Ca: hospital alone.

Shortly after 1:00 p.m. the next day, five-pou0 Robin was born, while

in the background I could hear the strains of the 1953 record "The Little

White Cloud That Cried," from a distant hospital radio.

That haunting, plaintive sing was the prelude to my unbridled love for

this baby and the beginning of the House of UMOJA Boystown which actually

came into being sixteen years later in 1969. It also si4,_aled the s;art of

a lifelong battle with American street violence and its cause; boys and men

who are too quick to fight and kill each other.

I named the baby Robin after the baseball player Robin Roberts; as a

nonviolent sports fan. I find ball playing preferable to boxing. But

Robin himsolf didn't take to playing baseball, basketball or football. As

u boy he instinctively loved to fight. At the age of -en or eleven he would

come home bruise and beheveled, and happily report that he had had a great
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time! What that really meant was that he had been fighting.

We lived on a block which formed
a dividing line between a welfare-

supported, lower -class neighborhood and a middle-class working district.

Robin always chose his cio', friends from the poorer side. He always

wanted to share his toys with boys mho had nothing - not even a father.

I guessed it made him feel impor ant in a family ble:sed with talent,

intelligence, and a middle-class income. But none of this maternal under-

standing prepared me for the revelation which came when Robin turned sixteen

years old.

It was my second husband who told me the truth. He had discovered that

Robin was an active gang member in our home town of Philadelphia, a town

where gang members killed each other
forty-five times in that year alone.

While I sat stunned at the news, my husband went on to explain what he knew

from his own experience as a former gang member; that 7 :ouldn't deal with

Robin as an individual. I had to deal with his group tecauae he now had more

loyalty to his group thar, to his family.

And so, in a desperate effort
to sal/4 Robin's life, I invited his gang

division of fifteen boys to live with our family; to my surprl...! they accepted

the invitation. That act set us firmly on the path to caring for over 1,000

boys between 1969 and 1988,
because the fifteen original boys were gradually

followed by 200 others who
came of their own accord, and 800 who were sent by

the court.

These 1.000 new "-ons" have each
come with individual and group needs,

stayed for varying periods of time, and then left to make room for new boys.

America is the most violent of all
tbt ,'astern nations even though the

seeds of violence can be found in every man being in the werld. Gang

violence in Philadelphia, the city where America was horn, can be traced back

ro 1791, when waves of European
immigrants arrived to start a new life. By

1$O
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1840 various ethnic groups were fighting for turf and inscribing their names on

neighborhood walls. Those gangs were armed with sling-shots, pistols and knives,

and they often caused riots that ended in arson, shooting and murder.

The gang problem has been found all over the world, from england, Japan

and Germany, to Austria, Scotland and Russia. In America there have been gangs

drawn froa membeLs of every ethnic group - Polish, Irish, Jewish, Italian,

Puerto Rican, Chinese, Mexican-American, native Indian, and African-American.

Often they were motivated by deprivation. In Philadelphia ViG Int clashes

between youths of African-American descent rose sharply after the youngsters saw

the political and social gains of the 1960's being taken awaf in the 1Q70's.

By 1973, Philadelphia's homocide rate for black males between the ages of fif-

teen and nineteen had risen to 10 fnr every 100,000 black residents.

In June 1969 I asked my husband, David Fattah, to research the black

gang culture so we could understand what moved these youths to 'iolence. The

study was completed before we askee Robin's gang to cow.: and live with us and

was the foundation on which the invitation was made.

The research revealed that the origins of black gangs lay in the second

great migration cf black people from the rural Soi.th to the urban North, the

black trek which took place in 1945, at the end of World War II. They came

north to Philadelphia to escape the poverty and racism of the souel, the

legacy of slavery.

Usually the men came north first to find jobs and settle in. As money

became avaiiable they would send for the rest of the family. At that time

it was customary for blacks newly arrived in Philadelphia to head straight

for South Street, a traditional block on the south side of the city about

which a saying developed; "Walk Suuth Stre,,t and find a friend". The fiend

they found wild be someone from home, a "home boy".
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As time went on, within the gang culture, the word home boy was shortened

to "hommie". The hommie would assist the new -comet tz find a plate to live and

a place to work. He could also be counted on to fight in case of trouble.

From this arrangement developea
living patterns that ensured that clusters of

home folks or kin folks lived tosethet in specific neighborhoods.

Originally, black people from Virginia, Georgia, North Carolina and

Florida all chose to live in different
sections either accocding to the

name of a street r, if the gang had power ambitions, they called the streets

nations, such as "Zulu Nation" or "Mon_ ation".

Consequently, a traditional Philadelphia block street ga./g was composed

of friends who lived it the
same neighborhood and usually had kiiship sinks

developed over generations uith ties to the South. Many of these

gangs were founded by families, since
recruitment took place at funerals wneie

families and friends gathered in mourning. It ras easier to acquire new

followers when emotions were aroused over the death of a gang member.

In contrast to white gangs, which has motorcycles, these black youths

were usr.11y not mobile. Black gangs had less money than white gangs and so

they usually kept to their ground,
their "turf", szlalized with each other

and drank wine or watched movies
and television when they were lot involved

in gang wars or making court appearances.

Their fascination with the media resulted in many gang members adopting

street names from Hollywood gangster
movies featuring James Cagney, Edward G.

Robinson and Humphrey Bogart.
Bogart in particular, so fascinated the gang

youth that they included him
. their language. "Bogart" in street talk is a

verb meaning "force your way past obstacles".

The names chosen or given to gang members usually gave a clear indication

of their personal:cies or skills. Thus a came like "Killer," "Shotgun," or
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"Cram", meant exactly what it suggested.

Gangs iere broken down by age into a rigid hierarchical system:

Pee Wees 10 to 14 years olds

Juniors 15 to 18 years olds

Seniors 18 co 21 years olds

Old Heads 21 and older

Only the older divisions were permitted to bay and keep weapons. But

those arsenals included shotguns, knives, car aerials, broom handles, boards

and fire bombs.

Orders for gang wars were usually issued as a result of complaints from

Junior or Seniors, and after being sanctioned by the Old Heads. Some orders

were issued from prisons which housed the Old Heads.

Robin's gang was called Clymer Street and he was one of the leaders, or

"runners" of the Juniors.

This division of Clymer Street was named the "Dark Angels," and Robia'

shared command Jf the division with two other boys, Bird and Sam. By virtue

of their roles as leaders, these three boys were also targets for rival songs

13th and South Streets, which had a combined membership of 300, and 20th and

Carpenter Streets which has 250 members. Therefore, 550 boys might have

reason to kill my son.

The Pce Wee? beneath The Dark Angels were called "The Little Wheels of

Soul and included Robin's younger brother Arthur, who liked to call himself

"Little Rob".

In order for The Little Wheels of Soul to graduate to the _tatus of the

Dark Angels, they had to undergo three tests involving loyalty, fighting and

drinking. To prove loyalty, the prospective gang member would have to walk

through a rival gang's turf; fighting involved boxing with the Dark Angels and

holding your own drinking until the person almost passed out.
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The role model for my son's Clymer Street gang was a gang named "The

Savage Seven". The great attraction of this group was that even though

they were black, they owned motorcycles.

Also, even though they resided in a poor black area eleven locks away,

The Savage Seven claimed a white area, Rittenhouse Square, as part of their

turf. Rittenhouse Square looks just like a European Park. It's centered in

an affluent white neighborhood and peopled by the idle rich and professionals

who live in stately high rise apartment buildings. Around the park was land

claimed by a black gang. So the residents quietly walked their dogs, planned

art shows and admired th- flowers, while around then street youth played their

deadly war games.

However, since the Clymer Street gang didn't have motorcycles, they

settled for bikes and developed a specialty for stealing them. They could

rake apart and reassemble bikes in
minutes and were skilled, fast riders who

were adriot in getting away from the police.
They used these bikes to peddle

their way into my heart and my home.

At the start of our arrangement we had to establish rules to live by. I

asked three c_ the boys to form a committee mhich would report back to the

group. The rules they came up with were approved and have stood the test of

time.

Very simply they are:

1. No fighting among the residents.

2. Resolve conflicts through discussions.

3. fifty push-ups for being high on drink or drugs.

4. No girls in the bedroom.

5. Collective decision making.

6. No stek...ing.
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7. 10 p.n. curfew.

8. No weapons in the home.

S. Shared work and responsibility.

10. Communal spending based on the .Ieds of the group.

11. No gang warring.

12. Tell the truth in house discussions

In return for following these rules the boys get a place to sleep, re

lar meals, a ten dollar a week allowarce, and freedom from jail or public

institutions. Host important of ,11, they get a sense of belongins, to a family

that cares. The boys themselves say they learn to take responsiblity fcr their

own lives, to respect themselves and to stand on their own two feet.

The scheme worked. There was sanctuary and harmony inside our hone,

which became known as "The House of UMOJA." Umoja is a swahili word meaning

"unity".

Our contentment lasted from 1969 to 1972, during which time boys came

and left on their own. None of them re -urned to gang warring, but gang wars

-:ontinued to take the lives of young people throughc,.c the city at an alarming

rate.

In 1972 the city administration appealed to gang members to turn in their

weapons. Gangs had in their possession thousands of sLotgun4 and automatics.

Some had even obtai.ied highpowered rifles. Fs didn't believe they would give

up their guns and we were fearful of the consequences since the new mayor,

Frank Rizkl, hail won his job by campaigning on law and order. A former police

commissioner, he had a rough renutation. ..vie of our fears of the mayor's

reaction if the youths refused to give up their weapons, we *.au:ched a series

of gang conferences in an attempt to negotiate peace agreements.

At each conference recurrent themes were expressed. The boys wanted

jobs, respect, decent recreational opportunities, and understanding, but they
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themselves had no respect for
or understanding of the value of Leman life.

They ware hopeless but aggressive, a "d their tolerance
for frustration was

small. We found that they were used oy everyone. They were extloited by

p^ iticians to get elected and by
government and social zgencies to get

money. We found that gang youth had
become an economic base for the greedy

and an escape value for the racist. However, we also found a need for love

and a willingness to communicate.

In 19%3 we decided to visit
gang members in prisons throughout the en-

tire state to solicit their
support in planning a final conference which

developed into an all-out campaign to end gang wars.

That final conference
was held on January L, 1974, with

thirty-two gangs
in attendance. One of the most significant

agreements to come from that

meeting was a peace between the Valley and Norris Street gangs. Traditional

enemies for generations, they had been responsible for four gang deaths in 1973.

We chalked up another
success four days after the conference during a

private meeting between the Zulu Nation and 8th and Diamo-d Streets Gangs at

the House of Unoje. Their agreement was written on the "No Gang War Poster",

which became the symbol of the campaign. This poster was presented to the

state governor on Jat.uary 8th,
1974, and he responded by ordering every stare

store in Philadelphia to display the poster.

The struggle for peace
agreements continued throughout the year with

meeting held in schools,
police stations, and even camp sites. Hundreds of

people became involved.
Apparently. it was an idea whose time had come, and

the young people responded
positively to the outpouring of atttmtion they so

badly needed.

No one person or organization
deserves tne credit for the campaign's

success since it involved total
community's effort. but because of this ex-

plosiOn of love,
gang deaths declined from thirty-two deaths to one between
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1974 and 1977.

Today we are building an Urban Boystown in memory of this declaration

or love and to provide a permanent refuge for street kids who are still

dying from poor education, high
unemployment, crime, drugs, and high risk

life-styles.

According to the Department of Health and
Human services, nearly one

million young people drop out of high school annually. Nationwide approxi-

mately one out of every four ninth graders will not graduate from high

school and, in some urban areas, the drop-out rate approaches 50 percent.

One out of every 17 yea..-olds in this country is functionally illiterate.

More than 573,000 babies .-.re born to teenage
mothers each year, and half of

these y-Ing woven will not complete high school. Moreover, teenage pregnan-

c. is of associated with long-term poverty, health defects and other

types of problems. An alarming number of young peWs use alcohol, and a

high percentage are users of drugs such Rs marijuana and cocaine. A 1986

survey of tgh school seniors found that more than 55 percent of the youth

surveyed were current users of marijuana and nore than 6 percent were

current users of cocaine. Automobile accidents, homocides and suicides,

respectively constitute the three leading causes of death among adolescents.

I have found through experience that the devastating difference be-

tween youth of the 1960's, 1970's and 1980's is the availability of cocaine

and the increased availability of guns.

According to "Justicia" newsletter of the Genesee Ecumenical Ministries,

"the street price of cocaine has fallen from $600 per gram in the early 80's

to $70 - $100 per gram today.

The increase in urban murders across the country in the past two years

has been attributed to the rise in cocaine.

Victim rights activist, Karen Kurst-Swanger claims that, "violent crime
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occurs every 24 seconds, every 28 minutes a murder is committed. Every six

minutes a woman is raped and every three seconds a property crime is committed."

This sub-culture of violence is creating a moral and spiritual crisis in

America Today.

To change things we must find a uay to stop the flow of drues. unlearn

criminal behavior, dispel the lingering tolezance for violence and deromanticize

deviant behavior.
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Chairman MILLLR. Well, thank you. Again, my appreciation for
your being with us here this afternoon. You know, in listening to
the testimony, I have to say thatmaybe it's just because of the
service on this committeebut, you really haven't told us anything
new. And I don't suggest that you have a responsibility to tell us
anything new.

t'e just say that there obviously was a decision made in Wash-
ington, and it was a joint decision between the Congress and the
Administration, everybody involved, that we were going to make a
dramatic withdrawal from this field in 1980, and we did. Demo-
crats, Republicans, everybody voted to do it, and we have watched
the resources dwindle.

When I look in the area that I represent, which is a kind of a
cross-section of the countryit's rich and poor, and it's minority
and majority ...ommunities and very diverseI don't really care
what the kid's problem is; there are not the resources to deal with
it. I mean, if you want to take the most limited number of kids, the
kid that is sl severely disabled because of mental illness, and we
may only have a handful of them, they're all on the waiting list.
Now, if you want to take the kids that have encountered drugs,
they're all on the waiting list.

And what I see is a system that is just shuffling kids back and
forth from mental health to j...venile justice to the education
system and searching for a dollar or searching fur a placement or
searching for a service for that young person. And that's for the
person that they're searching for, but there's a thousand kids wait-
ing for someone to pick up their case.

We convened a meeting here a couple of weeks ago of people,
mainly youth advocates, ate leys, /,;-,ople delivering services, and
people who are challenging the existing system, and nobody in that
room, from every section of the country, was talking about a social
wort -er, a mental health worker, a juvenile justice worker, a correc-
tions officer, anybody dealing with less than 200 or 250 cases.

Now, I learned a long time ago that 200 cases didn't mean 200
kids. That meant 200 kids and mothers and dads and uncles and
aunts and probation officers and mental health workers and doc-
tors. Nobody has that kind of time in the world.

So, we shouldn't be terribly surprised, if I'm listening to you,
that we now have a huge number of young kids that are in trouble;
from the full grade, from mildly in trouble or potentially in trou-
ble, to kids that are into just severe anti-social behavior, to obvious-
ly the taking of human life or visiting tremendous amounts of vio-
lence on other people on a random basis.

If that's accurate, there's just no way in hell we're going to ad-
dress this problem under the current situation that exists today.
We're back now to where we've got to make a decision, it seems t3
me. We can pull together churche somebody's got to go out and
pull those churches together; I mean, somebody's go', to be existing
in the community, it seems to Me.

But I haven't visited a community in the five years we've been in
this Committee where anybody has told me they have enough re-
sources. I don't care if they're right-wing, left-wing, liberal, con-
servative, Democrat, Republican, if they care about kids and fami-
lies, all I have heard for the last five years on this committee is
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that all of the caseloads are going up and all of the resources aregoing down.
We see a dramatic increase and I suspect it's due to changeallteachers and physicians have different responsibilities about chili-,abuse than they did before. But -;Te see a 55 percent increase in re-ports of child abuse and a two percent increase in the resources todeal with it.
What worries me, and I'll finishwhat worries me is I rememberthe fights when 'Timmy Walters fought Fred Fees and there were200 students at my le.gh school looking on. We waited for 3:00 p.m.at the terrace for that fight to take place, but nobody ever believedone of these kids was going to kill one another. We were just talk-ing about the upper parking lot versus the lower parking lot atthat point and where you parked your car. That was kind of mini-mum.
Now, what we see is kids with a huge destructive capability. Andgang violence may be only one percent. (That's probably true in Bo-livia, Colombia) they have a tremendous multiplier effect today. Ijust don't seeI don't think I would vote for a war on drugs todaybecause I think I'd be lying to everybody. I did that once, and all Igot was a lot of disappointed people in my community who thoughtthey were now going to be able to address the problems as they de-scribed them. So, I think that would be consumer fraud at thispoint.
But I just don't see, after listening this morning, the descriptionsof the patterns, your discussions and then each one of your recom-mendations is diametrically opposed to what we're doing in theCongress. It's exactly the opposite. I'm supposed to be in a BudgesCommittee meeting today where we're going to cut juvenile justicefunds, where we're going to pit mental health against special edu-cation and nolyly's talking about new monies for gangs. Nobody'stalking about new money for youth violence. Nobody's talkingabout looking at this as a public health problem.
I find in Congress we're one of the few bodies that constantly areamazed and yet we've participated in this action like nothing wasever going to happen. If we continued to dismantle 15 percent ofthe military over a seven year period, and I'm not pitting socialspending against defense spending, what do we think wouldhappen at the end? We'd end up with inadequate resources to ad-dress the national defense problem. We have continued to disman-tle about 15 percent of the social structure and delivery system inthis country and now we have no delivery system. Now we have aproblem that really threatens the existence of our communities.This the family; this is an alternative structure; this is an al-ternative economy, by default, is maybe what. you're suggesting.When we passed Proposition lb, we closed all of the playgrounds,the libraries are closed, the city of San Francisco is now going toclose 20 libraries. The institutional structures where you could goas a young child have disappeared. There's great fanfare after 13that all the fathers were going to get together in the suburbancommunities and line the baseball fields and cut the grass. Well,they didn't. They didn't, but they did it a little bit longer than theydid in the inner cities.
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But there's no big recreation program in the city of San Francis-
co or in Oakland or in Berkeley. There's no person to teach you
how to kick a ball after school. I mean those structures, it seems to
me, have just simply disappeared from the landscape of the youth-
Cal experf nce. I'm not sure how we get back to that point. We can
moralize to families and tell them what their responsibilities are.
We're talking to a lot of families who don't have the slightest
notion of what their responsibilities are or the resources to deal
with them.

Now, that's my scenario. Will you fix that system in the next 20
minutes? I'd just like to hear the mismatch, that this isn't as bad as I
think it is. With the best of intentions, I don't get the sense that
any of us can honestly walk out of here and tell our constituents
that we can address this problem today under the current status;
that this problem is going to be addressedfrom a law enforce-
ment base, when we are out gunned, to a social service delivery
system where you're simply overwhelmed.

Does anybody disagree with that? I don't want to be preaching to
the choir, but I see that as an indictment. I don't say that just as a
status T.-:,port. I think that's an indictment of where we are with
our children.

Dr. PRoniRow-STrni. I don't disagree that programs have been
significantly cut and under funded and that is a critical pm.' of
what we're offering. I do thinkand this is not even as an alterna-
tive, and I almost hesitate to put it as a response to what you said
because I totally agree that its underiu. namg and cutting. I do
think that the pubac health approach does offer something new.

As a medical student, I trained in one of the local emergency
rooms learning to suture. A fellow came in at 3:00 in Or, morn-
ingput in two stitches. We talked for those two hours it took me
to do that about what had happened. He knew I was a student. At
the point that he was ready to leave, he said, "Look, don't go to bed
because the person who did this to me is going to be in this emer-
gency room m about an hour and you're going to get all tin, prac-
tice that you need."

Well, the emergency rooms and the health care system are con-
tact points that we don't consider at this point, nor do we try to
intervene. If you look at what's reported to the police in the way or
assaults and what's reported to emergency rooms, four times the
number of assaults are reported to emergency rooms as are report-
ed to police. So we're talking about a very significant contact point.

If that young fellow had come in having made a suicide attempt
and we had lavaged his stomach, cleaned it out, declared him medi-
cally stable and he had said, "Look, don't go to bed because I'm
going home and I'm going to take the pills that are at the top of
the shelf and I'll be back in here and you'll get all the practice la-
vaging my stomach that you need," we would have approached it
very differently.

So, I offer that while under funding and all of that are serious
problems that have to be considered, and this is not an alternative
to that, but just to say that there are some new strategies, there
are some new approaches that need to be on the table because the
emergency room, the health care system needs to stop stitching
them up and sending them out. We need to provide within the con-
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text the same kind of approach that we provide for heart disease,for smoking, for suicide. We do prevention. We have exercise class-es, we have all kind of personnel for each of those areas and thisrepresents yet another problem that ought to be addressed in thatcontext.
Dr. CURIE. I'm going to add just one quick thing. I too am afraidthat I agree with just about 99.9 percent of what you said. I feelthat same fn-stration, especially everyday when I go out there andtalk to some Kid who's a piece of wreckage, a casualty of just thoseprocesses you're talking about.
I do think, though, that there are at least a couple of things thatwe can do, that we can say we can do credibly because they don'tcost much money. They involve things like seeing to it that people,or institutions, don't do certain things that they should not bedoing
Take the schools. Again, we've heard several times today aboutthe problem of kids getting tossed out at the ment that someproblem appears. I see that over and over again. I think it's possi-ble to have an influence on that simply by starting to say, "We'renot going to tolerate that anymore. We want teachers to behavedifferently. We want to change the way we think about what therole of the schools ought to be and the kind of responsibility theyshould take for kids who are in trouble." I think we can begin to dosome things_ like that, by exercising what you might call "cultural"pressure on how these institutions that we still have operate.Dr. KESSELMAN. I kind of like Robert Allen's statement that ifyou save or help one person out of a hundred, that's still oneperson out of a hundred and it's worth an awful lot. I think every-thing you're saying is right. There are things that worx. 1Jere arethings which we should be doing in spite of the fact that we knowthe world won't be a much better place the nextmorning.In my own hospital, we hit The New York Times front page justlast week because we were accused of not lu_ving identified a poten-tially violent patient, one that killed both his mother and father.The same week, I heard about another patient who I've been fol-lowing for some time who had been stashing an arms supply readyto assassinate half the city government and who we worked withand who's now actually functioning and able to actually resume hisrole as head of the household.

We're not going to win them all. Our knowledge isn't perfect.Chairman 11/In.m. No, but also from Jack Calhoun to the rest ofyou, the suggestion is that you can win a hell of a lot more thanyou're winning.
Dr. KESSELIWI. Well, it's your responcibility too to insist onquality assurance and effeelveness studies before you dole outmoney like you did in the '70s. But there are effective things. Someof them are new programs and I think they're worthy of support. Iwouldn't withdraw from the attempt because the problem looms solarge. It's that sense of hopelessness that I think has infected agood deal of c efforts and probably a sense of hope and move-ment that will do more for you than any number of extra dollars.Mr. MARTEN. I just wanted to say just briefly from my point ofview in the Chicago area and watching a local government justmake a commitment of $4 million to the problem, and how long
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that local government can do that, I don't know, but I just com-
mend you and encourage you to continue the fight because you
have to, have the money to have the people out there.

In Chicago you have, a few admirable programs like my col-
league's who just stated that they don't get funding or whatever.
But if you're going to deal with this problem, you've got to have
programs that receive funding, that get adequate staffing who can
be out on the street relating to these youth and trying to redirect
that energy. I don't suggest that there shouldn't be some evalua-
tion methods put in place so that we can see how the money is
being spent, but the bottom line is while we do not do more of that,
gangs are going to recruit more and they're moving.

The trend now is to move out of the local areas and to move to a
state. They're going to do more. And o ier the next six, seven, eight
years, what you think you're hearing now as a problem is going to
be greatly increased- because they have a formula. This is not no
haphazard thing. They have a formula that they have put together.

Chairman MILLER. I guess maybe that's the dichotomy that
causes me trouble because I sit here as one that gets to participate
to some extent in the formation of national policy and I know
there's an alternative system out there that says, "Folks, we've got
to fund this operation," and it's fully prepared to fund the continu-
ation of this system, whether it's the recruitment, the marketing,
from soup to nuts. They're prepared to make the investment neces-
sary to generate the number of people necessary to carry out the
commercial activities.

This is different from the neighborhood operation where we were
just going to take care of our four blocks and we were just into
trading off who was the toughest. We're now talking about a com-
mercial apparatus.

I just question whether or not you can, in good conscience, sit
here and suggest that that can be handled on a volunteer, piece-

meal basis. Just that component of itI mean I can back you all
the way up into maternal and child health and Head Start and all
of those other things that generate the candidates for this system.
That'i what this Committee has been about. It's like if the Yankees
decide they need a long ball -hitter. They're putting the resources
into it because they figure they get the pennant. The rest of the
clubs, if they don't develop the talent, they're not going to play.

Right now, we've got one group- of people that- are willing to put
the resources into deVeloping the talent and you're hanging out
there hoping that yob can have $4 million year in and out. They
know that they've got $4 million year in and year out. We just sat
here with Mr. Allan talking about three generations. They made
the commitment Br three.generations to develop this system. We
can't make the commitment for one fiscal year. To me, that's a hell
of a mismatch. I wouldn't get in the ring under those odds.

I just think you're so right. People I talk to all talk about this on
an annual basis, hoping to keep this program. We've got a pilot
study, we've got a pilot this and a pilot that and we've got the stud-
ies. We know what works. You know what works. We do it in one
or two towns and in one or two cities in the country. We've got
50,000 candidates in L.A. Forget the notion that pro sports will
bring you fame and fortune,
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Sister FATTAH. -Mr. Miller, I just wanted to add something. Lastyear I had- the fortune to work as a consultant to the Police Foun-dation and it -afforded me the opportunity to travel throughout thiscountry and to Puerto Rico, which ineidently has the largest crimeproblem in America. What I found was not just the transference asfar as the drug trafficking is concerned from one city to anothercity, blit found an international connection. You must talk aboutthe Jamaicans, about the Cubans, about the South American con-nections.
It's not just that some gangs in Los Angeles decided to do somedifferent types of marketing strategies. I just would like to addthat.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats?
Mr. Cowls. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Calhoun, I appreciate your testimony. In that, you men-tioned a number of different projects, but one in which I'm particu-larly interested- in, the Youth as Resources Project which is under-way in Ihree hidiana cities and also, I think, you testified in Mas-sachusetts. I wonder if you could describe that in a little moredetail, what you're seeking to achieve and why you think thismight be a sncessful model.
Mr. CALHoUN. I think underneath it, Representative Coats, is thefact of looking at kids not just as objects -of our service but as na-tional and local assets, as resources, if you will, hence the name.When Doctor Stith and f and one other in Boston went about de-signing the youth and resources program, it was our essentialthesis that-we tend to look at teens only as wounded as hunks ofpathology waiting to happen. Even kids who are indeed wounded insome way or other we can start claiming. I had done this a bitwhen I was Commissioner of Youth Services in Massachusettswhere in one program we had delinquent kids meet their victimsand give something back. We ran quite an array of programs,foster care, group care, et cetera, and this had one of the morestriking successes. I think because we were saying, A, "You're re-sponOble," and B, "We need you and we need you now."A couple of quick specifics. There is a program in Boston forabused teens. It's seen as a bit of a problem for the neighborhood;the citizens don't particularly like it and they wanted out, wantedto move the halfway house. The kids are now escorting the elderlyin the neighborhood and they're working in the parks to keep themclean. These are kids who are potentially those who may wind upin gangs. Citizens now see them as a resource.

We have the Log School in Dorchester, a poor neighborhood.Teem have started a hunger program. Kevin FitzGerald, again apossible candidate for trouble, aged 13, said, "I remember what itwas like to wait in line for food stamps and for cheese." He said,"You don't know what it's like to be able to give something back."He now' sees himself as a valued resource.
In Indianapolis, I'll mention two programs. One is drop-out kidsgoing back into school and talking to the younger kids in schoolabout what it means to be a drop-out, and what they face. Anotherprogram has taken a group of young mothers who are writing aplay to take into the elementary schools, about what it means to bea teen mother.
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So, there's a sense, if you will, ofdignity. In Fort Wayne, there is
a teen who is chairing the board out there. The Vice President of
the bank board, who is head of one of the largest banks said, "Why
didn't we think of this before?"

I'm not suggesting this as a panacea. There have been deep, very
painful cuts that have hurt some of the programs that I was close
to and ran. "But I think in this adversity we are suddenly beginning
to realize we've got a resource out there that we usually don't
wake up to until they're about 22 or they're in college or they're
out of school.

Carlo' Mendiata, not your honor society student, a very big kid,
a tough idd from Miami South High School where they have metal
detectors, came up to our training and said, "Unless we kids take
some responsibility, it's not going to change." He is a leader, a big
factor at the school. That school changed. Metal detectors are gone,
etcetera.

Again, I'm not suggesting it as a panacea, but I wink we cannot
have the perspective that these kids are all diseased, and we as a
society must pay attention to them. We've got to give them the
message that they are claimed as early as possible. We've seen it
work.

Mr. COATS. There's an interesting parallel with that because a
number of public housing projects have turned over to a tenant
management type program with some remarkable success. I visited
a couple of those and they have basically done the same thing,
"You put some responsibility in our hands for our own destiny, you
give us some of the dignity of being able to give something back, to
participate in the process and make decisions that effect our own
lives," and people respond. There have been some remarkable suc-
cesses.

Mr. CALHOUN. Kimi Gray here in Washington at Kenilworth-
Parkside projects is a very dramatic example.

Mr. COATS. Yes.
Mr. Allen, you also talked about that same concept, young people

being a part of making the decisions. I was intrigued by your con-
cept of the gang as family, supplying a need, meeting a need, but
trying to turn that from a negative impact into a positive impact.
Can you be more specific as to how that can be done? Realistically,
who does it and how do you walk into a gang situation that is
thriving currently on 'hatred, bitterness, retribution and selling
drugs and take that negative and turn it into a positive?

Mr. ALLEN. Well, what we do in Philadelphia is we have a gang
council. To do that you just have to be a gang member yourself.
Once you're a gang member, everybody knows you. So, what we do,
our word is good. We give our word to each other and I can walk
up to any gang that's fighting in our area and sit down and talk to
them.

What I'm saying is, the positive way, we have to give them posi-
tive things to do. Some gang members like can't work for other
people, so we have to show them how to set up their own type of
jobs that they want to do.

To me, I can go in any state, any city and work with any gang
and turn them around if I'm given the opportunity to do that. The
only thing you have to do is show them that they're doing bodily

,
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harm against each other and nobody's gaining but the people whoare making money off of them.
Just like when stopped gang warring, I've never stopped work-ing with my gang.; Once a gang member, always a gang member.I'm going to always be able to go back to them 12 gangs in myneighborhood and tell them, "We're not going to fight." When Isaid we're not going to fight, either they're ping to kill me orthey're not going to fight. Nine out of ten the re going to sit downand talk it =out- because you get a child that s going to a funeral,seeing Yout friend's mother and father and everybody else sittingthere all sad because there son's not, here and then when you stopandlbink about how he get killed, it was over nothing.
And once you go to prison and you see the same guys that wereout there trying to kill everyday are in there tempting each other,then you're going to come out with a different attitude altogether.If we hive to stick together inside of institutions, then we can do itout on the street.
The only thing is, just the media, they play a great part. Like thebrother was saying from Chicago, the media always print when youkill somebody, but go and fix up some houses or do something forsome senior citizen, do some project, it'll be on the back page. Imean if somebody do something wrong, I'm not looking for the sen-tence in the paper. Bu; when I got sentenced it was on the frontpage becauSe the judge made an example of me because I was theleader.' Re said, "No gang war in '74 that Sister Fattah made,you're not going to be there for that," and I was in there for thenext two years for that.
Plus, I was shot six times in thre. -months. Just like we all didwith tempting each other and fighth for each other, my mother,my father, my brothers and my sisters, everybody that loves meand cares about me has to understand that if somebody does some-thing to one of my hommies, that I'm going to fight to the last dropof blood. One thing about a gang, if one do it, they all do it. So, ifwe all say we're not going to fight, there ain't going to be no fightand there ain't nobody going to break my word. When I said thereai going to be no fight, nobody sitting at this table is going tobreak that word. Before w_ e leave this table, we know what eachother is going to do.

That's what people have got to do, sit down and reach out to theyounger people and show them that they can get them same alliga-tor shoes, them same gold - chains by going to work, making somemoney. and getting some responsibility.
Just like the House of. Umojti is a family. If I get in trouble,knew Sister Fattah is going to be out there working to help me,whether I'm right or wrong. If rm wrong, she's going to tell me Iwas wrong, but she's still going to be out there trying to help me.One thing. she did, she never promises nothing. You've got somany city-agencies telling parents and'young kids they're going todo this and that just for the summer, to keep them cool, but whenthe mother comes from school, there's no help. It seems like theyjust want them to go cut there and fight.
It's like when I was leader, I always had a job. I didn't neverhave to worry about a summer job, winter job or nothing because Iknew I was getting one. What you have to do, you have to treat
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each other the same. I don't see no city nowhere that nobody can
stop a gang problem or stop young people from killing young
people. The only thing you've-got to do is sit down and be honest
with them, juit tell them up front. Just like with police officers.
We get along with the police officers good because the police officer

is going to tell you, "I'm a police officer first. Don't come telling me
nothing you want, to do wrong. I'm going to do my job." I can re-
spect that *dice officer.

Mr. CONJS. I doret disagree with the Chairman when he says that
there .aren't enough resources out there. There aren't enough.
There aren't enough federal resources, there aren't enough non-
federal resources. Mr. Calhoun outlined a whole series of potential
non-federal resources that ought to be culminated.

During the 1960's and 1970's we had had a social experiment of
pouring a great deal of money into a lot of different social pro -
grams with some very poor results. People were pretty much fed

up with that expenditure of money bringing about so few results.
Now, the answer isn't necessarily to stop addressing the problem.

The answer is to try to find a better way to spend the money and
get better results for the dollars that are spent.

Now, it seems to me we've gone through a period of time during
the '80s where we've been trying to sort out how we could do this
in a better way, where we have had to turn to some non-federal
resources. They're not adequate to deal with some of the enormity
of these problems. I'm tb first to admit that. Yet maybe we can
learn something from soma of the principles that come out of this
such as things that we talk about here today involving those in the
situation, making them part of the solution. The prospect of
strengthening community involvement, community effort, demon-
strating, if only the hard way, that the federal government simply
isn't going to be able to solve all their problems. It's going to have
to be a joint federal/state effort.

But a lot more people are going to have to get involved with this
on a personal level than are currently involved. A lot of individ-
uals, community leaders, bank presidents, Chamber of Commerce
presidents, labor leaders, school boards, teachers, parents, ministers,
on and on, are going to have to get involved if we're going to suc-
cessfully deal with these problems.

I don't believe that simply doubling the funding for some of these
programs coming out of the federal government is going to do a
good job. We've got to put more counselors out there.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Coats, I'rt not saying double the funding. I'm
saying did you all ever ask the kids themselves which programs
worked and which programs should be funded?

Mr. COATS. I don't disagree with you.
Mr. CALHOUN. I would just like to comment one more time. I

think the cuts have been deep and extremely painful and we do
need more resources, we've got to have them. But there's a curious
opportunity now to unleash a new source of energy. I think it's not
just on this Committee, and I appreciate the indignation of this
Committee, more than appreciate it, I celebrate it, but I think it's
not just what's going on here. I think there's been a national ne-
glect of kids, national.
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When you look at studies showing adult time spent with kids, apiece of it is economic, ,yes, bUt a piece of it is also choice. So, Ithink that WehaVe to sound a clarion cry in terms of programs forchildren and youth and their faMiliea across the board. But - comeback to ,this=1-Maybe the Older' get; the simpler I get, I don'tknOWbut "this image of a Mr. Collins' and a Mrs. Thomas is-there.They are not the, solution, but they are a start. There was RosaParks**, decided that her feet were tired and she would not go tothe back-Of the:bus; she helped begin'the civil rights revolution.
-Everybody, has got:to` take a step, and this Committee can doniore.:There Must be morefUnding in certain areas,' but we are notgoing to win- until every citizen inculcates in their minds, theirvalues and the way they behave, that we're not going to hive afutnie unless these kids are empowered, able and full participantsand:claimed.
Mr. Wks. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.
`Chairman lliuga. Mr. Calhoun, what does it cost to implement

your. curriculum, Teens, Crfine an&Community? What does it costa schOol -district to implement that?.
Mr. TATiotnsr. In a school district, Congressman, it's about$25,000., That includes a lot of volunteer help, teacher help, citizensfrom the :outside coming in.
Chairman MILLER'. I just wrote my -sister a check for $500:00, justto -buy reading book; for her clatsroom. Not her school, her class-room. I don't know a public school teacher, people who I know thatare teaching school, who aren't reaching into their pocket to buySupplies and materials for the schools.
Mr. CAlliOUN. You're right.
Chairinan-MaLkt. I don't know a public school teacher that's notworking more hours than they ever contracted for to try to savekids inside and outside the school hours.
I guesk what concerns the is that we're on the verge of the anec-dotal-solutiOn to this problem. I appreciate Mrs. Thomas and Mr.Collins and we can ask the kids what prograMs work. There are noprOgranis in my community. There are none. You talk to the Rich-mon1 PD,- you talk to youth service workers, there are no pro-grams. We're just into managing; we're just shuffling. We're justpretending that we're helping these kids. That's my concern. See, Idon't think you can do it with all of the best intentions. I don'tthink you can do it without the money, because we're talking about&Milks and we're talking about young people that in many in-stances, at a very young ageforget the 19 year olds for a secondwe're talking about kids that are devoid of any social values orstructure.

We talk about parenting? I listen to my friends in white, uppermiddle class suburbia talk about problems with their adolescentsthat they can't handle and they want to have Blue Cross and BlueShield handle those problems for them.
Dr: Kesielman, they want to enlist your professor or a Master ofSocial-Work to handle those problems for them.Now we're suggesting that the poorest communities with thepoorest families in the poorest parts of this country can do it if ev-erybody bands together? It's the old story about bootstrapping.You've got to have boots before you can bootstrap. It's not the

1 n
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answer -that it's just federal resources, but damn it, I cannot be-
lieve that when you look at the numbers that are here, that we can
con people into believing that this thing will cure itself if eve
community Will just cure it. I just think that there's a countery
ing force here:

When I, go to teenage pregnancies, whether it's on Indian reser-
vations or in inner-city schools and I go to those clinics, we're talk-
ing.about fundanientals. Andlhe people who are trainedand they
Must be trained,110jUat well-intentioned, they must be trained to
deal with. soung people and with those familiesthat costs
money: That sounds, ike money' to me.

:I Want 'talented people to work with it. I don't need to help out
the Phi Bet, he' can get on to school hiinself. You need the most
talented- people with the most difficult cases. That sounds like
training and education and salaries. That doesn't sound like volun-
teers. f don't think we ShOuld just ask these communities to rely on
the -best intentions of people. You can,incorporate that, but those
programs those curricula are managed and paid for and you put
somebody in, charge of that because you wanted a success in Phoe-
nii. You didn't throw that at the school district and say, "Here,
adopt this curriculum." You put somebody in that school district to
make "sure that curriculum workedin those ten weeks.

Mr.°CAIIIOUN. Absolutely. May I just respond t;(:' ) that?
Chairman Minim Yes.
Mr. Qiixotirr.' The whole resource issue is vital and the nation

has got to show leadership and invest. The cuts, as I've indicated,
were incredibly painful, but I use a Mr. Collins and a Mrs. T/iomas
as a syritOol of individual commitment also. I've listed a partial
range of what I consider vital federal programs, most of which are
wounded and are limping. But at the same time, my core message
is that to be a combination, that we somehow have to figure
out a way of combining,a strong resource-driven federal program
with policies which would quicken the individual citizen response.

.Mr. COATS. Mr. Chairman, if I could just interject something
here.

ChairMan MILLER. Sure.
Mr. COATS. Idon't think anybody's trying to make the point that

the resources are adequate. They're not. But I think the point that
at least I'm trying to make or what I hear some of the panelists
trying to make is that there has to be an attitude of change, behav-
ior change ont -there aineirg'the American people in terms of their
willingness to invest some time and effort in the problems Of par-
enting and the problenis of helping others. Unless that comes, you
can pour every federal dollar in the Treasury into a program and
you're not going to have success.

I know a lot of teachers that don't give a damn about kids. All
they want to do is get out of the classroom at 3:00. Indiana Legisla-
ture Passed a law to add five schools days because we were 50th in
the nation in number of days and the teachers lobby wont down
the very next year and knocked two days off it because they just
didn't want to spend' the extra time.

I know a lot of,people that could care less about the kids in their
Sown. family. They'd rather have a boat in the marina or a new
VCR or- a new television than go out in the yard and throw a ball
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with their kids. What they want is for the federal government tohire' some social worker or some psychiatrist to teach their kidshow to play balrte deals with any problems that they have, prob-lems that 'they're not willing to address themselves. Unless there'san -attitude change in this country that goes along with the federalfunding-,- we're just kidding oureelves.
'Carolyn 'Wallace, when she spoke about the black family on BillMover's-- "show, about the crisis in black America, spoke very elo-quently. to that 'Very ,point mid. said there's going to' have to be a'change- in the behavior and in the attitude of this communitybefore thiiigs are really going te turn 'around. Fathers and Mothersand uncles 'and, aunts anthstorekeepers and everyone ls going to'have to day; "It does matter. I'do care. I'm willing to getpersonallyinvolved."' I think' when we bring that combination together, thatChangein, attitude among with the resources, then we're going to seeresults.
I just don't think we're going to see them by pumping in moreresources to let somebody else do the job that an awful lot of peopleare neglecting, including churches, including a number of non-fed-eral institutions' that have neglected it for whatever reason andaren't doing the job. Hopefully we can mobilize that attitude.That's the point I was trying to make and I think that's the pointSeveral on the panel were trying to make.
Chairman MILLER. You have to understand, this is not an argu-ment. This is both of us being deeply concerned about this. Obvi-ously, we both believe that its a combination of services and re-sources, bid,' think it's incredibly frustrating in this committee be-cause we deal with the dark side of American society. Most of theadolescents that We're talking about here today are kind of the left-overs and the left outs I think recognizing the potential that someof those kids 'have who may never realize it drives you to this. AndI have alWays said, "I will write off those families that don't care.Let me just assist the families that come and ask for help,. that say,`My son's in trouble, my daughter is in trouble. I've got violence inmy house.' " If we could just address those for openers.Again, where I come from, which is an area that historically hasbeen high in the delivery ofsocial services, we can no longer evenaddress those people who are asking for help.

Sister FIVITAH. I would just like to say one final thing and then Ihave to get back to where I live. When I left this morning therewere black kids, Hispanic kids, Vietnamese kids, white kids. This is1988. When I started the House of Umoja, we served black kids. Ev-erybody thought that all the crime and pathology was in the blackcommunity. I just want to leave this with you, that every one ofthose kids needs help and I don't have enough money to help them.I've been working for 20 years and I'm tired of asking people whodon't have Blue Cross and Blue Shield, who don't have an adequatesalary for their own families, to continue to volunteer. Volunteer-ism does not get it. Yes, we are funded for child care, but Robert issaying the extra work, that after he puts in is after eight hours ofdoing the job he is paid for, then he has to go out in the communi-ty to volunteer to make sure that there still is a community outthere.
I'm glad you all are not arguing. You fooled me for a moment.
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Mr. COATS. Some of our best discussions and some of the best
thought processes in this Committee take place after everybody
else has gone.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your help. I was
passed a,note in the middle of this hearing saying, "Where do we
go from here?" I think that's a very important question because we
have all done, a splendid:job, especially the two panels, of describ-
ing the.problem for those of us in Congress and for those of us who
have some,ability to make Some change here. The question really is
now that policy, that mix of private and public and federal and
non-federal resources to see.if we can get it on some kind of sus-
tained baids so we can have a chance at one of these generations.

Mr. ALLEN% Let me make one quick statement, just to echo some-
thing that was said We see communities rising up in Chicago and
coming together and doing some things in a volunteer natt_re, but
we also see in those communities Cie bank presidents and the
school teachers and the coaches. It takes a special type of person
with a background who can get to some of these youth today in
gangs. Volunteerism is not going to generate that kind of person. It
has to have a person who is well trained, who has the background,
who's had somebody else touch their life, who can make that liai-
son approach.

You can pull all the bank presidents you want in the world and
other people in, but like he said, the gangs are here to stay from
their perspective. They take care of each other. When we talk
.bout volunteerism, they see that as us back-treating or taking a
gap. There's a gap there and they're prepared to fill it and they're
filling it and they're going to contiroir to fill it. As long as we have
these philosophical talks about how much we should do, they're
moving out. They're moving out of Chicago and they're moving out
all around.

Mr. CALHOUN. I'd like to say thanks to this Committee.
Chairman MuxFIR Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 1:47 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF V.G. GUINSES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SEY YES (SAVE EVERYYOUNGSTER YOUTH ENTERPRISE SOCIETY), Los ANGELES, CA

The subject of crime control is indeed a top- prior.ty issuewith neighborhood crime being at the top of the list. Statisticsshow that the County of Los Angeles unfortunately leads thenation in violent juvenile crime in which over 95% is related togangs.

The County of Los Angeles has an estimated 500 street gangswith an approximate 70 to 80,000 membership. As of September,1987, gang related crime in this area had risen by 40 whichincludes 214 homicidh victims. In the Compton area, there hasbeen a 46% increase in gang related homicides. The terriblething about these increased figures, is that, approximately 35%of the homicides wee innocent victims (people in the wrong placeat the wrong time).

From the SEY YES point of view, there have been severalfactors that have lead to the tremendous increase of violentjuvenile crime over the past three (3) years;

1. Youth are more vicious in general -
a. What type of movies and television shows are mostpopular among youth.
b. Where are the positive role models for today's

youth.
c. What has happened to the family unit.d. What has happened to morals of people in general.e. The increase of drug use and sales r:Aong youth and

especially gang members.
f. Social programs have been eliminated due tocutbacks, so youth have no place to go to

encourage positive thinking and activittas.
2. Gang Members

a. Becoming more organized.
b. Becoming experts in drug sales.
c. Former gang rivals becoming united and backing

each other in gang wars.
d. Drug sales enable gang members to buy dangerous

weapons (magnums, uzis and hand grenades.e. Gang set not involved in crime will retaliate forthe set that is involved thereby no one goes tojail for the act.
f. Drug sales enable gang members to buy cars andtrucks that make them more mobile - expanding

their operations outside of California.
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g. Members becoming less afraid to commit murder
because their current system is 1) keeping them
out of jail, and 2) they know they can only be
sentenced to die once for 1 or 10 murders.

h. Gang members used to retaliate against each other,
now they will kill any member of the rival's
family - mother, father, siblings. Five mothers
have been killed this year due to this type of
retaliation.

i. Gang members being trained by youth coming into
this country as refugees that used to fight as
guerillas in their mother country.

J. Gang members on the streets being given oxder by
gang members behind bars.

These are but a few reasons for the increase in violent
juvenile crime in the Los Angeles area. SEY YES does however,

feel that are some solutions to the problem facing us all. The

gang phenomenon in an ever changing one. What was valid two

years ago has changed in many ways and is invalid this year. For

law enforcement, schools, churches, parents and the community-at-

large to keep up witat the changes and to stay on top of the
problem, they need to have access to a channel and/or process

whereby their gang related education can be expanded and valid
and concrete information can be gathered through a hot line and a
communications network from the community and fed back into their

system so that;

1. Law Enforcement Officers will be knowledgeable.

2. School Administrators will be knowledgeable and

teachers can teach without fear.
3. Parents can recognize a problem in their household

before it gets out of hand.
4. Churches can set up positive youth programs.

5. Invcdtigations will be positive.

6. Arrests will stick.
7. Witnesses won't be afraid to come forward.
8. Conviction can be made and these violent perpetrators

of the law will be put behind bars.
9. The community-at-large will be aware of what's going on

in their neighborhood and take it back from the

criminal element.

The above model has been demonstrated in a small targeted

area of South Central Los Angeles and violent juvenile crime was

reduced by 18% overtime. This method can be expanded and
replicated for a period of time in a certain area to see if it
will have the same effect on the juvenile crime in that area.

Thank you for allowing SEY YES, Inc., to contribute to this

hearing and we hope that our testimony will prove to be of some

benefit to you.
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